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Abstract

Growing political polarization has fueled calls for people to constructively engage with opponents and better understand their perspectives rather than dismissively avoiding or condemning them. People who heed these calls may be doing their part to benefit democracy, but what about their reputations—will their behavior elevate them or abase them in their allies’ eyes? My dissertation reports ten studies answering this and related questions. Building on my MA thesis, which finds that people usually like allies who constructively engage with opponents’ views, Chapter 2’s Studies 1 and 2 examined why they hold this preference and when it is most likely to emerge. In Chapter 3, Studies 3 and 4 found a case when people prefer the opposite: U.S. Senators’ tweets received more positive feedback when they dismissed opponents compared to engaging with them. Studies 5 and 6 (and Appendix Studies S1-S4) test various explanations for this contradictory pattern, finding that Twitter popularity represents the genuine preferences of a small group of active users with unusual attitudes, as well as inauthentic preferences expressed by everyone else. Drawing on this observation that popular opinion is not represented on (social) media, Chapter 4 considered whether people fail to realize that their allies endorse cross-party engaging. Indeed, Studies 7 and 8 find that people mistakenly think they are alone in preferring allies who engage over those who dismiss. I theorized that perceived polarization causes these misperceptions, but Studies 9 and 10 found that reducing perceived polarization does not reduce misperceptions nor encourage people to engage with opposing views. This work on one hand highlights reputational benefits of engaging with opposing views; on the other, it suggests social media distorts these benefits, and people generally fail to realize them. At the same time, it leaves open how interventions might motivate engagement with opposing views.
Lay Summary

Americans have polarized politically, prompting calls for cross-party engagement. How are people who heed this call received by peers from their political camp? In one series of studies, most Americans applauded cross-party engagement; in another, U.S. Senators’ tweets modeling such behavior received less positive feedback (Likes, Retweets) because people providing feedback, unlike most, are extremists who disavow constructive cross-party engagement. Since these results suggested social media misrepresents majority preferences, additional studies tested whether people realize their peers support cross-party engaging. They do not: Most people like political allies who engage constructively with opposing views, yet think they alone feel this way and expect such behavior to provoke backlash. Further studies tried (but failed) to correct this by rectifying people’s overblown perceptions of polarization. Taken together, this dissertation helps explain why Americans do not bridge divides and highlights a potential solution: raising awareness of widespread support for this behavior.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1 Conflict between moral and democratic values

We must end this uncivil war that pits red against blue, rural versus urban, conservative versus liberal. We can do this if we open our souls instead of hardening our hearts. If we show a little tolerance and humility. If we’re willing to stand in the other person’s shoes just for a moment.

- American President Joe Biden, 2020 Inauguration Speech

The rise of democracies is often considered a crowning achievement of the enlightenment era, helping both citizens and their societies to flourish (Przeworski et al., 2000). One reason democratic societies have done so well is they have developed values (e.g., tolerance; rationality; compromise) and norms (e.g., civil discourse and deliberation) that help ensure protected rights for groups with minority demographics or beliefs, and that harness rational deliberation to identify optimal policies among options (Christiano, 2008; Mill, 1861).

That said, democratic values can conflict with other important values, including morality. When people see their beliefs as based on a fundamental moral truth (Goodwin & Darley, 2008; Skitka et al., 2021), they often see contrasting beliefs as lacking a valid moral basis (Haidt, 2012). As a result, people develop strong negative attitudes towards dissenting individuals or groups: They feel contempt for them (Rozin et al., 1999) and see them as immoral (Meindl et al., 2016) or even subhuman (Haslam & Loughnan, 2014). They also feel justified in avoiding and dismissing outright views that they morally disagree with (Tetlock, 2003), in intolerantly withholding the rights of moral dissenters (Skitka et al., 2015), and (sometimes) in resorting to violence against them (Rai et al., 2017). In sum, moral values can lead people to dismiss adversaries—ostracizing them, overlooking their ideas, encroaching on their rights, or actively harming them—behaviors that violate democratic values of tolerance, compromise, and rationality.
When democratic societies feature political groups steeped in moral conflict, citizens face a dilemma. On one hand, their society’s democratic values compel them to tolerantly engage with—learn about and deliberate over—different political views. On the other hand, the moral values that undergird their own political beliefs compel them to at the very least avoid political groups who seem to accept or endorse immoral ideas, and perhaps to actively exclude, silence, or hurt seemingly immoral others. This value conflict, along with most literature that informs my theorizing, has emerged in contemporary America, so my dissertation focuses on this context.

Americans’ actions increasingly suggest that they have resolved this conflict in favor of moral values, embodying the sort of intolerant behaviors that both are typical of moral conflict and unravel the fabric of democratic societies. Over time, they have become less likely to engage with political opponents’ views (Rodriguez et al., 2017), opting instead to hear from congenial views in the news they watch (Iyengar & Hahn, 2009; Peterson & Iyengar, 2020), the people they interact with (Skitka et al., 2005), and the communities they live in (Motyl et al., 2014). Not only are Americans increasingly refusing to engage with opponents, they are more often choosing to dismiss them outright as well: They explicitly dehumanize them (Finkel et al., 2020; Iyengar et al., 2019), and occasionally take the sort of extreme actions against them that I mentioned earlier (e.g., suppressing opposing views, violence; Cole Wright et al., 2008; Crawford & Pilanski, 2014; Kalmoe & Mason, 2022; Skitka & Morgan, 2014).

In response, some voices—scholars (Ditto & Koleva, 2011), non-profit organizations (e.g., More in Common; Listen First Project), and politicians (e.g., Joe Biden, as quoted at the beginning of this paper)—have called for people to turn the tide and do the opposite: Try to constructively engage with opponents’ political views by exposing themselves to their ideas and considering their merits. The people who make these calls typically justify them on the basis of
democratic values (e.g., Mutz, 2002), implying these values should take precedence over moral qualms. But the people being called to engage constructively with opponents may have other values in mind, such as protecting their reputation. They might consider whether engaging would help or harm their reputation, especially in the eyes of their political in-group, whom they most want to impress and remain connected to (Baumeister & Leary, 1995). Based on this idea, my dissertation asks three interrelated questions: (1) what explains how engaging with versus dismissing opponents’ views affects one’s reputation among allies, (2) how well is this reputational effect represented on social media, and (3) how accurately can people predict it?

Answering these questions in the American political context can be informative for different reasons. Theoretically, America is a democracy amid high polarization (Heltzel & Laurin, 2021), so its citizens face a conflict between their strong democratic values and their strong moral values, which lead them to object to their opponents’ views. In places where polarization is weaker, or where democracy is not the norm, this conflict would be more lopsided, and the results less informative. From a practical standpoint, America plays a major role in global affairs, so citizens in other countries might pay attention to and emulate its sociopolitical dynamics. Whether the results I observe in America generalize elsewhere is a question I will discuss more thoroughly in Chapter 5, but it depends in part on whether America is more polarized than elsewhere, which is the subject of much debate (e.g., Westwood et al., 2018; Gidron et al., 2019; Wagner, 2021; Boxell et al., 2022; Fletcher et al., 2019).

1.2 Reputational effects of engaging with versus dismissing opposing perspectives

How do observers react to political allies who engage with, or dismiss, shared opponents’ political perspectives? Figure 1.1 illustrates the components involved in this question using
different colored profiles to depict observers and actor as allies\(^1\), contrasted with a shared opposing view. Using a variety of methods, my MA thesis consistently found evidence that engaging garners more reputational benefits: Observers strongly preferred politically allied actors who engaged with (green handshake in Figure 1.1) rather than dismissed (red blocking hand in Figure 1.1) opposing target viewpoints.

That work (Heltzel & Laurin, 2021, which includes my MA thesis studies and several more) spoke to related questions and in doing so, bolstered confidence that people genuinely, typically prefer engaging. For example, several studies included an allied actor who neither engaged with nor dismissed political opponents’ views; relative to this control target, people liked more an ally who engaged with opposing views and liked less an ally who dismissed opposing views. In addition, that work showed that people prefer actors who engage over those who dismiss both in the abstract (e.g., when they read about them in hypothetical vignettes) as well as in real, concrete situations (e.g., when interacting with them in-person). Likewise, they disliked dismissers whom they heard explicitly advocate for this approach, as well as those whom they merely observed more passively avoiding hearing from opposing viewpoints (e.g., seeing their news consumption habits). It also showed that this preference generalizes across both U.S. and Canadian samples, with both groups showing a large preference for allies who

\[\text{Figure 1.1. Engaging and dismissing dynamics}\]

\(^1\) I use this term throughout to refer to politically like-minded others: Those who support the same policy stance (i.e., pro-choice), or identify with the same broad ideological orientation (i.e., liberal) or party affiliation (i.e., Democrat).
engage with opponents’ views. Finally, that work showed that people prefer engaging regardless of the reason an actor engages with opposing views (e.g., to learn or persuade) or dismisses them (e.g., out of loyalty or to avoid the emotional burden).

The above findings dovetail with evidence that people generally respect and want to be around individuals who express more willingness to hear out opposing political views (Yeomans et al., 2020), as well as evidence that people want allies to speak and behave in ways that facilitate constructive cross-party engagement. For example, people prefer allies—both citizens and leaders—who are civil and polite towards opponents (Frimer & Skitka, 2018, 2020), so much so that they disidentify with their political group after seeing allies behave uncivilly towards opponents (Druckman et al., 2019; Klar et al., 2018).

There are different ways in which people can engage with or dismiss opponents and their viewpoints. For example, engaging with opponents can mean gaining initial exposure to their viewpoints and spending time processing and evaluating them (e.g., Minson & Chen, 2020), or it can be deeper, involving searching for common ground and cooperating with opponents (e.g., Galinsky et al., 2005). Likewise, people can dismissively overlook opposing views by simply not bothering to expose themselves to or think deeply about them (e.g., Heltzel & Laurin, 2021), or they can dismiss outright opponents and their views by condemning them and saying they are not worth hearing out (e.g., Frimer & Skitka, 2018, 2020). These two forms of dismissing respectively map onto, on one hand, the disgust or contempt people feel toward immoral others and that makes them want to withdraw from and avoid them, and on the other hand the anger they feel that makes them want to expel and push away opponents (Hutcherson & Gross, 2011).

Many studies suggest that people prefer engaging, but none explore why people prefer it, and some recent studies and narratives would instead support the prediction that they would
prefer the opposite. I therefore developed a process model that could account both for people’s overall preference, and for the forces that might push for its opposite.

1.2.1 Engagers might seem tolerant, rational, and cooperative

Observers might like actors who engage because of the socially desirable effects of this action. For example, people who engage thoughtfully with opponents’ beliefs often become more tolerant of them (Mutz, 2002) and better appreciate the reasons and experiences informing them (Kubin et al., 2021; Stanley et al., 2020). Perhaps as a result, people who engage with opposing views tend to develop more rational, nuanced, and better-informed beliefs (Golman et al., 2017). And because they better understand their opponents’ beliefs and values, they are better able to cooperate with them, finding common ground toward compromise (Galinsky et al., 2005). In other words, people who engage with opposing views may appear, and actually tend to become, more tolerant, rational, and cooperative, each of which garner liking and respect (Fehr & Fischbacher, 2004; Fiske et al., 2006; Ståhl et al., 2016), especially in Western democracies where tolerance, compromise, and rationality are highly regarded (Brown, 2009; Norenzayan et al., 2002).

1.2.2 Engaging may convey openness to validating and adopting opposing views

And yet, most people who have followed media coverage or empirical research on politics over the last decade (e.g., Abramowitz & Saunders, 2008; Finkel et al., 2020; Iyengar et al., 2019; Levendusky & Malhotra, 2016a) will have heard of people’s rising moral disdain for opponents, and so might expect Americans to be skeptical of allies who engage with those opponents’ views. For example, people usually like tolerant, cooperative individuals, but they dislike co-partisan politicians who tolerantly compromise with opponents (Ryan, 2017; Wolf et al., 2012).
Based on this moral disdain for opponents, there are at least two reasons why people might prefer allies who refuse to validate opponents’ immoral views, instead demonstrating loyalty and commitment to the group. For one, people might dislike allies who seem to validate opponents’ views by empathizing with or otherwise tolerating them, thereby implying there may be good reasons behind them. After all, people refrain from empathizing with individuals whom they deem to be immoral (Anderson & Cameron, 2023) and dislike anyone else who tries to do the same (Wang & Todd, 2020); since partisans increasingly feel that their opponents’ views are morally illegitimate (Finkel et al., 2020; Haidt et al., 2003; Stanley et al., 2020), they might condemn engaging with those views, as this may seem to validate them. For another, whereas people who engage with opposing views may seem alarmingly open to changing their minds on fundamental moral issues, those who dismiss opposing views may seem loyally invested in their political views and willing to take a stance on contentious debates, both of which people like (Silver & Shaw, 2022; Zlatev, 2019).

1.2.3 Testing psychological mechanisms underlying the preference for engaging

Together with my prior findings that people like engaging more than dismissing, this led me to hypothesize that they might have a strong preference for tolerant, cooperative and / or rational allies, somewhat offset by a (comparatively weaker) preference for allies who refuse to legitimize opponents and seem unlikely to change their minds. These preferences should have opposing effects on people’s responses to engaging. One straightforward way to test this idea is through statistical mediation through each of these variables.

A second way to test it is through its implied moderators. Consider the case where there is an especially large perceived difference between the observers’ and target’s perspectives; see Figure 1.2. In this case, observers may find that opposing perspective especially immoral,
alarming, or distasteful, so they might feel relatively more favorable toward allies who refuse to legitimize it and seem unlikely to change their minds—that is, they should have a weaker overall preference for engaging. For example, if an outgroup target has extreme views (relative to other targets; see Figure 1.2, bottom panel), an observer will perceive their own views as more at odds with this target’s and dislike an allied actor who engages with (vs. dismisses) that outgroup target’s views. Likewise, if an observer has extreme views (relative to other observers; see Figure 1.2, middle panel), they will perceive their views as more at odds with an outgroup target’s and dislike an allied actor who engages with (or dismisses) that outgroup target’s views. In such cases—when an actor engages with an extreme opposing target’s view and/or when the actor’s allied observers are themselves extreme—there should be a weaker overall preference for engaging.

Figure 1.2. Engaging and dismissing dynamics at baseline (top) vs. with a relatively extreme observer (middle) or target viewpoint (right)

Chapter 2 in this dissertation will use both of these approaches—statistical mediation as well as moderation—to test my hypotheses about psychological mechanisms.

1.3 The potentially special case of politicians’ tweets
Having established the mechanisms underlying people’s general preferences, Chapter 3 studies a specific case where the (implied) preference may reverse: Social media feedback to politicians who engage with or dismiss opponents’ perspectives in their posts. This context—social media—has special practical importance, as sites like Twitter (now rebranded as X) have an increasing role in political discourse: They allow politicians to easily communicate and interact with constituents. Since politicians are the prototypical members of their political groups and have uniquely large social media followings, their posts can powerfully shape citizens’ perceptions of which behaviors are normal and appropriate; in turn, citizens can influence politicians by responding to their posts.

I therefore asked, which type of post—an engaging or dismissing one—generates more positive feedback on Twitter (e.g., Likes and Retweets). Politicians can safely assume that if they engage with opponents’ views, they will gain favor among those opponents (Minson & Chen, 2022), but a politician’s social media audience is made up primarily of allies and only very few opponents (Pew Research Center, 2022a; Wojcieszak et al., 2022). Politicians, like most people, may choose to post that which appeals to their allies (Marie & Petersen, 2023). Which post would these allied observers approve of? More broadly, are politicians rewarded more for tweeting about engaging with, or dismissing, opponents and their views? And what does this say about what most citizens want from their political leaders?

### 1.3.1 People may prefer their leaders’ tweets that engage with, rather than dismiss, opponents

Some of the evidence reviewed above suggests people prefer positive interparty interactions in general (e.g., Frimer & Skitka, 2018), and engaging specifically (Heltzel & Laurin, 2021), so perhaps this would seamlessly transfer to online contexts. After all, the broader
evidence that people favor positive interparty interactions has been shown to apply even to politicians, and even to social media. For example, at least in principle, most Americans endorse positive relations between elected representatives: Nearly all (93%) say politicians should compromise and make laws through bipartisan efforts (Pew Research Center, 2019a; see also Harbridge & Malhotra, 2011). They also like partisan allies, including leaders, who express more respect and civility when tweeting about opponents (Frimer & Skitka, 2018, 2020). (In)civility is distinct from engaging versus dismissing—one can politely explain why another view is unworthy of attention or have rude things to say upon considering opponents’ ideas in good faith—but they likely cooccur in natural communication. If people prefer positive interparty relations, they might also prefer when ally leaders tweet about engaging with, rather than dismissing, opponents’ views.

1.3.2 Politicians’ dismissing tweets may fare better than their engaging ones

This broader evidence notwithstanding, even if most people generally prefer positive interparty relations, social media may not reflect that majority preference and may instead reward dismissing over constructively engaging. An emerging literature has documented this kind of disconnect on posts related to engaging and dismissing; for example, although people prefer civil communication (Frimer & Skitka, 2020), tweets that are more uncivil receive more Likes and Retweets (Frimer et al., 2022); likewise, people condemn negativity and divisiveness (Rathje et al., 2022), but negative, divisive posts receive more engagement (Brady et al., 2017; Yu et al., 2023). There are at least two ways such a disconnect could arise with regards to politicians’ engaging and dismissing posts.

1.3.2.1 People might genuinely prefer politicians’ dismissing tweets
People might genuinely prefer different behavior by their political leaders on Twitter, compared to what they would otherwise prefer. When observers see an allied politician engage with opponents’ views, they may worry this leader would make tangible policy concessions that an ordinary citizen could not (see also Pew Research Center, 2019a; Ryan, 2017). In addition, people really dislike opposing politicians (Kingzette, 2021); when leaders engage with opposing views on Twitter, they are more likely to hear from these opposing politicians (as opposed to opposing regular citizens), so their allied observers might react less favorably (e.g., Hussein & Wheeler, 2023). Moreover, Twitter facilitates social conflict (e.g., Crockett, 2017), and people think antagonistic, divisive content is normal there (Rathje et al., 2022). People often approve more of normative behaviors (Eriksson et al., 2015; Lerner, 1980), so to the extent dismissing tweets seem antagonistic and divisive, people may genuinely like these tweets more than engaging ones.

Although people might genuinely prefer dismissing (vs. engaging) by allies when it is communicated by leaders and / or on Twitter, this possibility seems less likely given evidence reviewed above that people (at least claim to) prefer bipartisanship among politicians and civil, respectful tweets by their leaders.

1.3.2.2 Twitter might reward dismissing even if most people do not prefer it

Alternatively, politicians’ dismissing tweets might in fact receive more Likes and Retweets despite most allies’ genuine preferences. This mismatch could occur if people use Likes and Retweets for reasons other than signaling their preferences, or if the people who provide most Likes and Retweets have atypical preferences.

1.3.2.2.1 What do Likes and Retweets signal?
On their face, Likes and Retweets seem to signal approval. The term “Like” directly conveys approval and Twitter users claim that when they Retweet a post, they typically endorse its message (Metaxas et al., 2017; Pew Research Center, 2021a). Likewise, when users’ posts receive Likes and Retweets, they act as if it is a reward, posting similar content more often in the future (Brady et al., 2021). For these reasons, one might assume Likes and Retweets reflect endorsement. But to do so might be misguided: Many users discourage this prevalent assumption with statements in their bio (e.g., “retweet ≠ endorsement”) suggesting that they themselves use Twitter reactions *not* as endorsement, but for other reasons: to highlight posts ironically, to raise awareness, or to bookmark for later (Pew Research Center, 2021). Moreover, Like and Retweet counts can be confounded by exposure, or how many people see the post (Frimer et al., 2022). Imagine one tweet seen by ten users with five Likes, and another seen by 1000 users with ten Likes. The former has fewer Likes in absolute terms, but a greater portion of viewers liked it—its smaller Like count may underestimate how most people (would) feel about it. If Like and Retweet counts reflect something other than users’ approval, the feedback dismissing and engaging tweets receive may not align with most people’s genuine preferences.

**1.3.2.2 Who Likes and Retweets politicians’ posts?**

Alternatively, Likes and Retweets on politicians’ posts might reflect approval—namely, the approval of whomever tends to Like and Retweet politicians’ tweets. A specific subset of people will tend to have their opinions represented by the feedback to politicians’ tweets: People who use Twitter, follow politicians, and use Twitter’s functions to react to their posts. Few people meet all three of these criteria. Only a quarter of Americans use Twitter, and most do not post political content, such that 80% of political tweets come from only about 6% of Americans (Pew Research Center, 2021). Posting tweets is different from responding to politicians’ tweets,
but other evidence suggests that only a minority of Twitter users follow more than a single political elite (i.e., Obama, Trump, Bernie Sanders; Wojcieszak et al., 2022), and even among this group, most use Twitter passively (Research Center, 2021), without interacting with the tweets they see. Thus, only a small percentage of Twitter users respond to politicians’ tweets.

The minority of people who are politically active on Twitter tend to be more extreme, affectively polarized and hostile (Bor & Petersen, 2022; Kumar et al., 2023; Mukerjee et al., 2022; Pew Research Center, 2019b, 2021, 2022a). For this reason, the feedback on political leaders’ tweets may reflect preferences, but the unusual preferences of a small vocal minority (e.g., Joseph et al., 2021) who, as extremists, approve less of positive interparty relations (Heltzel & Laurin, 2021; Pew Research Center, 2022a). If so, Twitter’s Likes and Retweets might reward politicians for dismissing, even if most people disapprove of it. Chapter 3 reports four studies testing these ideas.

1.4 How accurately do people perceive engaging’s reputational benefits?

Chapter 3 implies that popular domains of political discourse (e.g., social media) might misrepresent peoples’ attitudes; Chapter 4 considers a potential implication. Most people like and respect allies who engage constructively with opposing views, but do they realize that they are not alone in feeling this way—that this is what their allies prefer as well? The answer to this question could be practically important, as actors deciding whether to engage with or dismiss opposing views are likely to consider how their actions will bode in the eyes of allied observers (e.g., Ajzen, 1991). I theorized that people may systematically misperceive their allies’ preferences, such that they underestimate the reputational benefits they could reap from constructively engaging with opposing views.
Why would people underestimate their allies’ preference for engaging? I have already argued that social media may distort what is most popular, so if people take their cues from there, this could cause them to overestimate how much their allies like dismissing. This same misperception could also arise from people perceiving high degrees of political polarization—that is, from people assuming their allies and opponents are deeply divided and have each become extreme.

Empirically, people do perceive a lot of polarization—even more than exists. The number of news stories about polarization have increased from 2000 to 2015 (Levendusky & Malhotra, 2016a), giving Americans the impression that their compatriots are deeply divided, united only in their desire to silence opponents (Dias et al., 2022; Han & Yzer, 2020; Yang et al., 2016). Indeed, whereas 71% of Americans perceive very strong conflicts between Democrats and Republicans, much fewer feel the same way about divisions of class (31%), race (19%), or age (14%); moreover, 78% of Americans think political divides are growing (Pew Research Center, 2020b). Stories about either ideological polarization (i.e., policy disagreement; Abramowitz & Saunders, 2008; Fiorina & Abrams, 2008) or affective polarization (i.e., liking one’s own party and disliking opponents; Iyengar et al., 2019; see also Jost et al., 2022), as well as salient but rare instances of interparty violence (e.g., Lacey & Herszenhorn, 2011) likely contribute to perceptions of vast divides between political groups. But these perceptions are overblown: A growing literature on false polarization highlights how people overestimate the magnitude of divides (for reviews, see Fernbach & Van Boven, 2022; Wilson et al., 2020).

If people think (and overestimate how much) their allies dislike and resort to overt hostility against opponents, they may (wrongly) assume those allies would disavow engaging with those opponents’ views. That is, if an actor believes that their ingroup detests the outgroup
and/or engages in violence against them, that actor might expect ingroup observers to rebuke efforts to engage positively with that outgroup’s perspectives. This dovetails with theorizing depicted in Figure 1.2, which suggests that engaging garners more backlash when observers perceive greater difference between their views and the target’s. If actors intuit this dynamic, then hearing about growing divides will lead them to expect more backlash for engaging.

Similarly, people might overestimate others’ support for dismissing because of narratives around “cancel culture”—a widespread social practice in which people are punished for promoting unacceptable views. This is a direct form of dismissing an opposing view in which people try to not only avoid it for themselves but actively try to remove it from public discussion so others will not hear it. But people overestimate the prevalence of cancel culture: Despite being a relatively new term, 62% of Americans are aware of cancel culture (Pew Research Center, 2022), and they overestimate how much their allies want to cancel people with other political views by a factor of 1.3 to 2.2 (Dias et al., 2023). If people overestimate canceling, they may similarly overestimate the prevalence of (and support for) tamer versions of dismissing.

In short, whether due to either the direct reactions people witness on social media, their general sense that their country is polarized, or the salience of phenomena like cancel culture, Chapter 4’s first hypothesis is that despite their own preference for engaging, people will generally assume their allies do not share that preference.

1.4.1 Consequences for engaging behavior

If people (incorrectly) expect that dismissing, not engaging, is what will earn them reputational rewards within their social group, they might conform to this misperceived norm, further reinforcing it. This would be a case of pluralistic ignorance (Prentice & Miller, 1996; Van Boven, 2000), in which people privately like one thing, fail to realize that others share this
opinion, and conform to the norm that they (inaccurately) perceive, further reinforcing it among others who witness their behavior (see Ajzen, 1991; Cialdini & Goldstein, 2004).

Conditions are ripe for pluralistic ignorance, which arises from the motivation to seem like a good group member in the eyes of others (Prentice & Miller, 1996). In this case, compared to someone who engages constructively with opponents, someone who dismisses opponents may seem to be a more loyal, committed group member. Nowadays, Americans perceive large divides between parties (Pew Research Center, 2020b), so they might feel they should be loyal to their own. Pluralistic ignorance theorizing suggests these perceptions of how one should behave (i.e., injunctive norms; Cialdini & Goldstein, 2004) come from seeing how one’s peers do behave (i.e., descriptive norms). To this end, people might have noticed that their group members have become more likely to both dismissively overlook opponents’ views and vocally dismiss them outright—that allies have taken efforts to physically avoid hearing from opponents (Motyl et al., 2014; Skitka et al., 2005) and are increasingly willing to engage in partisan violence against them (Mernyk et al., 2021)—which would further validate the idea that a good group member dismisses rather than engages. In sum, people might see how often their allies do dismiss and assume these allies’ dismissive behavior reflects their personal values and beliefs, rather than desires to be a good group member.

This idea—that people might engage with or dismiss opposing views in accordance with what their allies seem to prefer—aligns with claims made by foundational theories of behavior: that people’s behavior follows not only from what they personally endorse, but also (and sometimes more strongly) from what they believe their peers will approve of (i.e., Ajzen, 1991). It aligns even more precisely with claims in the intergroup relations literature, that people’s willingness to engage positively with outgroups is powerfully shaped by whether they believe
peers will approve of such behavior (Sherif & Sherif, 1953; Vial et al., 2019); in fact, the two correlate almost perfectly ($r = .96$; Crandall et al., 2002).

This connection between anticipated social approval and behavior exists in the specific intergroup domain of politics. Around 60% of university students report feeling afraid to express openness to alternative political ideas because of concerns around social pushback from peers—even though, as noted above, these concerns are overblown: Two-thirds of these peers reported that if another student said something offensive, they would respond not by criticizing or condemning them, but by “asking questions to better understand” (Zhao & Barbaro, 2023). Thus, I also hypothesize that part of why people tend to dismiss rather than engage is because they underestimate how much their allies appreciate the latter.

1.4.2 Evidence consistent with my hypotheses

No prior studies have shown that partisans misperceive their allies’ liking for engaging, or that this drives them to dismiss, but two recent papers are consistent with these ideas. First, when partisans were made to believe political allies were watching, they engaged more with ingroup views and less with opponents’ (Moore et al., 2021). This is in line with what one would expect if, as I hypothesize, actors assume allied observers endorse dismissing opposing views, so they act on this assumption. Second, when partisans learned norms suggesting their allies approve of tolerance and open-mindedness, they were more likely to engage with opposing and balanced viewpoints and less likely to shirk congenial views, relative to when norms suggested the opposite (Wojcieszak et al., 2020). This suggests that people do act on the assumptions they make about their allies’ preferences. However, neither of those studies speak to what people assume in the absence of an experimental manipulation, so it remains unclear whether people
actually assume their allies do not prefer engaging, and whether that assumption can explain rising rates of dismissing.

With this in mind, Chapter 4 tests whether manipulating perceived polarization will change people’s misperceptions and therefore influence their engaging behavior.
Chapter 2: Why and when people prefer engaging over dismissing

Chapter 2 examines the bases and boundaries of people’s preference for allies who constructively engage with opposing views over allies who dismiss them. I propose that people see people who engage as having both likable traits that align with democratic values (e.g., tolerance, rationality, compromise), and unlikable traits that violate moral values (e.g., willing to validate or adopt immoral views); I further propose that the former pathway will have a stronger influence on attitudes, thus accounting for people’s overall preference for engaging.

Study 1 tests this process model using statistical mediation. Study 2 and an internal meta-analysis test an implication of the model, depicted in Figure 1.2: To the degree that observers perceive a greater gap between their views and the target view, this greater disconnect should strengthen the influence of the pathway whereby people who engage seem to validate immoral and/or irrational views, and thus weaken the preference for engaging. Study 2 operationalizes the gap by manipulating the extremity of the target view; the internal meta-analysis operationalizes it as the extremity of observers’ own views.

Together, these studies promise to shed light on the mechanism driving the results seen in my MA thesis and, more broadly, may help reconcile contradictory results in the literature on reactions to interparty relations by documenting that people have mixed feelings about them. Moreover, Study 2 tests a potential boundary condition on a large, robust effect, and the internal meta-analysis contributes to the debate over whether intolerance is greatest on the political right, or at both extremes of the political spectrum (e.g., Brandt et al., 2014; Jost, 2017).

Chapter 2’s studies operationalize engaging as initial attempts to understand and think more about opposing views (without necessarily finding common ground or cooperating) and
"dismissing as taking steps to overlook opposing views, avoiding exposure to and processing them (without necessarily condemning them outright).

2.1 Study 1

Participants reported their political views then read a short vignette describing two actors, both of whom were political allies to the participant (i.e., they both shared the participant’s policy stance on an issue). For my manipulation, I described one actor as engaging opposing political views and the other as dismissing them. Participants next reported their perceptions of the actor, rating them on several qualities reflecting each proposed path (i.e., tolerant, rational, and cooperative; open to changing their mind, validates illegitimate views). They then reported their attitudes towards each actor across several measures (positivity of feelings, emotional reactions, desired social proximity).

2.1.1 Method

Study 1 was preregistered; everything below followed the a priori plan unless otherwise specified.

2.1.1.1 Participants.

I recruited 251 Americans from Prolific Academic. I excluded 17 who failed an attention check (a block of instruction text asking them to type a specific phrase into a text box) and one who self-reported providing low-quality data, leaving 233 participants (52% female, 1% non-binary, 47% male; age $M = 33.15$ years). They tended toward liberalism ($M = 2.91$, $SD = 1.60$, significantly below the scale midpoint of 4), $t(232) = -10.36$, $p < .001$.

2.1.1.2 Procedure

2.1.1.2.1 Issue selection and ally assignment
Participants read about four hotly debated issues—affirmative action, climate change, immigration, and welfare—and chose, for each issue, which of two stances they preferred. For example, they read that immigration “concerns how the government regulates the movement of individuals from foreign countries into the United States of America, especially those that intend to work and stay in the country.” The two stances they could choose from were “support tougher immigration policies” and “oppose tougher immigration policies.”

Participants then read a vignette describing Individual A and Individual B, who shared their beliefs about one of the four issues selected at random. For example, a participant supporting tougher immigration policies might read this:

Both Individual A and Individual B support tougher immigration policies and believe that immigrants can have negative social and economic effects on the country. In addition, both Individual A and Individual B often hear about immigration from the perspective of those who have similar views, such as TV news anchors and authors who argue in favor of tougher immigration policies.

2.1.1.2.2 Actor manipulation

The vignette then described the actors’ engaging and dismissing actions:

However, Individual A also sometimes watches news anchors who oppose tougher immigration policies, and occasionally reads articles by authors with these views. In contrast, Individual B hardly ever watches news anchors who oppose tougher immigration policies, and rarely reads articles by authors with these views.

2.1.1.2.3 Measures

The dependent variable comprised three measures of attitudes toward each actor. The mediators measure included five attributes rated for each actor. These two sets of measures were counterbalanced.

2.1.1.2.3.1 Attitudes

Participants first completed a feeling thermometer for each actor, using a sliding scale from 0 to 100 to respond to the prompt:

Please rate your feelings towards the individuals you read about in the vignettes using the labels provided above. Ratings above 50 mean you feel favorable and warm toward the person, with 100 being the most
positive response; ratings below 50 mean you don’t feel favorable toward the person and that you don’t care too much for that person, with 0 being the most negative rating.

Second, again for each actor, participants rated four statements (α = .94) beginning with the stem, “I would be happy to have [Individual A/B] as . . .” and ending with “a friend,” “the teacher of my children,” “governor of my state,” or “President of the United States” (adapted from Skitka et al., 2005). Responses were made on a scale ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree).

Third, again for each actor, participants reported whether they felt two positive emotions (“proud of’” and “respect for”) and four negative emotions (“angry at,” “disgusted at,” “look down on,” and “ashamed of”; all reverse scored). Responses were made on a scale ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree; α = .89).

I standardized then averaged these measures into a dependent variable (α = .85).

2.1.1.2.3.2 Mediators

Participants rated each actor on five attributes. They read the stem, “Please consider Individual [A/B]’s behavior. By behaving this way, Individual [A/B] is . . .” and then, for each attribute, responded on a scale ranging from 1 (not at all) to 7 (very much). Three of these attributes were the valued traits I thought participants would ascribe to people who engage constructively: “tolerant of dissimilar people,” “cooperative,” and “rational, logical” (α = .90). The other two reflected concerns with validating or adopting opponents’ views: “implying anti-immigration action views could be right” and “open to changing her mind about immigration” (α = .71). Exploratory analyses for each attribute found that each accounted for an independent indirect effect in the expected direction, and all but one achieved full or marginal significance.
Finally, at the end of this and all other survey studies (i.e., all studies but 3 and 4), I asked participants if they provided honest, trustworthy data and assured them they would be compensated regardless of their answer; I excluded participants who said they did not.

2.1.2 Results

2.1.2.1 Overall preferences

First, a model predicted attitudes from actor type (engage = 1, dismiss = 0) and with a random intercept for participant. Participants preferred the actor who engaged constructively with rather than dismissed opposing political perspectives, \( b = 0.44, SE = 0.067, 95\% CI = [0.30, 0.57], t(232) = 6.48, p < .001, d = 0.51 \) (see Figure 2.1).

![Figure 2.1. Mediation path model, Study 1](image)

2.1.2.2 Process model

Next, I tested a parallel multilevel mediation model to determine whether the two sets of attributes (valued traits and concerns about validating and adopting opponents’ views) independently accounted for participants’ preference for engaging (lavaan Version 0.6-5; Rosseel, 2012). As expected, the two composites accounted for opposing indirect effects (see Figure 2.1). On one hand, there was a relatively large positive effect through participants’ view of actors who engage as tolerant, cooperative, and rational, which explains why they preferred
them. On the other hand, there was a relatively small negative indirect effect through participants’ concerns that the actor who engaged was validating and could adopt opponents’ views, and these concerns suppressed their overall preference. Accounting for both mechanisms accounted for the entire total effect (i.e., no direct effect remained).

2.1.3 Discussion

Study 1 replicated the overall preference for engaging over dismissing. These findings are practically important: Engaging constructively with opponents’ views offers reputational benefits; this is something advocates of this approach may wish to advertise.

Study 1’s mediation analyses also supported my hypothesized process model: People see those who engage as admirably tolerant, rational, and cooperative, yet at the same time (and with a similar effect size) as alarmingly willing to validate illegitimate views and change their mind. However, the former predicted liking to a stronger degree than the latter, which is why participants preferred engaging overall. Mediation analyses cannot speak to the causal role of any mediator; in that sense, this provides merely correlational information. Study 2 built on this by manipulating a variable hypothesized to contribute to the second set of mediators relating to the violation of moral values.

2.2 Study 2

Study 2 experimentally varied the distance between observers’ views and the target view via having actors engage with relatively more (versus less) extreme views. I reasoned that an average observer sees their own views as more different from extreme opposing views, so an actor who engages with those views would seem to violate shared moral principles more, leading the observer to like that actor less; see Figure 1.2.
Participants reported their political views before seeing a vignette about two allied actors, one who engages with opposing views and another who dismisses. The stance that the actors engaged with or dismissively avoided was manipulated to be either relatively less or more extreme. Participants reported their attitudes toward this actor using the same measures as in Study 1.

2.2.1 Method

Study 2 was preregistered; everything below followed the a priori plan unless otherwise specified.

2.2.1.1 Participants

I recruited 263 Americans through Amazon’s Mechanical Turk. I excluded six who failed an attention check, 26 who failed an English-comprehension check, and six who self-reported providing low-quality data. These exclusions overlapped, leaving 231 participants (50% female, 1% nonbinary; mean age = 34.53 years). They tended toward liberalism ($M = 3.57$, $SD = 1.73$, below the midpoint of 4), $t(230) = −3.77$, $p < .001$.

2.2.1.2 Procedure

Participants first rated their stance on the same four issues as in Study 1. Next, as a within-subjects manipulation, participants read a vignette like that used in Study 1, which described two actors. Both were political allies but one was described as wanting to engage constructively with opposing views whereas the other as wanting to dismissively avoid those views.

I manipulated another factor between subjects: the extremity of the views these actors engaged with or dismissively avoided. Actors engaged with or dismissed either standard views—the same broadly described ones from Study 1—or a specific, relatively more extreme version of
those views: For example, rather than reading about actors who engage with or dismiss the views of pro-choice policy supporters in general, a pro-life participant would read about actors who engage with or dismiss the views of those who support specific, extreme pro-choice policies, such as allowing abortions far later into a pregnancy than is currently legal anywhere in the United States (participants’ home country). Table 2.1 presents broad and specific, extreme stances for all four issues.

Table 2.1
Standard and extreme issue stances used in Study 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Standard stance</th>
<th>More extreme stance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abortion</td>
<td>Support pro-choice policies</td>
<td>Support extreme pro-choice policies, like allowing abortions for any reason until the 6th month of pregnancy and for specific health reasons until the 8th month</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Support pro-life policies</td>
<td>Support extreme pro-life policies, like prohibiting abortion completely, even in cases of rape and incest*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Universal healthcare</td>
<td>Support universal healthcare policies</td>
<td>Support extreme universal healthcare policies, like the government fully funding any medical services for U.S. citizens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Oppose universal healthcare policies</td>
<td>Oppose even basic government funded healthcare programs, and support the extreme policy of leaving individual citizens entirely responsible for paying for their health care needs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gun regulation</td>
<td>Support increased gun control</td>
<td>Support extreme increases in gun control policies, like the government seizing control of citizen’s firearms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Support gun rights</td>
<td>Support extreme gun rights policies, like removing all existing background checks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immigration</td>
<td>Support tougher policies</td>
<td>Support extremely tough immigration policies, like creating walls and flight bans that completely halt immigration from several countries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Oppose tougher policies</td>
<td>Oppose even basic limits on immigration, and support the extreme policy of allowing mass immigration with no restrictions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Each phrase started with “Both Individual A and Individual B” and was followed by one of standard or more extreme stances shown. *This study was run in 2020 before America’s 2022 overturn of Roe vs. Wade, when laws described in the pro-life stance would have been unconstitutional.

Participants completed the same three dependent measures ($\alpha = .84$) from Study 1: feeling thermometer, desired social proximity ($\alpha = .96$; 4-item scale), and emotions ($\alpha = .91$).

They also completed demographic information and attention checks.
Finally, to check the extremity manipulation, participants rated their agreement with two items, both of which imported the stance (standard vs. extreme) shown in the vignette earlier (stance in [X]): “I question the moral character of people who [X]” and “It’s hard to imagine someone having good, valid reasons for [X]” using a scale ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree). I averaged responses to index perceived illegitimacy (α = .89).

2.2.2 Results

2.2.2.1 Manipulation check

As expected, participants rated the more extreme stances as more illegitimate ($M = 5.29$, $SD = 1.38$) than standard ones ($M = 4.09$, $SD = 1.70$), $t(439) = 8.34$, $p < .001$.

2.2.2.2 Role of viewpoint extremity

A multilevel linear model predicting attitudes from action (engaging = 1, dismissing = 0), view extremity (extreme = 1, standard = 0), their interaction, and random intercepts for participant and vignette issue revealed a significant interaction, $b = -0.40$, $SE = 0.155$, 95% CI = $[-0.71, -0.10]$, $t(456) = -2.62$, $p = .009$. Simple slopes tests revealed that for standard opposing views, participants preferred engaging over dismissing as in Study 1, $b = 0.67$, $SE = 0.100$, 95% CI = $[0.48, 0.87]$, $t(230) = 6.73$, $p < .001$, $d = 0.88$; for extreme opposing views, this preference was still present, but with less than half the size, $b = 0.27$, $SE = 0.118$, 95% CI = $[0.04, 0.50]$, $t(228) = 2.28$, $p = .023$, $d = 0.30$; see Figure 2.2.

---

2 Throughout this manuscript, I show means above their respective bars and standard deviations in brackets below, and use error bars to show standard error.
Figure 2.2: Graph of viewpoint extremity by target action, Study 2

Viewed differently, participants disliked dismissing regardless of whether it was directed at standard or extreme views, $b = 0.05, SE = 0.116, 95\% CI = [-0.17, 0.28], t(229) = 0.47, p = .641, d = 0.06$. They liked engaging less, however, when directed towards more extreme views, $b = -0.35, SE = 0.102, 95\% CI = [-0.55, -0.15], t(229) = 3.44, p = .001, d = -0.45$. This is consistent with my theorizing: Observers (participants) liked engaging less when directed towards more different—here, extreme—views.

2.2.3 Discussion

In Study 2, people showed a weaker preference for an actor who engaged constructively with (vs. dismissed) opposing views when the view in question was more extreme (relative to a standard, broadly defined view). This offers complimentary evidence for part of my process model: If engaging raises concerns about validating potentially illegitimate views, engaging with extreme views would exacerbate this concern and generate backlash.

For people choosing which views to engage with, these findings are practically important: engaging usually has reputational benefits, but not always. To reap these benefits, people should aim to engage with views that are considered less extreme. And yet, even when actors engaged with extreme views, people still preferred them over a similar actor who
dismissed these views. This attests to how robust this preference is and highlights the social costs of dismissing opposing views, extreme or otherwise.

2.3 Internal Meta-analysis: Testing moderation by participant’s ideological extremity

Using similar logic about the distance between observers’ views and the target view, my process model also predicts extremist observers would feel less favorable towards an ally actor who engages with shared opponents’ views. Building on the nine-study internal meta-analysis reported in my MA thesis, I conducted an updated internal meta-analysis to test this prediction across 15 studies included in Heltzel and Laurin (2021); one additional study used a binary dependent variable and was therefore incompatible with the continuous dependent variables from these 15. All studies measured ideological orientation, allowing me to test whether people who identify at the extremes of this measure differ in their preference for engaging.

2.3.1 Method

I included all data testing reactions to allies who engage versus dismiss, with a sample of 4231 participants from both within- and between-subjects studies. The dependent variable was typically the attitude composite described in Study 1, but two studies used only a feeling thermometer, and another study used only the thermometer and emotion measures. In all cases I standardized individual measures, averaging them together when there were multiple.

I measured participants’ ideological orientation in every study using the same item, but with three different response scales. Most studies used a scale ranging from 1 (extremely liberal) to 4 (moderate) to 7 (extremely conservative), but two used 6-point scales with no moderate midpoint, and one study used a 10-point scale ranging from 1 (left) to 10 (right). To address this inconsistency, I standardized ideological orientation scores within each study. Following prior
work (Toner et al., 2013; Harris et al., 2021), to index extremity, I squared the standardized ideological orientation value.

### 2.3.2 Results

To test for moderation, I ran a multilevel model predicting attitudes from action (engaging coded 1, dismissing coded 0), standardized ideological orientation, and their interaction, as well as from actor type, extremity (i.e., squared standardized ideological orientation), and their interaction, and including a random intercept nesting participant within study. There was a significant interaction with extremity, $b = -.18, SE = 0.018, t(7015), p < .001$ (but not with ideological orientation, $b = 0.01, SE = 0.020, p = .718$). Simple slopes suggest that the most moderate participants (score of 0) preferred engaging, $b = 0.88, p < .001$, and so did highly extreme participants (+2 SDs above the average level of extremity), $b = 0.31, p < .001$.

### 2.3.3 Discussion

Extremists—operationalized here as identifying more strongly with liberal or conservative ideologies—show a markedly weaker preference for engaging. This finding parallels Study 2’s: In both cases, the preference for engaging weakens as the distance between observers’ views and the target view grows. Even extremists, though, preferred engaging over dismissing, which again attests to the robustness of this preference. Confidence in this result is boosted by my large meta-analytic sample comprised of studies that used varying methodologies: Results cannot be due to artifacts of individual samples or methods.

This finding extends theories that suggest intolerance is greatest among extremists (Brandt et al., 2014; Crawford & Pilanski, 2014), suggesting that extremists are not just more intolerant of political opponents (Woitzel & Koch, 2022), but also of allies who tolerantly engaged with those opponents’ views. In contrast, I find no support for the other side in the
debate over who is most intolerant (e.g., Jost, 2017): Compared to liberals, conservatives were no less tolerant of their allies engaging constructively with opponents’ views. That said, allies who engage with opponents are but one of many potential targets of intolerance; my data cannot speak to whether conservatives or extremists are more intolerant of other important targets, nor if they are intolerant in different ways (e.g., more violent), which are issues at the core of this broader debate (see Badaan & Jost, 2020).

2.4 General discussion

After my MA thesis found that people prefer allies who engage with opponents’ views over those who dismiss them, Chapter 2’s studies documented why people typically prefer engaging. Study 1 found that people like individuals who engage because they seemingly possess attributes aligned with democratic values, and that to a lesser degree they dislike them for violating moral values—for legitimizing opponents’ views and seeming open to changing their minds. Studies 2 and the internal meta-analysis expand on this latter point, suggesting that the concerns around legitimizing immoral, irrational views get stronger when the distance grows between the participant’s and target’s views.

Chapter 2 illustrates how useful it can be to use multiple complementary methods to test theorizing around psychological mechanism (Vancouver & Carlson, 2014; see also Jacoby & Sassenberg, 2011): Study 1 used statistical mediation, which in some sense offers the most straightforward test of process, but which cannot fully demonstrate causality: Study 1 did not demonstrate that perceptions of democratic-aligned attributes, or of violated moral values, causally determined participants’ liking. Conversely, Study 2’s interpretation required some assumptions, but also demonstrated that concerns around legitimizing immoral, irrational views—which I can likely safely assume are higher when actors engage with more extreme
viewpoints—cause people to prefer engaging less. The converging evidence from these two approaches together offers more confidence in the conceptual model than could either alone.

The present results are even more surprising given that many people see their opponents’ views as not only immoral but also *irrational*, and thus might find allies who engage with those views to similarly be less rational. Rational values can compel people to dismiss and disregard ill-founded or blatantly false viewpoints. For example, people may find it pointless or offensive to consider the factually incorrect perspectives of flat earthers or holocaust deniers. These fringe beliefs aside, many partisans think their opponents are unintelligent (Iyengar et al., 2019) and corrupted by fake news and misinformation (Traberg & van der Linden, 2022). One might expect these partisans to rebuke allies who engage with opponents’ seemingly irrational views, but the present results suggest otherwise: Observers rated those who engaged as *more* rational. Thus, even though prior work suggests that partisans nowadays see opponents as irrational, my results suggest they nonetheless see people who engage with those opponents’ views as rational and likable.

### 2.4.1 Unanswered questions

Chapter 2 provided insight into boundary conditions of people’s preference for engaging, but other boundary conditions may exist. For instance, across all my studies examining observers’ responses to engaging vs. dismissing, people tended to prefer actors more who engage with opposing views on a specific policy debate (as in Studies 1 and 2), rather than engaging with the views of an opponent, broadly construed (see Heltzel & Laurin, 2021). People have exaggerated, negative ideas of who their political opponents are and what views they hold (Ahler & Sood, 2018). If a person engages with opponents without specifying which views they are trying to better understand, observers might assume the worst: Liberals may interpret allies
engaging with conservative views as sympathizing with white supremacists. Likewise, conservatives may interpret allies engaging with liberal views as sympathizing with flag-burning communists.

Of course, if a person is trying to engage with more extreme opponents’ views, specifying this probably would not help. Indeed, a recent pre-print (Hussein & Wheeler, 2023) finds opposite effects to those reported in my MA thesis and in Chapter 2 here: People disliked allied actors who engaged with opposing political elites’ views (e.g., Donald Trump). Compared to laypersons, political elites are exemplars of their respective sides, so they might either seem or genuinely be more extreme and unlikable (Hetherington, 2001; Kingzette, 2021). As a result, engaging with their views might elicit less liking. Chapter 3 builds on this idea by examining targets who are political elites, and who are typically engaging with or dismissing the views of other elites.

Finally, Chapter 2 used particular operationalizations of engaging and dismissing. The engaging actors made initial attempts to connect with opponents, aiming to understand and think more about their views but not necessarily trying to actually cooperate or compromise. And the dismissing actors overlooked opponents’ views, without necessarily condemning them outright.

These operationalizations may correspond well to common behaviors by ordinary people. Laypersons have countless opportunities to hear about opponents’ views (and healthy democracies rely on them to do so), but even when they find common ground, they rarely have any real opportunity to do something about it by cooperating with opponents on actual policy proposals. Likewise, evidence speaks to the increasing frequency with which people choose to avoiding exposing themselves to and thinking about uncongenial views (e.g., Rodriguez et al., 2017), while other work suggests that going so far as to condemn opponents is relatively
uncommon (e.g., Kumar et al., 2023). Thus, Chapter 2—by studying initial attempts at engaging with versus dismissively overlooking opponents’ views—speaks more to how engaging and dismissing would affect laypersons’ reputations in common situations.

Nevertheless, Chapter 2 examined relatively mild forms of these behaviors. Compared to someone who takes initial steps to engage with opposing views, someone who engages deeply with those views might seem more cooperative but also more willing to validate opposing views. Likewise, someone who dismissively overlooks opponents’ views may seem willfully ignorant and intolerant, whereas someone who dismisses opponents outright might seem to be taking an informed stance and may avoid these negative attributions by justifying their condemnation. That said, people seemed to strongly prefer allies who engage over those who dismiss in Chapter 2, so perhaps the same preference would emerge even with these more intense versions of engaging and dismissing. Because Chapter 3 operationalized engaging and dismissing in these broader ways, I could test whether results replicate the general patterns seen in Chapter 2.
Chapter 3: Preferences for dismissing on Twitter

Chapter 3 aimed to study reputational effects of engaging and dismissing behaviors in a novel context that has become increasingly important for political discourse in recent years: Social media. In particular, Chapter 3 focuses on real-world responses to U.S. Senators’ engaging and dismissing tweets.

Recent literature suggests negativity toward political opponents gets more rewards on social media, even though most people explicitly report preferring positive interparty interactions (e.g., see Rathje et al., 2022). I expected to find the same dynamic at play for tweets that engage with vs. dismiss opposing political perspectives, whereby the latter would get more rewards on social media despite most people preferring the former. In Studies 3 and 4, coders identified U.S. Senators’ tweets that modeled engaging with or dismissing opponents and their views. Indeed, dismissing tweets received more positive feedback (Likes and Retweets) than engaging ones, so I tested different hypotheses to explain why Twitter rewards that which most people do not prefer.

Preregistered Studies S1-S4 (reported in full in the Appendix) found no evidence that these unique preferences owe to the context of social media (e.g., Crockett, 2017), nor my focus on politicians: People did not genuinely prefer dismissing in the context of politicians’ communications or the medium of Twitter. Preregistered Study 5 therefore tested whether Likes and Retweets do not mean what they intuitively seem to (e.g., Frimer et al., 2022), and whether the minority of users responsible for most social media rewards have unusual preferences (e.g., Bor & Petersen, 2022). Finally, Study 6 examined perceptions of engaging and dismissing tweets, further illuminating the disconnect between Twitter and general preferences.

Online popularity is worth attending to in its own right (e.g., Warzel, 2020): Citizens observe and learn political norms from politicians (Zaller, 1992), so politicians’ posts, the
feedback they receive, and their coverage on news media (McGregor, 2019) could cause their many followers to replicate, on Twitter or in offline behavior, that which generates rewards online. Nonetheless, it is important to know whether social media feedback is a mirror, reflecting true population preferences, or a funhouse mirror, presenting a warped and misleading picture. Even should Twitter collapse, my findings will bear implications for archival analyses of its data, as well as for new platforms that might replace it as hubs for political discourse.

Chapter 3 operationalizes engaging and dismissing differently from Chapter 2, this time studying deeper attempts to engage and outright dismissal. It is unclear whether Chapter 2's conclusions would apply given Chapter 3's different operationalizations, so I directly test whether they replicate here. In some sense, the case of politicians’ tweets is ideal for studying deeper engaging and dismissing outright. Practically, politicians—in their role as lawmakers—are among the only people who can engage deeply by meaningfully enacting compromise with opposing views. Theoretically, their role requires that they advance their party’s and constituents’ policy goals, yet they often need to compromise to do so, so they could be a potential boundary condition on the preference observed with layperson actors. Likewise, I suggested earlier that people rarely dismiss opposing views outright, but Twitter is a context where such negativity across political lines is more common; thus, whereas Chapter 2 studied the reputational benefits of engaging and dismissing in a specific context (offline) and with a particular actor (laypersons), Chapter 3 studies these benefits for a different type of actor and in a new context, both of which suit its different operationalizations of engaging and dismissing.

Data, analysis code, and preregistered methods, materials, and analysis plans for Study 2 and Appendix Studies S1-S4, are here. I plan to submit these studies to Science Advances.

3.1 Studies 3-4
Studies 3 and 4 hand-coded real tweets by U.S. Senators as either engaging with or dismissing opponents’ views, or neither of those, then compared the Likes and Retweets each type of tweet received. Study 3 provided initial results; Study 4 replicated them using a different sample of tweets. Both used multiple analytic strategies to ensure robustness.

3.1.1 Method

3.1.1.1 Sample of tweets: Study 3

On December 4, 2018, I collected the text, timestamp, and Like and Retweet counts from as many U.S. Senators’ posts as possible, using the Tweepy API through Python (tweepy.readthedocs.io/; limited to 3240 posts per Senator). This yielded data from 246314 original tweets (excluding retweets but including quote tweets\(^3\), per Frimer et al., 2022). I focused on U.S. politicians’ tweets because my work builds on literatures about primarily U.S. polarization and political dynamics, and because Twitter pervades U.S. politics: Americans see Twitter as the go-to platform to discuss politics (Mukejee et al., 2022), perhaps because all U.S. lawmakers use Twitter and post there more than other platforms (Pew Research Center, 2020a, 2020b). Moreover, I focused specifically on Senators because they have more notoriety and political power (versus Congressional representatives) and are numerous enough that I can generalize across many targets (versus Presidents). The Chapter 3 General Discussion considers whether and when my findings might extend to other countries, types of political leaders, and social media platforms.

---

\(^3\) When people react to a retweeted post, this is typically in reference to the original post itself; indeed, Like and Retweets metrics are assigned to the original tweet (they are not recorded as being unique to the retweet). When people react to a quote tweet, this is typically in reference to the commentary the quote-tweeter added, not to the original post; indeed, Like and Retweet metrics are assigned to the quote tweet itself. Thus, in my dataset, reactions to quote-tweeted posts, but not retweeted posts, count as feedback intended for the engaging or dismissing Senator.
If engaging and dismissing tweets could be coded automatically with supervised machine learning algorithms or word dictionaries, I could have analyzed the entire corpus of a quarter million tweets. But identifying whether a Senator engages with or dismisses an opponent’s views depends not only on the presence of engaging or dismissing language, but also on the target of that language and that target’s relationship to the Senator. That is, proper categorization must account for the Senator’s and target’s beliefs and the relation between them, and for changes in the meaning of terms (e.g., “@POTUS” in this corpus could refer to Obama or Trump [or, in Study 4, Biden] depending on the tweet’s timestamp). I therefore used human coders, accepting the cost of a smaller sample for the greater precision and accuracy of coding, compared to available automated methods.

Accordingly, I aimed to select a subset of tweets that was small enough to be hand-coded by my RA team, but that had a relatively high likelihood of reflecting engaging or dismissing to maximize the sample of relevant tweets. As a first step, I screened for tweets that contained at least one of the following character strings: **perspective, empath, view, understand, angle, mindset, belief, learn, consider, think about, listen, reach out, discuss, meet with, met with, hear, debate, other side, avoid, ignore, stance, and opponent**. On their face, more of the words captured by these strings relate to engaging than dismissing. But preliminary examination had indicated that many dismissing messages used these same words with a negative modifier (e.g., **refuse to listen; cannot understand; should not empathize**). Nonetheless, the list of strings was experimenter-made and non-exhaustive, so the set of 32333 tweets that remained after I screened for this list certainly did not contain every single instance of engaging or dismissing in the

---

4 The character string **view** often returned tweets promoting Senators’ interviews, which were seldom relevant to engaging or dismissing. The string **hear** returned tweets about heart (heartwarming; having heart) and nominee hearings, which were also seldom relevant. Hence, I excluded tweets with the strings interview, heart and hearing.
overall corpus. I have no reason to believe this introduced bias into the kinds of engaging and dismissing tweets my coders identified, but I do not recommend any interpretations based on the frequency with tweets in each category emerged.

        I used a random number generator to select 5000 of these screened tweets for hand-coding. This N came from the first author’s preliminary coding of 100 screened tweets, which identified five relevant to engaging or dismissing. From this, I estimated that 5000 tweets would generate about 250 tweets for key analyses; assuming similar numbers of engaging and dismissing tweets, this would provide over 95% power to detect medium-size effects (d = .50).

3.1.1.2 Sample of tweets: Study 4

        On May 20, 2021, I used the rtweet package (Kearney, 2019) to collect 244123 tweets by all sitting U.S. Senators, again excluding retweets but including quote tweets. Compared to Study 3, this initial corpus included tweets from the intervening 2.5 years and reflected changes in sitting Senators from 2018 to 2021.

        I made three changes to how I selected tweets to code. First, since Study 3 had identified relatively few dismissing tweets (see below), I added more character strings that were, without a negative modifier, relevant to dismissing. The final list of strings was: listen, common ground, more in common, view, belie*, both sides, other side, perspective, understand, ignore, disregard, avoid, agree, wrong, lie_, hear_, consider, empath, discussion with, up for debate, be debated, has no place, cancel, and shut down (* allows for alternative endings; _ represents a space).

        Second, I automated an additional step in the coding process: To be coded as engaging with or dismissing opponents, a tweet necessarily had to refer to an opponent of its author. Study 3’s coders identified these references manually as described below; in Study 4, I used specific terms to screen for tweets that contained character strings referring to the Senator’s ideological
or partisan opponents, broadly construed (for Democratic Senators: republican, GOP, or conservative; for Republican Senators: democrat, liberal, libs, and dems; for both party’s Senators, opponents). These character strings did not include more specific opponents (e.g., individual opposing Senators, ideologically opposed lobby groups), but in using this method I discarded all tweets that did not reference an opponent at all, giving retained tweets a higher chance of reflecting either engaging or dismissing.

Third, because after this two-step screening procedure only 1135 tweets remained, I did not need to randomly select a fraction of them; the RA team simply coded the entire subset.

These three changes, along with the different timespan of tweets I collected, virtually eliminated overlap between the two studies’ samples. Nonetheless, Study 4’s final sample contained 20 tweets that were also present in Study 3’s sample. To maximize power, the analyses presented here preserve these overlapping tweets for both studies; the Appendix reports virtually identical results for both studies when excluding these tweets.

3.1.1.3 Coding procedure: Study 3

I trained seven research assistants to code each tweet as engaging or dismissing, or neither of those. Coders were Canadian undergraduate students with exposure to U.S. politics but no partisan ties nor strong feelings about individual Senators. They had access to a datafile listing each tweet’s text, timestamp, and the authoring Senator’s name and party affiliation; they gleaned additional context online when necessary. They were blind to Like and Retweet counts and information about research questions or hypotheses.

As noted above, coders first checked if the tweet referred to an opponent (i.e., a person or group the Senator disagreed with). If it did, they coded it as engaging if its author described good-faith or bipartisan contact with opponents that they had had, wanted or intended to have, or
believed should happen. They coded opponent-referring tweets as dismissing if its author rejected an opponent or their views outright, or implied that others should do the same (e.g., condemning the opponents or their views as factually or morally wrong). They coded all other tweets as neither. See Figure 3.1 for examples from both Study 3 and 4.

Figure 3.1. Examples of tweets coded as engaging (top) or dismissing (middle) opponents and their views, or as neither of these (bottom). Tweets on the left (right) appear in Study 3’s (4’s) sample.

3.1.1.4 Coding procedure: Study 4

Study 4 used stricter criteria to identify relevant tweets. Some tweets coded as engaging in Study 3 technically fit the definition even though their central goal was something else. For example, some tweets technically called for bipartisanship while their central goal appeared to be a favorable comparison between the Senator or their party and opponents (see Figure 3.2, left);
others whose central goal was to announce a public appearance could convey a desire to hear from citizens in attendance, who presumably might include opponents (e.g., see Figure 3.2, right). In Study 4, coders searched specifically for tweets whose central message was engaging or dismissing, like those in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.2. Study 3 tweets that only loosely or secondarily reflected engaging

Research assistants worked until two had independently coded each tweet. For Study 3 (4) they agreed 76% (81%) of the time, Gwet’s $AC_1 = .72 (.78)$, indicating substantial agreement (Gwet, 2008); I resolved disagreements. Table 3.1 lists the number of tweets in each category, overall and by Democratic and Republican Senators. All Study 4 tweets referred to opponents, but most were still coded as neither. In these tweets Senators might, for example, encourage opponents to engage with, or accuse them of dismissing, their own party’s views; see Figure 3.2. Sensitivity analyses for Study 3 (4) show that the sample size for key contrasts (engaging vs. dismissing tweets) provided 80% power to detect effects of at least $d = .38 (.47)$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Democrat</th>
<th>Republican</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Democrat</th>
<th>Republican</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Democrat</th>
<th>Republican</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>198</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4726</td>
<td>2339</td>
<td>2387</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>964</td>
<td>485</td>
<td>479</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1
Counts and characteristics for tweets in each category
To validate the coding, an independent sample of 536 participants (age $M = 41.3$; 49% women, 49% men, 2% nonbinary, agender, or genderqueer) rated the tweets coded as engaging or dismissing in Study 4 (see Appendix). They used a bipolar scale anchored by the terms “Mostly positive engagement with opponents’ views” (-2) to “Mostly dismissive of opponents’ views” (+2). This naïve sample placed 100% of tweets in the same category as coders did—all means for dismissing tweets were above 0; all means for engaging were below 0. Thus, laypeople perceived the same clear distinction coders did between the two categories of tweets.

3.1.1.5 Measures: Studies 3 and 4

The dependent measures were Like and Retweet counts. Both were highly skewed so I log transformed them (after adding .01 to all observations, since values of 0 cannot be log transformed); the Appendix reports similar results from analyses of raw counts. I analyzed data with and without covariates that prior work (and the present data) generally finds to be correlated with Likes and Retweets: The Senator’s party affiliation (I treated Independents Bernie Sanders and Angus King Jr. as Democrats, with whom they caucus), ideology (based on their voting record; see Lewis et al., 2021), and publicly listed gender and race, the tweet’s length in characters, whether it included media (e.g., a URL, picture, or video), and the year it was posted.

In Chapter 1, I noted that Like and Retweet counts may be confounded with exposure (see Frimer et al., 2022). Study 5 looks more closely at whether they nonetheless align with positive attitudes, but in the meantime, Studies 3 and 4 account for exposure by controlling for Senators’ follower counts. Others have argued that Retweets are an important source of exposure, and that therefore researchers should analyze the number of Likes adjusted for the number of Retweets (Frimer et al., 2022). But this strategy may not be appropriate for tweets by U.S. Senators, who have far more followers (e.g., a median near 200000 in Study 4) than the
typical person who might Retweet their posts (average Twitter users have 100 followers or fewer, per Pew Research Center, 2021). For Senators, then, followers will account for the lion’s share of the exposure most of their posts get; each Retweet by a typical user will increase this exposure by only .05% or less. In other words, Senators’ follower counts are likely a better proxy for their tweets’ exposure than those tweets’ Retweet counts; analyses therefore account for exposure by controlling for the former.

3.1.2 Results

I conducted the same analyses and obtained the same key results for both datasets. For each study’s raw Like and Retweet counts for tweets in each category (values rounded to the nearest whole number), see Figure 3.3.

![Figure 3.3. Raw like and retweet counts for Senators’ tweets modeling engaging, dismissing, or neither](image)

3.1.2.1 Which received more positive feedback, engaging or dismissing tweets?

My first set of analyses set aside neither tweets, and compared positive feedback received by Senators’ engaging versus dismissing tweets. Multilevel models predicted log-transformed Likes and Retweets from tweet category (dismissing = 0; engaging = 1), and a random intercept for Senator; see Table 3.2. In all models, with medium to large effect sizes, Senators’ dismissing tweets received more positive feedback than their engaging tweets.

Table 3.2
Results of comparisons between engaging, dismissing tweets in Studies 3 and 4

Table 3.3
Comparing engagement with Senators’ neither vs. engaging and neither vs. dismissing tweets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>DV</th>
<th>Covariates</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>d</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Likes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>-1.04 (0.23)</td>
<td>-1.50, -0.59</td>
<td>-4.53</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>-0.86 (0.19)</td>
<td>-1.24, -0.47</td>
<td>-4.42</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Retweets</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>-1.23 (0.21)</td>
<td>-1.63, -0.82</td>
<td>-5.94</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>-1.12 (0.19)</td>
<td>-1.50, -0.75</td>
<td>-5.87</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Likes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>-0.59 (0.25)</td>
<td>-1.08, -0.09</td>
<td>-2.32</td>
<td>.022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>-0.59 (0.27)</td>
<td>-1.12, -0.06</td>
<td>-2.19</td>
<td>.030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Retweets</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>-0.90 (0.25)</td>
<td>-1.38, -0.41</td>
<td>-3.66</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>-0.95 (0.26)</td>
<td>-1.47, -0.43</td>
<td>-3.62</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Likes and Retweets are log-transformed. With (and without) covariates, the models for Study 3 had 4976 (4995) df; those for Study 4 had 994 (1130).

3.1.2.2 How do these compare to Senators’ other tweets?

A second set of models included all tweets, and dummy coded the category variable with neither as the reference category; see Table 3.3. Reactions to neither tweets differed across studies. In Study 3, these tweets received relatively less positive feedback (similar to engaging tweets), but in Study 4, they received relatively more (similar to dismissing tweets). I attribute this difference to the tweet selection procedure: In Study 4 but not 3, all tweets mentioned Senators’ opponents, which tends to generate more likes and retweets (Rathje et al., 2021).

Tweets that mention opponents while engaging with their views are an exception to this rule.

Table 3.3
Comparing engagement with Senators’ neither vs. engaging and neither vs. dismissing tweets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>____ vs. neither</th>
<th>DV</th>
<th>Covariates</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>d</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Engaging</td>
<td>Likes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>0.11 (0.10)</td>
<td>-0.09, 0.31</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>.278</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>0.02 (0.09)</td>
<td>-0.15, 0.19</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>.837</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Retweets</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>-0.72 (0.21)</td>
<td>-1.14, -0.31</td>
<td>-3.41</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>-0.06 (0.08)</td>
<td>-0.23, 0.10</td>
<td>-0.73</td>
<td>.467</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dismissing</td>
<td>Likes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>0.89 (0.17)</td>
<td>0.57, 1.22</td>
<td>5.40</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>0.64 (0.14)</td>
<td>0.37, 0.92</td>
<td>4.61</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Retweets</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>0.15 (0.14)</td>
<td>-0.12, 0.43</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>.279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>0.64 (0.14)</td>
<td>0.37, 0.92</td>
<td>4.61</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Likes and Retweets are log-transformed. With (and without) covariates, the models for Study 3 had 4976 (4995) df; those for Study 4 had 994 (1130).
3.1.3 Discussion

Across two independent samples, U.S. Senators’ tweets received more Likes and Retweets when they dismissed, rather than engaged constructively with, opposing views. That is, Senators received more positive reinforcement for dismissing opponents and their views than for cross-party rapprochement and dialogue. Exploratory analyses (see Appendix) found that Senators’ dismissing tweets received more positive feedback even after accounting for linguistic markers that prior research has shown attract this feedback (e.g., uncivil, negative, or outraged language).

The popularity of dismissing tweets presents a puzzle: Prior work (along with Chapter 2) suggest people generally dislike allies who dismissively avoid opponents (Heltzel & Laurin, 2021), or who otherwise perpetuate interparty negativity (e.g., Frimer et al., 2018), albeit they did so using different operationalizations of engaging and dismissing than Chapter 3. Why does Twitter provide positive feedback to Senators’ tweets that dismiss outright opposing views? This pattern is particularly surprising since Senators have at least some outpartisan followers, who would obviously prefer Senators’ engaging tweets. If anything, this would have suppressed the effect I found. For it to have emerged so robustly, Senators’ allies on Twitter must have Liked and Retweeted dismissing tweets to an even more striking degree.

3.2 Studies S1-S4: A summary

One explanation for this puzzling discrepancy (and for some other instances of the broader trend whereby online feedback clashes with popular opinion) is that, whereas most people prefer ally citizens who engage with rather than dismiss offline, their genuine preference flips when it comes to politicians, or in the context of Twitter. Preregistered Studies S1 and S2 cast doubt on this possibility: Participants responded to virtually identical statements either by
Senators or ordinary citizens, on Twitter or offline; in neither study did they prefer dismissing by politicians on Twitter. In fact, in most in analyses, Senators and tweets elicited a stronger relative preference for engaging (see Table 3.4, and appendix for details). These two studies thus provide no evidence that people genuinely prefer dismissing by Senators on Twitter.

### Table 3.4
**Summary of sample, method, and results, Studies S1-S4**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>N(^a)</th>
<th>Population</th>
<th>Stimulus source</th>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Overall preference</th>
<th>Moderation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>659 / 657 (1027)</td>
<td>Prolific Americans, even if of D / R</td>
<td>Experimenter generated</td>
<td>Feelings of warmth toward person who engaged / dismissed</td>
<td>Engaging</td>
<td>Greater preference for engaging by politicians (vs. citizens), on Twitter (vs. offline; S1 only)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>200 / 199 (468)</td>
<td>Six tweets from 4 (minor tweaks)</td>
<td>Null</td>
<td>Greater preference for dismissing among those who react frequently to politicians' tweets (vs. everyone else) and extremists (vs. moderates)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3</td>
<td>200 / 198 (1967)</td>
<td>Prolific Americans, even if of D / R / I</td>
<td>All tweets from 4 (unmodified)</td>
<td>Null</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)This column reports the number of participants before / after exclusions (described in the Appendix), and in brackets the number of observations analyzed.

Participants in Studies S3 and S4 responded to the entire set of Study 4 tweets, and again showed no preference for dismissing. Together, these four studies challenge the idea that most people genuinely prefer when their politicians tweet about dismissing rather than constructively engaging with opponents. Study 5 therefore tested two reasons why Twitter feedback might nonetheless reward Senators’ dismissing tweets.

### 3.3 Study 5

First, the bulk of Likes and Retweets might come from a vocal minority with unusual preferences. They may be more extreme, hostile, and opposed to positive interparty interactions compared to the larger majority (Bor & Petersen, 2022; Joseph et al., 2021; Pew Research

---

5 Findings from all four studies contrast with the popularity of dismissing tweets using Twitter metrics, but three of the four also contrast with prior work showing a general preference for interparty relations (Frimer & Skitka, 2018, 2020; Heltzel & Laurin, 2021). The Appendix reports additional data and analyses that explain why Study S1 alone replicated this prior work: Compared to Study S1’s experimenter-generated tweets, Studies S2-S4’s real dismissing tweets made their authors come across as less intolerant, uncooperative and irrational—that is, more appealing.
Center, 2020b, 2022a), and might thus have different preferences. Indeed, exploratory analyses in Studies S3-S4 found that only a minority (7%) of crowdsourced participants reported frequently reacting to politicians’ tweets, and that this minority did prefer Senators’ dismissing tweets to engaging ones; see Appendix. To confirm and extend this pattern, Study 5 solicited responses to Study 4’s tweets from a large sample of frequent reactors, alongside other crowdsourced participants who, despite their demographic peculiarities (they are more likely to be younger, liberal- and democrat-leaning, and women; Berinsky et al., 2012; Prolific Team, 2022), typically respond similarly to nationally representative samples on political measures (Mullinix et al., 2015).

Second, Likes and Retweets may not reflect preferences at all (e.g., Frimer et al., 2022). To test this idea, each of Study 5’s participants reacted to tweets using one of three measures: Feelings toward the Senator who posted the tweet (one of the measures used in Study 1 and 2), approval of the tweet itself, and intentions to Like and Retweet it. This feature of Study 5 also allowed for the possibility that Appendix Studies S1-S4’s results did not present the full picture: That people genuinely do approve most of dismissing tweets, but that this does not translate into feelings toward tweets’ authors, as measured in those studies.

3.3.1 Method

Study 5 was preregistered: everything below followed the a priori plan unless otherwise specified.

3.3.1.1 Participants

I recruited Americans on Prolific Academic, screening for equal thirds self-identified Democrats, Republicans, and Independents / other. My initial preregistration anticipated 160 participants to represent the majority who rarely or never reacted to politicians’ tweets, and 80 of
the more unusual participants who reported frequently doing so. Analyses of this initial sample supported my preregistered hypotheses (see Appendix) but were critically confounded: The smaller subsample of 80 frequent reactors had not rated every tweet on each of the three measures, so analyses comparing subsamples and measures were also comparing responses to slightly different sets of tweets. Thus, I posted an amended preregistration specifying I would continue recruiting participants until frequent reactors had provided at least two ratings per measure per tweet. The final sample included 323 participants (156 frequent reactors; age $M = 42.7$, 52% men, 46% women, 1% non-binary, 3 missing data) who provided 4571 observations (this excludes two additional participants who self-reported providing low-quality data).

3.3.1.2 Procedure

The survey automatically ejected anyone who failed an English comprehension check (as in Study 2). Participants then reported demographics, including party affiliation: “Which of the following best describes your political party affiliation?” (1 = Strongly Democrat, 2 = Somewhat Democrat, 3 = Lean Democrat, 4 = Lean Republican, 5 = Somewhat Republican, 6 = Strongly Republican; the sample leaned to the Democratic side of the scale midpoint of 3.5; $M = 3.25$, SD = 1.87, $t(322) = -2.42$, $p = .016$). I assigned participants who chose 1, 2 or 3 (4, 5 or 6) to see tweets by Democratic (Republican) Senators.

Participants also reported whether they had “ever liked or retweeted something by a U.S. Senator or house representative.” Frequent reactors were those who selected yes, frequently ($n = 156$); I screened 2128 participants to obtain this subsample. This 7% hit rate is similar to what I had observed in Studies S3 and S4, and similar to the figure I noted above for the percentage of the overall population responsible for the bulk of political activity on Twitter (Pew Research Center, 2019b). As preregistered, I recruited participants who selected any other response (yes,
once or twice, \( n = 50 \); or no, never, \( n = 117 \) into the study until I reached the target (\( n = 160 \)) for that group, then diverted any further such participants to other surveys.

The survey presented 10 tweets in random order, randomly selected from the engaging and dismissing tweets authored by Senators from the participant’s own party, and present in Study 4’s set of 171 (Study 4’s tweets rather than 3’s because of the former’s stricter coding scheme). As per the preregistration amendment, frequent reactors recruited following that amendment saw tweets drawn from the set that, due to chance, had not yet received two ratings by frequent reactors; they also saw 16 tweets instead of 10 so I could achieve the target number of ratings before exhausting the pool of available participants. All participants saw half engaging and half dismissing tweets.

I measured preferences using three different measures, varying between participants which measure they completed (rather than having the same participants complete all three measures, which could have artificially inflated the concordance between measures). One random third of participants reported their feelings of warmth toward the Senator who authored each tweet using the same feeling thermometer item as in Study 1 and 2 (this was the measure that produced null results in Studies S2-S4).

A second third of participants reported their approval of the tweet itself (‘To what extent do you approve of this tweet's message?’; 1 = Strongly disapprove; 5 = Strongly approve).

A final third reported their intent to provide positive feedback on Twitter (‘The following questions refer to Twitter’s ‘like’ and ‘retweet’ features: Would you have given this tweet a "like" at that time it was posted? [1 = yes, 0 = no] Would you have retweeted this tweet at that time it was posted [1 = yes, 0 = no]). I averaged these items into a single intention measure (they correlated at \( r = .61 \) and produced similar patterns when analyzed separately).
To make scores comparable across the three response measures’ different scales, I standardized all of them. Study 5 also measured various individual differences that I thought might distinguish frequent reactors from everyone else. The preregistration highlighted one measure, partisan extremity (quadratic distance, as described in Chapter 2; the Appendix reports identical results when indexing extremity differently). I also measured affective polarization (warmth towards inparty [Democrats or Republicans] minus warmth toward outparty, measured with the same 0-100 scale described above; Iyengar et al., 2019), desire for group status (“I want [inparty] to have more power and status than [outparty]”; 1 = Strongly disagree to 7 = Strongly agree), and endorsement of compromise (“[Inparty] politicians should be willing to compromise with [outparty] politicians”; 1 = Strongly disagree to 7 = Strongly agree). These variables are all linked with moralized political attitudes (Garrett & Bankert, 2020; Finkel et al., 2020; Ryan, 2017; Ward & Tavits, 2019); I reasoned they might help explain why frequent reactors might genuinely prefer their politicians to dismiss, rather than engage with, opponents’ views.

3.3.2 Results

I first analyzed data across all participants, testing relative preferences across all response measures. I then followed up with models that included interactions between response measure and all key variables, asking whether, for example, people’s relative preferences differed if they reported their intentions to Like or Retweet compared to their approval of tweets.

3.3.2.1 Do frequent reactors respond differently than everyone else to engaging versus dismissing?

A multilevel model predicted responses from tweet type (dismissing = 0, engaging = 1), participant group (frequent reactor = 0, everyone else = 1), their interaction, and random intercepts for tweet and participant; see Figure 3.4. The key participant group × tweet type
interaction was significant ($b = 0.24 (0.05), t(4552) = 5.24, p < .001$): Frequent reactors responded more positively to dismissing tweets than engaging ($b = -0.24 (0.03), t(4552) = 7.12, p < .001$), replicating the feedback these tweets actually received on Twitter. Everyone else showed no preference ($b = -0.00 (0.04), t(4552) = -0.07, p = .946$), replicating Studies S2-S4. In other words, Twitter rewards what some people prefer, but not necessarily what most people prefer, presumably because Likes and Retweets specifically come from a small subgroup of people with unusual preferences.

![Figure 3.4. Participants’ responses to engaging and dismissing as a function of reaction frequency.](image)

### 3.3.2.2 How do (intended) Likes and Retweets correspond to more traditional preference measures?

The analyses above collapsed across three measures, masking potential differences in how people respond when asked directly for their feelings toward a tweet’s author, about their judgment of the tweet itself, or about their behavioral intentions. To unmask these differences, I added a variable for response type (dummy coded with approval of tweet as the reference group) and its interactions to the model described above; see Table 3.5 and Figure 3.5. Significant three-way interactions suggested that the key finding—the participant group × tweet type interaction—differed depending on how people reported their preferences.

**Table 3.5**

*Full model including moderation by measure, Study 5*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Effect</th>
<th>$b$ ($SE$)</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
<th>$t$</th>
<th>$p$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

52
Intercept 0.24 (0.09) 0.07, 0.41 2.78 < .001
Tweet type -0.27 (0.06) -0.39, -0.15 -4.34 < .001
Participant group -0.49 (0.12) -0.73, -0.26 -4.09 < .001
Feeling toward Senator (vs. approval of tweet) 0.04 (0.12) -0.21, 0.28 0.29 .770
Intent to Like and Retweet (vs. approval of tweet) 0.19 (0.12) -0.04, 0.42 1.62 .105
Tweet type × participant group -0.55 (0.09) 0.38, 0.73 -6.24 < .001
Tweet type × feeling toward Senator (vs. approval of tweet) 0.005 (0.09) -0.17, 0.18 0.05 .958
Tweet type × intent to Like and Retweet (vs. approval of tweet) 0.06 (0.07) -0.09, 0.20 0.75 .455
Participant group × feeling toward Senator (vs. approval of tweet) 0.11 (0.17) -0.23, 0.44 0.61 .543
Participant group × intent to Like and Retweet (vs. approval of tweet) -0.28 (0.17) -0.61, 0.04 -1.71 .087
3-way interaction (feeling vs. approval) -0.37 (0.13) -0.62, -0.12 -2.88 .004
3-way interaction (intent vs. approval) -0.45 (0.11) -0.67, -0.24 -4.15 < .001

Note. The model had 4544 df. Positive simple slope coefficients reflect a preference for engaging in that condition.

Figure 3.5. Participants’ preference for engaging over dismissing as a function of reaction frequency, measure

To unpack this, Table 3.6 reports the simple slopes representing participants’ relative preferences for engaging versus dismissing, separately for each preference measure and each participant group. Table 3.6 also shows the two sets of simple two-way interactions that compare these relative preferences. The final column shows participant group × tweet type interactions testing whether frequent reactors show different preferences than everyone else, separately for each measure. The bottom three rows show response type × tweet type interactions testing whether the different measures elicit different preferences, separately for each participant group.

Table 3.6
Comparing preferences for engaging (1) over dismissing (0), Study 5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Frequent reactors</th>
<th>Everyone else</th>
<th>Frequent reactors vs. everyone else</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Approval of tweet</td>
<td>b = -0.27, t = -4.34***</td>
<td>b = 0.28, t = 4.30***</td>
<td>b = -0.55, t = -6.24***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feeling toward Senator</td>
<td>b = -0.26, t = -4.02***</td>
<td>b = -0.08, t = -1.20</td>
<td>b = -0.19, t = -2.02*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intention to Like / Retweet</td>
<td>b = -0.21, t = -4.69***</td>
<td>b = -0.12, t = -2.35*</td>
<td>b = -0.10, t = -1.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approval vs. feelings</td>
<td>b = .004, t = .05</td>
<td>b = .36, t = 3.96***</td>
<td>b = .36, t = 3.96***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approval vs. intentions</td>
<td>b = .06, t = .75</td>
<td>b = .40, t = 4.98***</td>
<td>b = .40, t = 4.98***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feelings vs. intentions</td>
<td>b = .05, t = .66</td>
<td>b = .04, t = 0.45</td>
<td>b = .04, t = 0.45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Note. The model had 4544 df. Positive simple slope coefficients reflect a preference for engaging in that condition.

These analyses support several conclusions. First, frequent reactors showed the same consistent preference across all measures: They felt more warmly toward Senators who posted dismissing tweets, they approved more of those dismissing tweets, and they intended to Like and Retweet them more. This replicates the actual feedback the Tweets received, indicating that Likes and Retweets do index preferences—at least those of frequent reactors.

Second, everyone else—the infrequent reactors—used these measures differently. When asked directly about their personal feelings or their approval, they report different preferences than do frequent reactors. Similar to Studies S2-S4’s samples, they reported equally warm feelings toward Senators who posted engaging versus dismissing tweets; similar to prior work documenting preferences for positive interparty contact, they approved more of engaging versus dismissing tweets (this echoes Chapter 2’s findings, despite its studies using different, broader conceptualizations). These two findings further confirm that frequent reactors’ preferences differ from everyone else’s.

Third, the two participant groups did not differ in what they said they would more likely Like or Retweet: Both groups were more inclined to reward dismissing tweets with positive public feedback, meaning that the group representing the majority were more willing to Like and Retweet dismissing tweets despite being less likely to approve of these tweets. My preregistration had not anticipated this, as it focused on the prediction around frequent versus infrequent reactors, but this may be an additional reason why Twitter feedback does not reflect the mostly silent majority’s preferences: Even when this group of people does provide feedback on Twitter, they may not do so in line with what they actually like.

3.3.2.3 What accounts for frequent reactors’ unique preferences?
I next tested whether extremists’ preferences matched frequent reactors’: A multilevel model predicted responses from party affiliation (midpoint-centered), party extremity (squared value of participant’s midpoint-centered partisan affiliation), and their interactions with tweet type (dismissing = 0, engaging = 1). The key party extremity × tweet type interaction was significant, -0.07 (0.01), \( t(4550) = -7.36, p < .001 \); see Figure 3.6 (gray band around lines indicates standard error). The most extreme participants—like frequent reactors—preferred Senators’ dismissing tweets over their engaging ones (\( b = -0.30 (0.04), t(3422) = 8.61, p < .001 \)). The most moderate participants instead preferred Senators’ engaging tweets, (\( b = 0.10 (0.04), t(3751) = 2.51, p = .012 \)). Put differently, extremists responded more positively than moderates to engaging tweets (\( b = .04 (0.01), t(4550) = 2.78, p = .005 \)), but even more so to dismissing tweets (\( b = 0.11 (0.01), t(4550) = 7.59, p < .001 \)).6 The same extremity × tweet type interaction emerged consistently in each of the Appendix studies. As well, the Appendix reports preregistered analyses that include interactions with response measure; similar to above, the key party extremity × tweet type interaction was significant for feelings of warmth and for approval, but not for intentions to Like and Retweet.

![Figure 3.6. Responses to Senators’ engaging and dismissing tweets as a function of partisan extremity.](image)

6 Participants responded only to tweets by inparty Senators, so one might have expected extremists to respond more negatively than moderates to engaging tweets. Exploratory analyses (see Appendix) explain why they did not: Extremists are more affectively polarized, which accounted (marginally) for their positivity toward engaging tweets. That is, extremists like their own party more, and so like all tweets authored by inparty Senators. Their preference for dismissing tweets then amplifies this (or, put differently, their aversion to engaging is too weak to eliminate it).
Having observed in these preregistered analyses that extremists and frequent reactors had the same unusual preferences, I ran exploratory analyses (that the preregistration anticipated but in no great detail) testing whether extremism and three other individual difference measures (affective polarization, desire for status, and endorsement of compromise) account for frequent reactors’ distinctiveness. Preliminary exploratory analyses informed the mediation model I tested: Predicting participant group from all four individual differences simultaneously (along with midpoint-centered affiliation), extremism had the only significant association (Table 3.6, first numerical column). Predicting instead participant’s preference for engaging over dismissing (i.e., the difference score between their average responses to each tweet type), the pattern was reversed: extremity had no significant association whereas the three other measures did (Table 3.6, second numerical column).

**Table 3.7**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Link to participant group (df = 317)</th>
<th>Link to preference for engaging (df = 312)</th>
<th>Indirect effect (IV → extremism)</th>
<th>Indirect effect (IV → ____ → DV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Extremity</td>
<td>-0.30, z = -5.24***</td>
<td>-0.01, t = -0.78</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>0.01, z = 0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affiliation</td>
<td>0.04, z = 0.57</td>
<td>-0.00, t = -0.01</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compromise</td>
<td>0.09, z = 1.16</td>
<td>0.17, t = 6.76***</td>
<td>0.04, z = 2.84**</td>
<td>0.04, z = 1.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desire for status</td>
<td>-0.13, z = -1.55</td>
<td>-0.07, t = -2.53*</td>
<td>0.03, z = 2.31*</td>
<td>0.02, z = 1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affective polarization</td>
<td>0.005, z = 1.01</td>
<td>-0.004, t = -2.58*</td>
<td>0.05, z = 2.59*</td>
<td>0.004, z = -0.34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: All indirect effects in this table are controlling for each other; that is, the third numerical column reports indirect effects through single mediators after accounting for the serial mediations.

Along with the theoretical reasoning I described above, these two observations suggested a serial mediation model where the IV was participant group (frequent reactors = 0; everyone else = 1), the DV was within-participant preference for engaging, extremity was the first mediator, the other measures were parallel downstream mediators, and midpoint-centered party affiliation was a covariate. All three serial pathways showed significant indirect effects (Table 3.6, third numerical column), with no indirect effects outside of those serial pathways (Table 3.6,
fourth numerical column). My interpretation of these findings is not causal—in any case, statistical mediation models of cross-sectional data cannot provide evidence of causality. Instead, I take these findings to mean a) that frequent reactors are more politically extreme than everyone else, b) that their political extremity is linked with them opposing compromise, strongly preferring their own side, and wanting their party to gain status, and c) that the shared variance described in b) above is also shared with relative preferences for dismissing.

3.3.3 Discussion

Dismissing tweets’ online popularity fails to track most people’s self-reported preferences, for two reasons. First, the minority who interacts most with politicians’ tweets reports unusual preferences: Unlike everyone else, they genuinely like dismissing tweets, and distribute Likes and Retweets accordingly. Second, the larger majority (intend to) use Likes and Retweets in an unintuitive way: They approve more of engaging tweets but are more liable to Like or Retweet dismissing ones. I had not anticipated this second observation, but it seems like a textbook case of pluralistic ignorance (Prentice & Miller, 1996): The majority’s private views differ from those expressed by the loudest voices, so the majority publicly conforms to what it perceives as a widespread norm (e.g., Van Boven, 2000).

Study 5 also helped reconcile the general pattern I observed in the Appendix studies (a null effect) with prior findings suggesting people prefer positive interparty relations: People do prefer engaging tweets themselves, compared to their dismissing counterparts, but this effect on the kind of communication people prefer does not appear to extend to more global feelings toward the communicators. Perhaps it is not strong enough to overcome other associations people have with their party’s Senators.

3.4 Study 6
Study 5 also explored how frequent reactors’ unusual preferences might relate to their personal characteristics (e.g., extremism). Study 6 explored characteristics of tweets themselves, asking what dismissing (engaging) tweets convey that uniquely attracts (repels) frequent reactors.

3.4.1 Method

This study was not preregistered. Exact materials are available [here](#).

3.4.1.1 Participants

I recruited 323 participants from Prolific Academic such that roughly equal parts reported identifying as part of the Democratic or Republican parties or as Independents / other-affiliated. Following the same criteria as in Study 5, 55 participants who failed an English comprehension check at the start of the study were ejected immediately and I excluded six who self-reported providing low-quality data, leaving 261 (age $M = 41.1$; 47% women, 48% men, 2% nonbinary or agender; $n = 6$ did not report gender).

3.4.1.2 Procedure

The procedure was identical to Study 5 with one exception: Rather than rate their preferences for each of ten tweets, participants used separate 5-point scales ($1 = \text{Not at all to } 5 = \text{Very much so}$) to rate how much the inparty Senator who authored the tweet seemed: tolerant of people with different opinions; cooperative; rational, logical; to think [outparty]’s views are reasonable; open to changing their political views. These five attributes mirror those from Study 1, so I expected engaging tweets to score higher than dismissing ones.

3.4.2 Results

---

Due to a coding error, a minority of participants saw this item phrased in the reverse (“unwilling to change their views about the topic of this tweet”); I reverse-scored these participants’ responses.
Before proceeding with main analyses, I examined whether the five attributes did in fact distinguish between engaging and dismissing tweets. I tested five multilevel models, each predicting one of the five attributes from tweet type (dismissing = 0; engaging = 1) and random intercepts for participant and tweet; see Table 3.7 and Figure 3.7. As expected, results replicated those of Study 1: Engaging (compared to dismissing) tweets made the Senator who posted them seem more tolerant, cooperative and rational, but also more legitimizing of opponents’ views and willing to change their mind.

![Figure 3.7. Attribute ratings for engaging and dismissing tweets](image)

**Table 3.8**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>( b ) (SE)</th>
<th>( t )</th>
<th>( df )</th>
<th>( p )</th>
<th>( d )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tolerant</td>
<td>1.26 (0.04)</td>
<td>28.32</td>
<td>2470</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td>1.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperative</td>
<td>1.28 (0.04)</td>
<td>30.00</td>
<td>2463</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td>1.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rational</td>
<td>0.50 (0.04)</td>
<td>11.84</td>
<td>2457</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legitimizing</td>
<td>1.58 (0.05)</td>
<td>33.54</td>
<td>2468</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td>2.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open to changing</td>
<td>1.00 (0.06)</td>
<td>17.36</td>
<td>2470</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td>1.32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note.* Positive coefficients reflect Senators conveying this attribute more in their engaging tweets.

I then turned to the central question: How did these five attributes (coded in Study 6) relate to preferences of frequent reactors versus of everyone else (reported in Study 5)? I merged the datasets from the two studies into a single dataset containing a row for each individual Study 5 participant’s rating of each tweet they saw (4571 total observations), with five additional
columns representing the tweet in question’s average rating on each attribute from Study 6. I report analyses that preserve power by using all available datapoints collapsing across Study 5’s three (standardized) preference measures; analyses using each measure separately yielded identical results.

Because the tweet types were very different on each attribute, there was a danger that analyses could yield illusory effects: Significant coefficients for a particular attribute might be driven by shared variance with other differences between engaging and dismissing tweets. To avoid this and increase my confidence in ascribing effects to the specific attribute in question, analyses controlled for whether the tweet engaged or dismissed. That is, I predicted (standardized) preferences from one of the five coded attributes (mean centered), participant group (frequent reactors = 0; everyone else = 1), their interaction, tweet type (dismissing = 0, engaging = 1) and random intercepts for tweet and participant (see Table 3.8 for key findings).

**Table 3.9**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trait</th>
<th>Effect</th>
<th>b (SE)</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tolerant</td>
<td>Interaction with participant group</td>
<td>0.16 (0.03)</td>
<td>5.07</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Frequent reactors simple slope</td>
<td>0.07 (0.08)</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>.384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Everyone else simple slope</td>
<td>0.23 (0.08)</td>
<td>3.02</td>
<td>.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperative</td>
<td>Interaction with participant group</td>
<td>0.18 (0.03)</td>
<td>5.50</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Frequent reactors simple slope</td>
<td>0.11 (0.07)</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>.121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Everyone else simple slope</td>
<td>0.29 (0.07)</td>
<td>3.93</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rational</td>
<td>Interaction with participant group</td>
<td>0.18 (0.06)</td>
<td>3.13</td>
<td>.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Frequent reactors simple slope</td>
<td>0.12 (0.07)</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>.099</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Everyone else simple slope</td>
<td>0.30 (0.07)</td>
<td>4.13</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legitimizing</td>
<td>Interaction with participant group</td>
<td>0.15 (0.03)</td>
<td>5.63</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Frequent reactors simple slope</td>
<td>-0.17 (0.07)</td>
<td>-2.37</td>
<td>.018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Everyone else simple slope</td>
<td>-0.02 (0.07)</td>
<td>-0.26</td>
<td>.798</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open to changing</td>
<td>Interaction with participant group</td>
<td>0.17 (0.04)</td>
<td>4.67</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Frequent reactors simple slope</td>
<td>-0.02 (0.06)</td>
<td>-0.27</td>
<td>.790</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Everyone else simple slope</td>
<td>0.15 (0.06)</td>
<td>2.60</td>
<td>.009</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: All models had df 4551*

Significant interactions suggested that frequent reactors responded differently than everyone else to all five attributes. On one hand, frequent reactors disliked tweets that legitimizied opponents’ views, but their preferences did not relate to any other attribute. Everyone
else showed a complementary pattern: They did not appear to care about whether tweets legitimized opponents’ beliefs, but preferred tweets that made the Senator seem tolerant, cooperative, rational, and (surprisingly, given results from Study 1) open to changing their mind about politics. These findings further illustrate the unusual preferences of the minority of people responsible for distributing the majority of feedback to politicians on Twitter. Unlike everyone else, they may dislike efforts to legitimize their opponents’ views—a strategy popular among people who feel their political beliefs are based on fundamental moral truths (Goodwin, 2018; Schwalbe et al., 2020).

3.4.3 Discussion

Study 6 further validated the coding from Study 4, confirming that Senators who dismissed opponents unsurprisingly came across as more intolerant, uncooperative and irrational, and less willing to change their minds and legitimize opponents’ views. More importantly, findings complemented mediation results from Study 5, by exploring how these characteristics of tweets, rather than tweet perceivers, might explain frequent reactors’ unusual preferences: These individuals were uniquely sensitive to how much a tweet legitimized views they opposed, whereas most people seemed more attentive to other characteristics like the how much the tweet made the Senator seem cooperative and rational.

Similar to Study 1, Study 6 found that Senators’ tweets received more positive responses from the majority of people to the extent that the Senator seems tolerant, cooperative, and rational. Unlike Study 1, the majority of people were not sensitive to whether the Senator seemed to be legitimizing opponents’ views, and in fact preferred tweets where the Senator seemed open to changing their mind. That said, Study 1 did find that people generally cared more about the three democratic values than about the two potential violations of moral values. Study 6 is
broadly consistent with that conclusion, in that the largest predictors of the majority’s preferences were, as in Study 1, tolerance, cooperation and rationality.

That said, Study 6 is limited in that I did not directly measure frequent reactors’ perceptions of the tweets. Results therefore speak only to how the majority of participants (not frequent reactors) perceive the Senators who wrote these tweets, and how their perceptions link to ratings in Study 5. For frequent reactors, these results suggest that they dislike tweets that most people find to be legitimizing, but I cannot know if this is because they perceive these tweets to be more legitimizing or if they dislike legitimizing tweets more (relative to everyone else). Future research can address this by recruiting frequent reactors and measuring their perceptions.

3.5 General Discussion

On Twitter, Senators’ tweets receive more rewards—Likes and Retweets—when they advocate for dismissing, rather than engaging with, opposing political views. But most people do not prefer authors of dismissing tweets; in fact, they report approving more of engaging tweets. This disconnect has two explanations. First, Twitter users who most often interact with Senators’ tweets have unusual preferences: Unlike most people, they prefer dismissing tweets over engaging ones. This preference was associated with their being more politically extreme (and, in turn, less supportive of compromise, more affectively polarized, and more concerned with their party’s status), and with more strongly disliking inparty Senators who seem to legitimize opposing views. Taken together, these variables highlight moralization’s potential role in these effects: Frequent reactors’ opposition to compromise suggests they may refuse to accept trade-offs on their moral values (Tetlock, 2003); their affective polarization and dislike for tweets that legitimize opponents’ views implies contempt for people with different moral values (Finkel et
al., 2020; Rozin et al., 1999). Overall, frequent reactors’ political views are seemingly both more extreme and strongly moralized, which may explain their unusual preferences.

Second, although the majority who rarely react to Senators’ tweets tend to approve more of engaging, they (intend to) use Twitter’s response functions in a way that contradicts that preference: Like frequent reactors, they report greater willingness to Like and Retweet dismissing tweets. Even as a group, these people may not contribute much to the feedback on Senators’ tweets. However, when they do, they may amplify the distorted image Twitter reflects of most people’s preferences.

### 3.5.1 Implications

#### 3.5.1.1 Reconciling contradictions in the literature

These findings join a chorus of others underscoring a contradiction between what is popular online and what people reportedly prefer. Recent literature documents how social media rewards that which people do not approve of (Rathje et al., 2022). For example, Chapter 2 found that people prefer engaging yet Chapter 3 found dismissing is rewarded more on Twitter, which could reflect a Twitter paradox (or it could have owed to the different operationalizations of these constructs across chapters). Likewise, lab studies by Frimer and colleagues have shown that most people want allies—both citizens and politicians—to treat opponents with civility (Frimer & Skitka, 2018, 2020), yet politicians’ uncivil tweets earn more Likes and Retweets on Twitter (Frimer et al., 2022). More broadly, people recognize that negativity, outrage, and divisive content generates more engagement (Brady et al., 2017; Rathje et al., 2021; Schöne et al., 2021), yet they believe that it should not (Rathje et al., 2022).

Studies 5 and 6 reconcile two apparently different explanations for this contrast: That Likes and Retweets do not reflect endorsement (e.g., Frimer et al., 2022), and that the most
active Twitter users are a unique group with unusual preferences (e.g., Bor & Petersen, 2022). I find support for both explanations. The minority of active users do have unusual preferences—they genuinely prefer dismissing. In contrast, most people (intend to) Like and Retweet content they do not necessarily approve of. This explanation was put forth by Frimer and colleagues, who suggested that Likes and Retweets do not indicate endorsement but did not test this by comparing people’s attitudes with their Twitter behavior.

These findings also speak to a third explanation that has not been formally tested: that social media platforms’ algorithms promote such negativity because it increases user engagement (see Rathje et al., 2022). Academic psychologists cannot directly access social media platforms’ algorithms to study them, but the findings above reveal that negativity spreads further on social media, and journalists’ reports corroborate the idea that algorithms are to blame (e.g., Roose et al., 2020). That said, algorithms primarily act by changing what people see in their feed—engagement itself still must come from user behaviors. Rather, if algorithms promote engagement through negativity, that must be because (some) users are willing to engage with negative content. The present work identifies the users most responsible and in doing so, provides better support for a comprehensive explanation for a puzzling pattern in recent literature and in real social media behavior.

3.5.1.2 Extending and adding to theories of who prefers engaging vs. dismissing, and when they prefer it

These findings dovetail with the internal meta-analysis results reported in Chapter 2, further supporting theorizing that intolerance emerges at ideological extremes (Crawford & Pilanski, 2014). Moreover, extremists were especially likely to be frequent reactors. This fits with findings suggesting people with the most extreme political views are most politically active
(e.g., more likely to vote, protest, post about a candidate on social media; Pew Research Center, 2022a), and most often attempt to influence politicians through both social media and traditional methods (e.g., writing letters, calling; Birkhead & Hershey, 2019).

The present results also highlight novel factors that shape whether and how much people prefer engaging over dismissing. In particular, it matters what measure people use to indicate their preference, and how engaging and dismissing are conveyed. In Study 5, I observed different patterns of preferences when people reported their approval of a tweet compared to their feelings toward the authoring Senator: Most people approved more of engaging tweets than dismissing ones but felt similarly warm towards Senators who wrote engaging vs. dismissing tweets. Senators are public figures so people might have already had preexisting opinions toward them, which might have played a bigger role than people’s feelings toward the content of the tweet itself; if so, measuring approval of the message better indicates people’s attitudes towards engaging and dismissing.

I also observed different preferences across studies that used the same feeling thermometer measure: people felt similarly warm towards Senators who engaged vs. dismissed in Study 5 (as well as Appendix Studies S2-S4) yet felt warmer towards Senators who engaged in Studies 1 and 2 (and in Appendix Study S1). These different effects neatly align with the different stimuli sources of each study, such that experimenter-generated stimuli produced a preference for engaging whereas stimuli sourced from Senator’s real tweets produced no preference. Exploratory analyses mentioned in Study 3 and 4’s method suggest that people perceive these real tweets as conveying their intended concepts, and Study 6 shows that Senators conveyed similar attributes as in Study 1. It therefore seems unlikely that these divergent effects reflect a failure to capture intended constructs. That said, as noted in Footnote 5, Senators
seemed more tolerant, cooperative, and rational in their real dismissing tweets compared to in experimenter-generated tweets, which likely suppressed preferences for engaging. This finding suggests that in the real world, Senators might convey engaging vs. dismissing differently than these concepts are conveyed in conceptually precise, experimenter-generated stimuli.

3.5.2 Unanswered questions

Chapter 3 suggested that patterns on Twitter are attributable to frequent reactors and attempted to paint a psychological portrait of this unique group, but the causal relationship between these users’ psychology and behaviors remains unclear. Using mediation, Study 5 showed that frequent reactors’ preference for dismissing is explained by their extremism and, in turn, their tendency for moralized politics (i.e., opposing compromise, favoring the inparty, and wanting inparty status, all of which are associated with moralized political beliefs; Garrett & Bankert, 2020; Finkel et al., 2020; Ryan, 2017; Ward & Tavits, 2019). Complementing this, Study 6 used cross-sectional data to show that frequent reactors were unique in that their responses to a Senators’ tweet was related more to how much that Senator legitimized opposing views. These data sources do not establish causality, but prior work speaks to possible causal routes.

For one, extremists may flock to Twitter: They tend to engage more with politicians by all available means (e.g., town halls; calling or writing to lawmakers; Birkhead & Hershey, 2019), but compared to traditional means, Twitter makes it especially easy for people with extreme or otherwise unpopular views to directly engage with politicians’ messages (Zhuravskaya et al., 2020). Or perhaps actively joining political discourse on Twitter makes people more extreme: Social media use exacerbates political divisions (Bail et al., 2018), making negativity seem acceptable and opponents seem intolerable (Tucker et al., 2018; Wilson et al.,
Future work could test this directly. More broadly, a variety of studies have showed bidirectional links between moral values, political engagement, and extremity (Hatemi et al., 2019; Parker & Janoff-Bulman, 2013; Skitka & Bauman, 2008; Van Zomeren et al., 2011; for a review, see Guan et al., forthcoming).

I also did not establish why frequent reactors express their preferences on Twitter, which would help determine whether extremists behave this way across contexts or only on expressive platforms with certain features. Future work could make use of exciting new technological advancements, such as tools to create a social media environment for participants. This would allow researchers to vary features of social media platform (e.g., whether content is moderated or censored; whether users’ behaviors such as Likes and Retweets are public or private), and this data could be complemented by examining how participants’ responses on the platform map onto their offline behaviors.

These results describe and explain Twitter dynamics in contemporary America’s polarized political landscape, but would they replicate in other platforms or offline? These results should replicate best on platforms that people select into to talk politics such as Facebook (Kim et al., 2021) or politicized subreddits (Sun et al., 2021) compared to elsewhere (e.g., Instagram; Pinterest; r/rarepuppers). Twitter has a unique reputation for political content and discourse (Mukerjee et al., 2022), perhaps because political leaders post here more than other platforms (Pew Research Center, 2020a), thereby attracting people who want to engage with such content (i.e., political activists and extremists). These results might also replicate offline: People who laud dismissing may also look to voice their opinions at in-person town hall meetings and dinner parties (see Bor & Petersen, 2022), but their online behaviors are visible to more people and thus may have more influence.
Moreover, the present results speak to U.S. political and social media dynamics, but would they generalize elsewhere? Countries differ in which social media platforms they use as well as their access to technology more generally. Still, some evidence suggests these dynamics would generalize: In other places, hostility on social media also comes from a small subset of the population—in Denmark (on Facebook, Bor & Petersen, 2021) and in Slovenia (on Twitter, Evkoski et al., 2022). But elsewhere the opposite is true (e.g., in Italy on Youtube; Cinelli et al., 2021). I speculate that politicians’ dismissing behavior may fare better in places (cultures, nations) where politically engaged citizens imbue their political beliefs and identities with moral significance (Finkel et al., 2020), to the point that democratically sanctioned compromise feels like a betrayal of sacred values (Guan et al., 2023). When politically engaged citizens feel this way, popular venues for political discourse (like Twitter in America) will overrepresent their antagonistic opinions and admiration for leaders who dismiss rather than engage. These results may also replicate better in other countries with moralized political divides (e.g., Spain; Viciana et al., 2019), with only two viable parties, or without political institutions geared toward building consensus (e.g., proportional representation); in all cases due to increased political conflict (Gidron et al., 2020; Lijphart, 2010). Nonetheless, within other countries, effects should tend to replicate in contexts and on platforms where people self-select into political discourse.

3.5.3 Potential influence of how engaging, dismissing were operationalized

Contrasting Chapter 2, Chapter 3 used different operationalizations of engaging and dismissing, which may have shaped how people responded to these tweets. The present data do not allow me to directly compare how these different operationalizations affected attitudes. That said, I observed similar patterns in both cases: Most people approved more of Senators’ tweets that engaged (deeply) with opposing views over those that dismissed them (outright), which
echoes the same preference for (initially) engaging with opponents’ views over dismissing (by overlooking) them, as seen in Chapter 2. This is consistent with the idea that people typically prefer engaging over dismissing, regardless of how it is operationalized. That said, it seems likely that people perceive these actions somewhat differently. Anecdotally, I noticed that Senators—when tweeting their outright dismissal of opponents’ views—often provided justifications for why the opponents’ view was not worth considering. In doing so, Senators can imply that they already know the opponents’ views and have good reasons to think those views are not worth tolerating or cooperating with. Comparing this strategy to dismissively overlooking opponents’ views, Senators who vocally dismiss opponents outright and with justification may seem less willfully irrational and intolerant. Of course, this is merely speculative—I leave it to future research to study how perceptions of engaging and dismissing depend on how it is instantiated, and how this shapes people’s preferences for these behaviors.
Chapter 4: (Mis)perceiving the preference for engaging

Upon seeing either the positive feedback that dismissing receives on Twitter, polarization more broadly emphasized there and in other media formats, or the seeming prevalence of cancel culture, people might infer that their allies endorse dismissing—that is, they may fail to realize how much their allies prefer engaging. Moreover, they might conform to this perceived preference, even though it contradicts what they themselves approve of most. Chapter 4 considers this idea and its implications.

Studies 7 and 8 first test whether people accurately perceive their allies’ preference for engaging: I predict that they do not. If correct, this raises questions of what causes these misperceptions and how to correct them, as they might inhibit engaging behavior. Based on the idea that perceived polarization is a culprit, Studies 9 and 10 test whether reducing it disinhibits engaging via reducing misperceptions about engaging’s popularity.

Chapter 4 is among the first attempts to apply pluralistic ignorance theorizing to the political realm (see Van Boven, 2000); doing so promises not only theoretical insight but also implied routes for potential interventions aimed at increasing engaging behavior by reducing misperceptions.

Chapter 4 also returned to operationalizing the key constructs as initial engaging and dismissively overlooking, similar to Chapter 2. This was because I conducted Chapter 4’s studies shortly after and in response to Chapter 2’s, without having yet studied how different operationalizations influence those responses. I leave it to future work to test Chapter 4’s studies with other operationalizations.

4.1 Study 7

Participants watched a text message conversation unfold between two political allies. I
manipulated between subjects whether one of these allies, the actor, engaged with or
dismissively avoided shared opponents’ views. I also manipulated between subjects whether
participants imagined themselves to be the other texter, or merely a third-party witness to the
conversation. At the end of the video, the actor tried to make social plans with the other texter.
The participant then reported the likelihood that the other texter (i.e., themselves or a fellow ally)
would agree to the plans. I predicted participants themselves would report being more likely to
agree to plans with someone who engages with opposing views, but that they would estimate that
a fellow ally would not be so eager to connect.

4.1.1 Method

4.1.1.1 Participants.

Study 7 was preregistered; everything below followed the a priori plan unless otherwise
specified. Table 4.1 reports sample characteristics from Studies 7 and 8, which both sampled
Americans from Amazon’s Mechanical Turk.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>N recruited</th>
<th>Exclusions due to</th>
<th>Final N</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Age</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Failed checks</td>
<td>Technical issues</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>606</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>586</td>
<td>47% male, 52% female, 1% non-binary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>709</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>667</td>
<td>50% male, 50% female</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.1.1.2 Procedure.

Participants first reported their political beliefs, allowing me to later show them a text
exchange between two texters who shared these beliefs. They read descriptions of four hotly
debated issues—abortion, affirmative action, gun regulations, and immigration—and for each,
chose which of two positions they preferred. The survey randomly selected one of these issues to
be the subject of the texting conversation.
Participants then watched an experimenter-generated video of a text message conversation between two individuals; see Figure 4.1. They either imagined themselves to be one of the texters, or to merely be witnesses to the exchange. The conversation depicted the texters first establishing that they were political allies, both sharing the participant’s stance on the randomly selected issue (e.g., the left [right] image depicts the conversation seen by pro-choice participants whose assigned issue was abortion and whose assigned actor engaged [dismissed]). Then, one texter—the actor, always named Jordan—sent text messages about how they had made efforts to either engage constructively with or dismiss opposing views. Jordan then invited the other texter—the participant, or another texter named Alex—to upcoming social plans.

![Figure 4.1 Images from text message conversation used as Study 7 stimuli](image)

The video ended before the reactor responded. Participants reported the chances that the reactor would agree to the social plans: “As you saw at the end of the video, Jordan asked [you / Alex] to hang out. What are the chances that [you / Alex] would agree to hang out with Jordan?” using a 201-point sliding scale anchored at one end with Definitely WILL NOT hang
out with Jordan, at the midpoint with Not sure either way, and at the other end with Definitely WILL hang out with Jordan.

4.1.2 Results

A linear model predicted participants’ responses from actor behavior (engage = 1, dismiss = 0), reactor identity (self = 1, perceived ally = 0), and their interaction. The predicted interaction was significant, $b = 21.94$, $SE = 6.66$, $t(582) = 3.30$, $p = .001$; see Figure 4.1 and Table 4.2 for simple slopes. Replicating Chapter 2, participants themselves preferred the actor who engaged constructively with, rather than dismissed, opposing political perspectives. Consistent with misperceptions, participants assumed their ally would hold no such preference. In particular, people overestimated how much their allies would like dismissing.

![Figure 4.2. Own vs. perceived ally's attitudes toward engaging versus dismissing actors, Study 7](image)

Table 4.2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Simple slope effect</th>
<th>$b$ (SE)</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>d</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Own response to engaging vs. dismissing</td>
<td>18.64 (4.69)</td>
<td>8.25, 29.03</td>
<td>3.53</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td>0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived ally response to engaging vs. dismissing</td>
<td>-3.30 (4.73)</td>
<td>-11.24, 4.63</td>
<td>-0.70</td>
<td>.486</td>
<td>-0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Own vs. perceived ally response to engaging</td>
<td>5.61 (4.78)</td>
<td>-3.20, 14.41</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>.241</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Own vs. perceived ally response to dismissing</td>
<td>-16.34 (4.64)</td>
<td>-25.98, -6.69</td>
<td>-3.52</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td>-0.38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note.* $b$ refers to the beta for the difference between the two targets. $SE$ represents standard error. There were 582 df.

4.1.3 Discussion

Study 7 revealed the hypothesized misperception. Participants themselves preferred political allies who engaged with, rather than dismissed, opposing perspectives but assumed they
were unique in this regard, such that their allies would have no preference. Study 8 aimed to replicate this initial finding, and also add a control condition where the ally neither engaged with nor dismissed opposing views.

4.2 Study 8

In addition to the extra control condition, Study 8 built on Study 7 by studying responses to engaging and dismissing across a different type of political divide: broad ideologies (i.e., liberal vs. conservative) instead of specific policy stances (as in Study 7). Study 8 was preregistered; everything below followed the a priori plan unless otherwise specified. Table 4.1 above reports the sample characteristics for Study 8, also drawn from Americans on Mechanical Turk. Finally, Study 7’s video had one texter, Alex, reveal their political beliefs by voluntarily disclosing them outright over text, which may be counter-normative and convey that Alex is especially interested in and devoted to political topics; as a result, participants might have assumed Alex was more extreme than they were, which could explain Study 7’s effects. Study 8 therefore more carefully matched Alex’s extremity to the participant’s own.

4.2.1 Method.

Study 8 followed a similar method as Study 7, with four differences. First, rather than reporting their policy stances, participants reported their ideological orientation measured on a six-point scale (1 = extremely liberal, 2 = liberal, 3 = slightly liberal; mirrored for conservatives from 4-6). I showed participants an exchange between two texters who shared their ideology and extremity (e.g., those who identified at 1 = extremely liberal, 2 = liberal, or 3 = slightly liberal saw an exchange between texters who, in the conversation, self-described as pretty liberal, liberal, or leaning liberal, respectively).
Second, in addition to the engaging and dismissing conditions, Study 8 included a control condition where the actor wanted to learn more about something outside of the political domain (an inventor’s background and process for inventing); see Figure 4.3 (the left (middle / right) image depicts the conversation as seen by liberal participants assigned to the engaging (dismissing / control) condition).

Third, the specifics of the conversation between the two texters were different; it ended with the actor inviting the reactor to go to a bookstore.

Fourth, the response scale participants used to predict the other texter’s response was condensed, having 101 rather than 201 points.

4.2.2 Results.
First, I predicted participants’ responses from actor behavior (dummy coded with control condition as reference), reactor (self = 1, perceived ally = 0), and their interaction; see Table 4.3 and Figure 4.4. An initial preregistered model excluded the control condition for a more direct comparison with Study 7 and replicated its effects (see Appendix). Significant interactions for the contrast with dismissing but not engaging led me to examine the simple slopes; see Table 4.3. Participants reported that they would dislike dismissing, compared to engaging and compared to control actors. This replicates and extends my prior findings. They predicted that their fellow ingroup members would feel differently: That they would dislike engaging, compared to dismissing and marginally compared to a control ally. This difference from the own response condition confirms the existence and direction of misperceptions (though in Study 7 participants expected no preference between engaging and dismissing, rather than an outright dislike of dismissing).

I also separately examined participants’ own feelings versus their predictions about each actor. Participants thought they would like both a control actor and one who engaged more than an ally would, but that they and their allies would feel similarly about dismissing. That is, people generally like their allies more than they think their allies like each other, with dismissive allies being a special exception to this rule, because people themselves dislike dismissing while expecting their allies not to.
Table 4.3  
Results of simple slopes tests, Study 8.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Effect</th>
<th>b (SE)</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interaction, engaging vs. dismissing</td>
<td>14.60 (4.00)</td>
<td>3.65</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction, control vs. engaging</td>
<td>-8.85 (3.86)</td>
<td>2.29</td>
<td>.022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple slope: Own response to engaging</td>
<td>7.28 (3.03)</td>
<td>2.40</td>
<td>.017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple slope: Perceived ally response to</td>
<td>-7.32 (2.80)</td>
<td>-2.62</td>
<td>.009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple slope: Own response to control</td>
<td>-7.03 (2.62)</td>
<td>-2.68</td>
<td>.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple slope: Perceived ally response to</td>
<td>1.82 (2.83)</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>.520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple slope: Own response to engaging</td>
<td>0.25 (2.85)</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>.930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple slope: Perceived ally response to</td>
<td>-5.50 (2.87)</td>
<td>-1.91</td>
<td>.056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple slope: Own vs. perceived ally response to control</td>
<td>7.46 (2.77)</td>
<td>2.69</td>
<td>.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple slope: Own vs. perceived ally response to engaging</td>
<td>13.20 (3.05)</td>
<td>4.33</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple slope: Own vs. perceived ally response to dismissing</td>
<td>-1.39 (2.78)</td>
<td>-0.50</td>
<td>.617</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. b refers to the beta for the difference between the two targets. SE represents standard error. There were 660 df.

Results involving the comparison between engaging vs. dismissing come from the same model but with dismissing coded as the reference condition.

4.2.3 Discussion

Study 8 mostly replicated Study 7. In both studies, participants saw their own preferences for engaging as different from their allies’, saying they themselves would dislike dismissing, compared to engaging (and control actors, which were only included in Study 8). One slight difference was that in Study 7 they assumed their allies would hold no preference between engaging and dismissing, in Study 8 they assumed their allies would dislike engaging.
Study 8’s control condition permits some additional observations. First, people’s estimates of how much their allies would like dismissing were accurate in an absolute sense: There was no difference between how much people thought their allies would like dismissing and how much the entire group reported liking dismissing. But they were inaccurate in a relative sense: People thought their allies would like dismissing better than engaging, and just as much as control targets, even though the entire group reported liking dismissing the least.

Prior work has suggested that people worry that engaging with opposing views might damage their relationships with the opponents (Frimer et al., 2017). My findings hint that people also worry about this damaging their relationships with allies: They think their allies feel neutrally (Study 7) or perhaps even negatively (Study 8) toward others who engage with shared opponents’ views. In other words, it may be that people engage less with outgroup views in the presence of allies (as in Moore et al., 2021) because they expect those allies to disapprove of this type of behavior.

More broadly, Studies 7 and 8 are consistent with the sort of misperceptions that could fuel pluralistic ignorance (Prentice & Miller, 1996). Most people privately endorse engaging with opponents’ views more than dismissing them yet misconstrue social norms as dictating the opposite. This may explain why in recent decades, people have become less and less likely to engage with opposing views (Rodriguez et al., 2017): Evidence suggests people refrain from engaging with opposing views when allies are watching (Moore et al., 2021), suggesting they are publicly conforming to a norm they privately disagree with. This could in turn reinforce the norm for the whole community.

4.3 Study 9
If people’s misperceptions of what their allies want stem from perceived polarization, reducing perceived polarization should correct them. Moreover, if what people think their allies want drives their behavior, then reducing perceived polarization, by correcting the misperception, should disinhibit them from engaging with opponents’ perspectives. Based on this reasoning, my primary goal in Study 9 was to test a potential intervention to increase engaging behavior: Reducing perceived polarization. If the intervention succeeded, I planned to test the role of my proposed mechanism, (corrected) perceptions of allies’ preferences.

In a single-factor, between-subjects design, I randomly assigned participants to watch an evidence-based video about polarization in America either being high, in absolute terms (more polarization condition) or being low, relative to what most Americans think (less polarization condition). I then measured participants’ engagement with opposing views, predicting that those induced to perceive less polarization would be more willing to engage.

4.3.1 Method

4.3.1.1 Participants.

Study 9 was not preregistered; it was a pilot study with a large sample and, if it produced promising results (which it did not), I intended to preregister and replicate it. I recruited 729 Americans from Prolific Academic, primarily partisans (with Democrats and Republicans respectively making up ~40% of the sample) since they would presumably be more prone to engaging with congenial views than unaffiliated people. The remainder of the sample (~20%) were independents and other-affiliated persons, for generalizability. From this initial sample, the survey ejected fourteen people who failed an English comprehension check (the same as in prior studies); I further excluded 63 who failed an attention check and two who self-reported providing low-quality data, leaving 650 (age $M = 43.57$, 49% female, 50% male, 1% nonbinary).
Sensitivity analyses revealed that the sample size for comparing between two cells provided 80% power to detect small effects ($d = .20$).

**4.3.1.2 Procedure**

Participants signed up for a two-part study examining how people form impressions about others. In reality, there was no second part to the study; this was a cover story included to convince participants that they would later exchange views and interact with another participant.

Participants completed an English comprehension check (as in Study 2) then reported demographics, including age, gender, and ethnicity, and ideological orientation using a 6-point scale from 1 = *Strongly Liberal* to 6 = *Strongly Conservative*.

**4.3.1.2.1 Manipulation**

Next, participants viewed a 4-minute video to manipulate perceived polarization. The video ostensibly provided background information and reviewed recent political research, so participants could then report their opinions of the political climate. Participants watched one of two videos (randomly assigned between-subjects) that showed how levels of polarization among Americans are either high (in absolute terms), or low (in relative terms compared to what most Americans think). I used videos rather than articles to make the manipulation strong and engaging, and created the videos using best practices for interventions when possible (i.e., social proof; Walton & Wilson, 2020), to improve their chances at changing participants’ presumably well-established pre-existing beliefs about how polarized Americans are.

Each video had four parts; for examples, see Figure 4.5 (for exact videos, see this [link](#)). Part 1 was the same in both conditions. It provided statistics about how Americans perceive vast divides, suggested that this perception comes from the media, and posed the question, Are media depictions accurate? In Parts 2 and 3, the videos depicted ideological and affective polarization
respectively as high (e.g., real partisans disagreeing, public opinion polls showing animosity between parties) or low (e.g., real partisans agreeing, public opinion polls showing cross-party friendships and a desire for respect and tolerance); evidence was drawn from real sources (high polarization: Cut, 2015a-c; low polarization: Voelkel et al., 2023, “Misperception film” submission). In Part 4, the videos concluded that the media either accurately reflects huge political divides in America (in the high condition) or exaggerates them (in the low condition).
After watching the video, participants wrote a few sentences about their impressions of it. Participants rarely said they did not believe the videos’ key point, but rates differed slightly across video conditions: Relatively more people expressed disbelief (11%) or skepticism (6%) in the low polarization video’s conclusion, compared to 5% of participants expressing disbelief in the high video. This makes sense given that people likely already perceive high polarization, so it may be harder to change their mind on this topic. That said, 17% of participants who saw the high video said it highlighted more agreement than they expected—this was despite the video portraying vast gaps in policy support (as seen in Figure 4.5’s part 2 left panel). If participants expected larger gaps than that, this speaks to how much they overestimate polarization. Study 9’s discussion considers the implications of how the video was perceived.

**4.3.1.2.2 Dependent measure**

My key measure of engaging with opponents’ views was participants’ willingness to read other participants’ statements explaining their preferred policy stances. To make this measure plausible, I first asked participants to write such a statement, which would ostensibly go into the set that subsequent participants could choose from. Participants reported their position on six political issues (abortion, affirmative action, climate change regulations, gun regulations, immigration, and universal healthcare), then chose one of these to explain in a short paragraph.
Participants then learned that, in a follow-up survey, they would read one similar statement written by a previous participant. I first explained that they could have some degree of choice in what they read:

You will read a paragraph written by another participant, like the one you just wrote. Usually, participants say that they want to choose what they read. At the same time, for our research, we need to make sure every participant’s paragraph is read by at least one other participant.

So, as a compromise, you can choose which kinds of paragraphs you are - and are not - willing to read. You'll make this choice on the next page.

I then instructed them to choose at least six of the 12 possible types of statements—one for each of two possible positions on each of the six issues, e.g., “about abortion from an author who is pro-life”:

Please select boxes for at least 6 topics that you are willing to read during the upcoming follow-up survey. If you are unwilling to read a particular topic, you can leave the box unselected.

You are required to choose at least 6 topics, but you can choose more than 6 - as many as 12 - if you are open to reading them.

I used participants’ selections, along with their self-reported positions, to compute two engaging scores. First, absolute engaging was the number of counter-attitudinal statements that a participant selected out of the six that were available. Participants could be willing to read anywhere between zero and all six available counter-attitudinal statements. This is a straightforward index of participants’ willingness to hear from opponents, but it does not account for their general interest in reading statements. For example, two participants might both select three statements by opposing authors, but the first might also have selected three statements by congenial authors (for a total of six), while the second selected all six congenial statements (for a total of nine). I therefore also computed relative engaging by expressing the number of opposing statements participants selected as a proportion of the total number of statements they selected (ranging from six to 12). For example, the same two example participants would have relative scores of 0.50 and 0.33, respectively.
This dependent measure task is novel but similar to those used in prior work on selective exposure (e.g., Dorison et al., 2019; Frimer et al., 2017; Wojcieszak et al., 2020). However, those prior measures ask participants to choose between hearing congenial or opposing views on a single issue. My measure both incorporates generalizability across issues and disentangles the desire to not engage with opposing views with the desire to engage with congenial ones: Whereas a single choice between congenial and opposing views does not permit participants to hear from both, my measure allowed participants to choose up to all 12 options, meaning they were not forced to choose congenial views at the expense of opposing ones. I also told them they would only ultimately read one statement, making it easy for them to indicate a willingness to read as many as they wanted without incurring costs of having to actually do more work.

This measure assesses private, not public, engaging behavior, even though my reasoning should apply more to the latter: If people are conforming to their perceptions of their allies’ preferences, presumably they would do so particularly when in the presence of those allies (Fehr & Fischbacher, 2004). Indeed, my initial design included a second, public measure following this first private one: The first 409 participants learned, after privately reporting their statement choices, that an ally would see their choices and could invite them to a lucrative group task in a follow-up study. These participants then had the chance to make new statement choices, now knowing that allies could see and react to their choices. But analyses on this first set of participants suggested this public measure was even less sensitive to the video manipulations than the private one, so I eliminated it for the remaining 320 participants. Private engaging is still practically important, and likely still follows from peer approval, as people often internalize norms from their peer group and follow them privately (Kelman, 1958; Ajzen, 1991); indeed, at
least one prior study manipulating perceived ally support for engaging shows that this influences private behaviors (e.g., Wojcieszak et al., 2020).

### 4.3.1.2.3 Additional measures

After making their choices, a manipulation check assessed perceptions of polarization: Participants saw the prompt “In your opinion, how much do Americans...” with two competing statements, “...disagree with each other about politics?” and “...dislike people with whom they disagree about politics?” (1 = Not at all; 10 = Very much). I averaged responses to both stems ($r = .63$, $p < .001$).

I also assessed two variables that should correlate with participants’ engaging behavior, to help validate my key novel measure: perceived illegitimacy and political homogeneity. To measure perceived illegitimacy of outgroup views, similar to Study 2’s manipulation check of that construct, participants reported their agreement with the statements, “They are bad, immoral” and “They are irrational, illogical” (1 = Strongly disagree, 5 = Strongly agree) with reference to people they disagree with politically; I averaged responses to the two items ($r = .72$, $p < .001$). To measure political homogeneity of one’s social network, participants answered the question, “Of the people you regularly interact with, what portion share your political beliefs?” (1 = Practically none, 5 = Practically all).

### 4.3.2 Results

#### 4.3.2.1 Manipulation check and DV validation

First, I used a linear model to predict manipulation check ratings from polarization video condition (low = 1, high = 0). Indeed, participants who saw the low polarization video perceived less dislike and disagreement between partisans, $b = -1.56$, $SE = 0.14$, $t(648) = -11.21$, $p < .001$, $d = 0.88$, compared to participants who saw the high polarization video. Incidentally, people who
saw the low polarization video also rated views that they disagree with as less illegitimate (i.e., less immoral and irrational), $b = -0.26$, $SE = 0.08$, $t(648) = -3.23$, $p = .001$, $d = 0.25$. This conceptually replicates findings from the strengthening democracy challenge, from which the low polarization video drew one of its clips (Volkel et al., 2023). In combination with Study 2, this might also suggest that the low polarization video would make people favor allies who engaged with opponents’ perspectives even more, though my central question here is how it might influence people’s own behavior.

Next, I tested whether my measure of engaging behavior revealed an overall preference for reading congenial information, as has been documented by dozens of prior studies on selective exposure (for reviews, see Hart et al., 2009; Sears & Freedman, 1968). A linear model predicted relative rates of engaging with outgroup views, centered around the midpoint of choosing opposing statements at a rate of 0.50. This model’s intercept was significantly below the midpoint ($b = -0.05$, $SE = .009$, $t(646) = -5.65$, $p < .001$), revealing that people opted for ingroup views more often than outgroup ones. This effect ($d = -0.44$) was similar in size to most other studies of selective exposure (e.g., meta-analytic estimate of $d = .36$; Hart et al., 2009), but the rate (people choose congenial information 55% of the time) was not as large as in more recent studies of selective exposure to political information (e.g., people chose congenial information about two-thirds of the time in Frimer et al., 2017).

As a final validation check, I tested how my measure of engaging behavior correlated with perceived illegitimacy of outgroup views and with political homogeneity. As expected, people were less willing to choose opposing views when they thought these views were more illegitimate (absolute engaging: $b = -0.13$, $SE = 0.066$, $t(645) = -2.04$, $p = .042$, $d = -0.16$; relative engaging: $b = -0.02$, $SE = 0.008$, $t(645) = -2.61$, $p = .009$, $d = -0.21$), consistent with
theories that people refrain from engaging with opposing views to avoid feeling dissonance or generally upset (Dorison et al., 2019; Festinger, 1957; Frimer et al., 2017; Schwalbe et al., 2020). Likewise, people who reported consorting mostly with allies were also less willing to choose opposing views (absolute engaging: $b = -0.14$, $SE = 0.076$, $t(645) = -1.79$, $p = .074$, $d = -0.14$; relative engaging: $b = -0.03$, $SE = 0.010$, $t(645) = -2.62$, $p = .009$, $d = -0.21$), in line with prior work on homogeneity and exposure (Himelboim et al., 2013; Stroud & Collier, 2018). That said, these relationships were relatively weak.

4.3.2.2 Main analyses

Having confirmed that the manipulation was effective and tentatively validated the DV, I tested whether the polarization manipulation influenced people’s engaging behavior. I tested two linear models (one for each engaging score) using as a predictor polarization video condition (high polarization = 0); in both models the key coefficient was null (absolute score: $b = 0.11$, $SE = 0.14$, $t(645) = 0.81$, $p = .418$, $d = 0.06$; relative score: $b = 0.02$, $SE = 0.02$, $t(645) = 1.06$, $p = .292$, $d = 0.08$). In other words, the video manipulation did not change engaging behavior, regardless of how it was operationalized. That said, I followed this with an exploratory test to see if perceived polarization—as operationalized by the manipulation check—was at least correlated with engaging behavior, even if not causally. Results supported this idea, as people were less willing to choose opposing views when they perceived larger partisan divides (absolute engaging: $b = -0.09$, $SE = 0.035$, $t(645) = -2.66$, $p = .008$, $d = -0.21$; relative engaging: $b = -0.01$, $SE = 0.004$, $t(645) = -2.21$, $p = .028$, $d = -0.17$). It therefore seems that perceived polarization is related to engaging, but this effect is small and not causal.

4.3.3 Discussion
I predicted that people, when induced to perceive low political polarization, would be more likely to engage with and hear out opposing views. Results did not support this hypothesis. People were equally likely to engage with opposing views when they were made to perceive high vs. low polarization.

Why did the videos fail to influence behavior? Perhaps the answer has to do with the study’s methods. On one hand, this null effect was not because the video failed to change people’s perceptions of polarization—it did. On the other hand, when validating my measure of engaging behavior, I found consistent but small relationships with expected constructs, so perhaps this measure is not particularly sensitive. If so, one might imagine that increasing sample size to compensate for measurement error could have yielded different results. At the same time, Study 9 already used a relatively large sample (about 325 people per video condition), powered to detect even quite small effects. And indeed, the study was powered enough to observe selective exposure: People sought out congenial views 55% of the time, compared to opposing views 45% of the time. This rate was lower than in other studies documenting political selective exposure, but this may owe to unique methodological features that are strengths of the present design: Those studies changed the choice incentives—they had people choose between accepting less (more) money to hear congenial (opposing) views (e.g., Frimer et al., 2017)—and/or did not allow them to express willingness to hear both sides (e.g., Minson et al., 2020; Wojcieszak et al., 2020). Taking these results together with findings from the selective exposure literature, it seems likely that people prefer to hear congenial views (Sears & Freedman, 1968), especially when forced to choose, but the existing literature might not portray people’s willingness to seek out a variety of perspectives. As for explaining why these videos did not affect engaging behavior, it seems unlikely that this owes to this measure of engaging being invalid.
Another possibility is that the low polarization video did increase engagement, but that the high polarization video also increased engagement—a possibility that I cannot rule out because I did not measure people’s default engagement rates in the absence of these video manipulations. For example, after seeing the large divides depicted in the high polarization video, perhaps people felt personally responsible for trying to bridge divides, compelling them to hear from opponents. Participants’ open-ended responses do not provide positive evidence of this—no one mentioned it explicitly—but they also did not rule it out. That said, open-ended responses did reveal an ironic effect: Many participants took from the high polarization video that Americans agree more than they expected (maybe these people expected no agreement), which could have led them to engage through the same mechanism proposed for the low polarization video. On one hand, this suggests that the high polarization video should be revised to better manipulate what it was intended to. On the other hand, if both videos reduced perceived polarization relative to a control, this would be heartening because both videos could serve as potential interventions. In any case, future research should more thoroughly pre-test stimuli, include a control condition, and measure potential mechanisms.

A third possibility is that perceived polarization does not causally affect engaging behavior. I had predicted it would do so by influencing people’s perceptions of what their allies approve of, which in turn would influence their behavior. The null result I observed could therefore be because both or just one of these sequential effects do not exist. There is already strong empirical and theoretical precedent to suspect that the second does: That people’s perceptions of their group’s preferences influence their behavior (Ajzen, 1991; Moore et al., 2021; Sherif & Sherif, 1953; Wojcieszak et al., 2020). Study 10 therefore narrowed in on the
more novel first effect, asking whether perceived polarization influences people’s perceptions of what their allies want.

4.4 Study 10

Study 10 tested whether perceiving high versus low polarization changes perceptions of allies’ support for engaging with opposing views. I combined Study 9’s polarization videos with Study 8’s dependent measure, in a 2 (high vs. low perceived polarization) × 2 (reporting own vs. predicting allies’ reactions) × 2 (reacting to engaging or dismissing behavior) fully between-subjects design (without a control actor condition as in Study 8).

4.4.1 Method

4.4.1.1 Participants.

Like Study 9, Study 10 was not preregistered because I intended to follow up on any promising results (of which there were none) with a preregistered replication. I recruited 403 Americans from Prolific Academic aiming for equal numbers of Republicans, Democrats, and Independents or other-affiliates. From this initial sample, the survey ejected nine who failed an English comprehension check (as in Study 2); I further excluded three participants who self-reported providing low-quality data, 15 who reported technical difficulties preventing them from viewing any of the three videos included in the study, 13 who failed an attention check (within a scale, an item asked participants to select ‘strongly disagree’), and three whose written responses indicated low English comprehension; some people failed multiple checks, leaving 362 (age $M = 44.4$, 49% female, 49% male (1 with trans experience), 1% nonbinary; 1 agender, 2 missing). Sensitivity analyses revealed that the per-condition sample size (about 43 people) provided 80% power to detect medium-sized effects or larger between any two conditions ($d = .53$).

4.4.1.2 Procedure.
The cover story for Study 10 was that participants would watch three short videos and answer questions about each. The first part of the study was identical to Study 9: comprehension check, demographics, polarization manipulation video. In line with the cover story, participants also reported their impressions of the video before proceeding with the survey. To avoid experimenter demand, I removed one brief section from the low polarization video that showed evidence that partisans want allies to be respectful and tolerant of opponents (this seemed too close to telling participants that their allies preferred engaging over dismissing—the key dependent measure in Study 10).

Participants then watched a second video which served as a manipulation check (for the exact video, see link). The video showed three Democrats and three Republicans gathering to discuss politics and ended before they interacted. Participants predicted how positively the interaction would go as well as how much the Americans in the video would “disagree with each other about politics” and “dislike people with whom they disagree about politics” (both items 1 = Not at all, 10 = Very much); the manipulation check was a composite of both items.

Next, participants watched the third and final video, which was Study 8’s text messaging paradigm; I included only the conditions where the actor engaged with or dismissed shared opponents’ views (that is, I excluded the control condition). As in Study 8, they imagined either participating in or observing the conversation, and reported the likelihood that they (or the other texter they were observing) would accept the (engaging or dismissing) actor’s invitation to the bookstore.

Finally, participants completed the perceived illegitimacy and political homogeneity measures from Study 9, reported whether they watched all three videos without technical difficulties, and read a debrief.
4.4.2 Results

4.4.2.1 Manipulation check

As in Study 9, I used a linear model to predict manipulation check ratings from polarization video condition (low = 1, high = 0). Again, participants who saw the low polarization video perceived less dislike and disagreement than participants who saw the high polarization video, $b = -0.25, SE = 0.08, t(360) = -3.02, p = .003$. This effect size was notably smaller ($d = 0.32$) than it was for Study 9’s manipulation check ($d = 0.88$), perhaps because in Study 9 I asked participants to guess dislike and disagreement among Americans in general, about whom the video provided data, whereas in Study 10 I asked them about a specific group of individuals in a different video. In addition, contrasting with Study 9’s findings, the video that participants watched did not affect their perceptions of opponents’ views as illegitimate, $b = -0.14, SE = 0.11, t(360) = -1.25, p = .211, d = -0.13$. This effect was in the same direction and reasonably similar sized to Study 9’s significant effect ($d = -0.21$); it is possible Study 10’s smaller sample size was insufficient to detect it.

4.4.2.2 Main analyses

To test my central prediction, a linear model predicted participants’ responses from which video they watched (high polarization = -1, low = 1), actor behavior (dismiss = -1, engage = 1), reactor (perceived ally = -1, self = 1), and their interactions; see Table 4.4 and Figure 4.6. None of the effects involving the video manipulation were significant, $ps > .518$, suggesting perceived polarization did not play a role in participants’ own attitudes toward engaging nor their perceptions of their allies’ attitudes.

The only significant effect in the entire model was the interaction between actor behavior and reactor, which provided a third replication of the existence of misperceptions; see Table 4.4.
Participants reported that they themselves preferred an engaging ally, $b = 3.86$, $SE = 1.59$, $t(354) = 2.42$, $p = .016$, but that their ingroup would instead prefer an dismissing ally, $b = -3.49$, $SE = 1.56$, $t(354) = -2.23$, $p = .026$.

![Figure 4.6. Own vs. perceived ally's attitudes toward engaging, dismissing actors broken down by high versus low polarization video condition, Study 8](image)

**Table 4.4**

Regression results, Study 10

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Effect</th>
<th>$b$ $(SE)$</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
<th>$t(354)$</th>
<th>$p$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>72.74 (1.56)</td>
<td>70.55, 74.94</td>
<td>65.19</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polarization video (low = 1, high = -1)</td>
<td>-0.37 (1.56)</td>
<td>-2.56, 1.83</td>
<td>-0.32</td>
<td>.742</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reactor (self = 1, fellow ally = -1)</td>
<td>0.78 (1.56)</td>
<td>-1.41, 2.98</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>.482</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actor behavior (engaging = 1, dismissing = -1)</td>
<td>0.19 (1.56)</td>
<td>-2.01, 2.38</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>.867</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived polarization × reactor</td>
<td>-0.72 (1.56)</td>
<td>-2.92, 1.47</td>
<td>-0.65</td>
<td>.518</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived polarization × actor behavior</td>
<td>0.02 (1.56)</td>
<td>-2.17, 2.21</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>.986</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reactor × actor behavior</td>
<td>3.68 (1.56)</td>
<td>1.48, 5.87</td>
<td>3.29</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-way interaction</td>
<td>0.17 (1.56)</td>
<td>-2.03, 2.36</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>.880</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note.** $b$ represents the beta for the difference between the two targets. SE represents standard error.

**4.4.2.3 Exploratory individual difference moderators**

Setting aside the manipulation variable, I conducted exploratory analyses to see if perceived illegitimacy and/or political homogeneity moderated misperceptions. That is, I ran two additional models similar to the one described above, but each one substituted one of the two (centered) individual difference variables in place of the manipulation variable. If some types of individuals are most prone to misperceptions, this could hint at a psychological source of misperceptions and suggests the need for tailored interventions.
In the model with perceived illegitimacy, the interaction between actor behavior and reactor was still (marginally) present, $b = 5.46$, $SE = 3.03$, $t(354) = 1.81$, $p = .072$. It was not moderated by perceived illegitimacy, $b = -0.68$, $SE = 1.01$, $t(354) = -0.67$, $p = .503$, but the main effect of the actor’s behavior was, $b = -3.18$, $SE = 1.01$, $t(354) = -3.14$, $p = .002$. That is, regardless of whether people were reporting about themselves or their fellow allies, those who perceived opponents’ views as more illegitimate reported a lower likelihood of agreeing to hang out with an ally who engages, $b = -3.58$, $SE = 1.46$, $t(354) = -2.45$, $p = .015$, but a higher likelihood of agreeing to hang out with one who dismisses, $b = 2.79$, $SE = 1.41$, $t(354) = 1.98$, $p = .048$. This faintly echoes Study 2, where people felt less favorably toward engaging with extreme (i.e., less legitimate) views.

In the model with political homogeneity in place of perceived illegitimacy, the interaction between actor behavior and reactor was also still (marginally) present, $b = 7.45$, $SE = 3.82$, $t(354) = 1.95$, $p = .052$. It was not moderated by political homogeneity, $b = -1.17$, $SE = 1.11$, $t(354) = -1.05$, $p = .292$, whose only effect was a main effect, $b = 2.39$, $SE = 1.11$, $t(354) = 2.16$, $p = .032$: People in more politically homogeneous social networks tended to report greater likelihoods of agreeing to hang out with the (allied) actor.

In sum, neither of these individual differences were related to perceived attitudes, so these results do not speak to other potential causes of misperceptions nor to the possibility of tailored interventions.

4.4.3 Discussion

Study 10 found no evidence that inducing people to perceive lower polarization helps correct their misperceptions about the reputational benefits of engaging. Regardless of whether they perceived high or low polarization, people preferred engaging and yet expected allies to
prefer dismissing. Study 10 thus replicated the key finding from Studies 7 and 8, further cementing the idea that people underestimate their allies’ preference for engaging. But it provided no evidence about what causes this misperception.

In deciding how to interpret the non-significant effects of the polarization manipulation, it is worth considering some of Study 10’s limitations: Power analyses reported above revealed that it was only powered to detect medium-sized differences between conditions, and the manipulation check—which would presumably show a larger effect than one could expect on a downstream DV—showed a small-to-medium effect. It is therefore possible that a higher-powered study could have revealed something different. That said, the predicted three-way interaction was not close to significant ($p = .880$), so the sample size would have had to have been much bigger, or the manipulation much stronger. The latter would likely be difficult: Manipulating perceived polarization is an uphill battle, as one must overcome people’s lived experience of hearing more and more about perceived polarization in recent decades and years.

Together with Study 9, Study 10 sheds doubt on my proposed theorizing. I suggested that perceived polarization might shape how people expect their allies to respond to engaging with opposing views and, as a result, people’s willingness to engage with such views. Instead, people induced to perceive low polarization were no more willing to engage with opposing views (Study 9) and no more likely to misperceive their allies’ preferences for engaging (Study 10).

4.5 General discussion

4.5.1 Misperceiving allies’ preferences

In Chapter 4, I proposed two hypotheses. First, I posited that people misperceive their allies’ preferences for engaging over dismissing. Studies 7 and 8 tested this (as did Study 10, secondarily). This hypothesis received strong support in all tests. People preferred allies who
engaged with opponents’ views over those who dismissively avoided them yet expected allies to either prefer the opposite (as in Studies 8 and 10) or have no preference (as in Study 7). Perhaps these studies’ slightly different patterns reflect their different target viewpoints, such that people anticipated that allies are more accepting of engaging with an opponents’ views on specific issues than their views broadly (as noted in Chapter 2’s general discussion, observers indeed show this pattern). Differing patterns notwithstanding, these results are consistent with one piece of a pluralistic ignorance model (Prentice & Miller, 1996), by which most people feel one way but systematically misperceive others’ feelings.

This conclusion may warrant further scrutiny, as Studies 7, 8, and 10 used convenience samples (Prolific Academic), rather than representative samples. Because of this, it is possible that my findings do not reflect a misperception: Perhaps Prolific workers are correct to say that on average their allies do not prefer engaging, even though their allies who are also Prolific workers do. That said, Prolific Academic samples are on the whole quite similar to the broader population’s (Prolific Team, 2022), and respond similarly to political questions (Mullinix et al., 2015). I therefore deem it unlikely that the broader population in fact has no true preference for engaging, and tentatively conclude that what I observed in Chapter 4 is in fact evidence of a misperception.

This extends existing theory in several ways. First, this work connects to recent evidence on abundant political misperceptions, which for the most part has focused on people’s perceptions of their opponents’ attitudes (Lees & Cikara, 2020; Mernyk et al., 2021). The present work joins the few studies that have examined misperceptions of allies’ attitudes (e.g., Dias et al., 2022; Lees & Cikara, 2020). Past work has likely focused on perceptions of opponents’ attitudes because people misperceive their opponents’ attitudes more than their allies (see
Westfall et al., 2015), perhaps because they have more direct knowledge of allies than of opponents (Huber & Malhotra, 2017; Mutz, 2006). But as political divides have grown, people have come to hold exaggerated stereotypes of even their allies, misperceiving their policy preferences and traits (Ahler & Sood, 2018; Kulibert et al., 2021; Levendusky & Malhotra, 2016b). Studies 7, 8, and 10 add to this by showing that people stereotype allies as having no preference or as preferring dismissing. And yet, Chapter 2’s internal meta-analysis shows that even the most extreme partisans do not prefer dismissing. This fits with work suggesting that people perceive their allies as more extreme than they truly are (Kulibert et al., 2021), and specifically suggests that people’s stereotypes of their allies’ preferences go beyond even the most extreme of their real allies. This happened despite my taking precautions to avoid it in Study 8, by having the texting video specify to participants that the other texter shares their ideology and extremity. Nonetheless, due to this stereotyping, participants may have inferred that the actor was more extreme, which could driven these misperceptions.

4.5.2 Engaging behavior and the role of perceived polarization

Beyond the existence of a misperception, to more fully support a pluralistic ignorance account, I would need evidence that this misperception shapes engaging behavior. This was baked into my hypothesis for Study 9: That perceiving high polarization causes the misperception, which in turn inhibits engaging. I found no evidence for this overall hypothesis, and Study 10 in particular raised doubts about polarization causing misperceptions. (Neither study offered even a correlational test of whether people’s perceptions of their allies’ preferences are related to their own interparty behavior, but this idea has a strong precedent; Ajzen, 1991; Moore et al., 2021; Sherif & Sherif, 1953; Wojcieszak et al., 2020.)
The consistently null results I obtained from successfully manipulating perceived polarization suggest the need for theoretical refinement. One possibility is that it is important to consider polarization through both intergroup and intragroup lenses. My theorizing had relied on the former: I reasoned that perceived polarization draws people’s attention to divides between groups, such that members of one group expect ingroup backlash for engaging with the views of a more strongly disliked and disagreed with outgroup. Accordingly, my manipulation videos emphasized the degree of conflict between groups.

But perceived polarization might instead be important because it shapes the degree to which people feel their own group has become more extreme. In fact, decades ago, social psychological accounts of group polarization revolved around what happens when a single group becomes more extreme on some (non-political) dimension (Myers & Lamm, 1976); some more recent efforts in the context of politics have returned to the idea that sometimes a growing divide between groups is better understood as one or both groups radicalizing independently (see Jost et al., 2022).

In other words, perceived polarization could still be a key variable, if thought of as perceptions of one’s own group’s extremity. For one thing, people do clearly perceive (exaggeratedly) high polarization in this sense: Almost half of all Democrats (47%) and Republicans (45%) say most members of even their own party have become too extreme (Pew Research Center, 2019b). These perceptions are likely overblown: People overestimate how extreme their allies’ policy positions are (Westfall et al., 2015; Levendusky & Malhotra, 2016b), and what stereotypical traits they embody (Ahler & Sood, 2018; Kulibert et al., 2021).

For another, this type of perceived polarization could shape both what people think their allies will prefer, and consequently their own behavioral choices. Extreme allies seem more
loyal, principled, close-minded, and unlikely to defect from group interests (Kulibert et al., 2021; Pew Research Center, 2019b)—all attributes that imply an unwillingness to engage with opposing views. Since people perceive many or most of their allies as extreme, they may infer that most of their allies would disapprove of engaging. In turn, this anticipated disapproval could cause people to inhibit any impulses they have toward engaging.

Indeed, at least one paper indeed finds that people engage with other views when political allies seem to endorse this behavior (Wojcieszak et al., 2020), though that paper did not provide accurate normative information. To manipulate perceived extremity of allies using accurate information, a video could visually convey evidence that only a minority of inpartisans dislike opponents and are politically engaged (Druckman et al., 2022; Klar et al., 2018) and that most people disidentify with their own party when copartisans behave uncivilly (Druckman et al., 2019). Future research might test this.

4.5.3 Generalizability across cultures and operationalizations

The generalizability of Chapter 4’s studies are worth remarking on. Of course, Studies 7, 8, and 10 in part studied people’s own responses to seekers, just as in Chapter 2, so the same generalizability points from that chapter apply here: People’s own responses should better extend to places that share contemporary U.S. citizens’ pro-democratic values and moral qualms with political opponents. As for perceived responses, my studies did not identify what causes people to perceive worse responses to engaging (versus dismissing), but if I am right that they stem from perceived intragroup polarization (i.e., perceiving allies as extremists), then generalizability depends on the extent to which perceived intragroup polarization owes to external, culturally variable sources (i.e., news and media coverage of allies) or internal, general processes (i.e., the tendency for people to see themselves as more moderate than a prototypically extreme ingroup
member). For countries where misperceptions exist between people’s own preference for engaging and their perceptions of others’ preferences, one might wish to intervene. Of course, my experimental videos in Studies 9 and 10 did not change perceptions or behavior, but would similar manipulations have worked better elsewhere? Perhaps so, in contexts where people have loosely-formed ideas about how polarized their compatriots are—Americans have heard much about this for the last decade or longer (Levendusky & Malhotra, 2016), so it may be harder to change their perceptions and downstream behavior.
Chapter 5: General Discussion

This dissertation investigated the actual and expected reputational benefits and costs that partisans face for engaging constructively with opponents’ views, compared to dismissing them.

Chapter 2 examined why engaging usually reaps greater social rewards. This is because people who constructively engage with opponents seem admirably tolerant, rational, and cooperative, even though they also seem alarmingly willing to validate and potentially adopt opponents’ views. This preference is robust but shrinks when the alarm bells get louder: When there are greater differences between observers’ attitudes and the target views (i.e., when extremists observe an ally engaging, or when someone engages with a view that most observers find to be less legitimate).

Chapter 3 examined preferences in the real-world context of U.S. Senators’ tweets. In doing so, it identified one case in which dismissing garners more social benefits: Senators’ tweets receive more Likes and Retweets when they dismiss, rather than engage with, opponent’s views. This discrepancy with Chapter 2’s findings owes not to differences in who is engaging (Senators vs. citizens) nor the context in which engaging occurs (on Twitter vs. offline); rather, it occurs because people who frequently react to Senators’ tweets—unlike everyone else—prefer allies who dismiss opponents’ views. Moreover, although everyone else approves more of engaging, they nonetheless intend to Like and Retweet dismissing tweets more often than engaging ones. As a result, Like and Retweet patterns for Senators’ tweets fail to represent most people’s preferences.

Building on this, Chapter 4 tested whether people fail to realize that their allies prefer engaging and if so, how to eliminate this misperception. Across multiple studies I find that
people do indeed underestimate others’ preferences for engaging over dismissing. I proposed that these misperceptions owe to perceived polarization, but I found no support for this idea.

These studies used different operationalizations of engaging and dismissing, thereby better representing the breadth of ways these core constructs can emerge. I did not directly compare how this influenced my results, but the broadest pattern—that most people typically prefer engaging—emerged across operationalizations, boosting confidence in this finding.

5.1 Implications

5.1.1 Benefits and costs of engaging with opposing perspectives

The present work builds on existing literatures on the reputational effects of engaging with opposing political perspectives, which are important to consider alongside other individual and societal effects of this behavior. Below, I consider how my findings fit with prior work on engaging’s reputational and non-reputational effects.

5.1.1.1 Reputational benefits and costs for individuals

My findings in Chapter 2 and 3 reconcile seemingly conflicting findings in past work, some of which suggest people would gain more reputationally from engaging while others suggest the opposite. For example, studies find that people like allies who show respect and civility toward opponents (Druckman et al., 2019; Frimer & Skitka, 2018), yet dislike allied politicians who compromise with opponents (Ryan, 2017) as well as allied laypersons who empathize with immoral opponents (Wang & Todd, 2020). Dovetailing with those findings, mine here highlight some reputational costs to engaging—such behavior makes people seem willing to violate moral concerns by legitimizing and maybe even adopting opposing views—but suggest that on the whole, these costs are outweighed by the reputational benefits of upholding
democratic values of tolerance and rationality, even among audiences (e.g., extremist observers) and in cases (e.g., engaging with extreme views) in which these costs are more salient.

My findings in Chapter 3 resolve a different but related paradox in the literature and, in doing so, outline additional conditions under which engaging might have reputational costs. Recent literature highlights a paradox whereby social media rewards things—negativity, incivility, outgroup derogation—which people do not approve of (Brady et al., 2017; Frimer et al., 2018, 2020, 2022; Rathje et al., 2021, 2022; Schöne et al., 2021). Study 5 reconciles this, suggesting that social media patterns reflect the genuine but atypical preferences of a small group of active users, as well as reflecting most people’s willingness to Like and Retweet posts that they do not approve of. Concretely, those results suggest that Senators aiming to boost their reputation on Twitter might be better off dismissing opposing views, but that most people nonetheless disapprove of this behavior and do not reward Senators for it.

5.1.1.2 Non-reputational benefits and costs for individuals

Of course, dismissing’s occasional reputational benefits should be considered alongside its other individual- and societal-level effects. Prior work speaks to many of the individual-level effects—psychological costs and benefits—of engaging with opposing political perspectives, which are worth considering given recent calls for citizens to engage with opposing views. For example, existing evidence reveals intrapersonal benefits of engaging: When people try to understand opponents, they develop more tolerance for these opponents (Mutz, 2002; Stanley et al., 2020), which may help people avoid feeling angry and upset in the long-term. Likewise, engaging can help people fulfill their motivations to understand the world more accurately (Golman et al., 2017; Hart et al., 2009; Sharot & Sunstein, 2020). At the same time, prior work notes intrapersonal costs of engaging in the sense that people who engage with opponents’ views
may hear offensive ideas that damage their short-term emotional wellbeing (Dorison et al., 2019; Frimer et al., 2017; Hart et al., 2009). Thus, practically speaking, individuals who are deciding whether to heed calls to engage with opposing views can consider the costs and benefits outlined in this and other work.

5.1.1.3 Benefits and costs for societies.

Institutions and leaders calling on citizens to engage with opposing views can consider these effects on individual citizens, along with societal-level effects when many citizens heed this call. For instance, the effects of engaging on individuals—increased tolerance and familiarity with alternative policy positions—when scaled to the masses would bode well for democracies, facilitating the sort of deliberation and discourse required for these democracies to thrive (McCoy et al., 2018; Mutz, 2002). At the same time, dismissing might be preferable for societies looking to make quick social or moral progress: By publicly disregarding an opposing view, one can catalyze social action by strongly signaling one’s allegiance amid political conflict (Descioli & Kurzban, 2013; Spring et al., 2018; Van Zomeren et al., 2011). The democratic route for broader social change, by which proponents of a cause must bring others on board through persuasion or compromise, may be more difficult, slower, and unacceptable to proponents with strong moral convictions.

5.1.2 Responses to engaging on social media inform interactionist theories and perceived norms.

Although I initially set out to study reputational effects of engaging in general, in Chapter 3 I examined this question in a specific context and ended up finding that individual differences play an important role in explaining patterns of behavior in this context. In doing so, I can speak
to larger debates about the role of persons and situations in social media behavior (e.g., Lewin, 1951; Mischel & Shoda, 1995).

Social media has only been around for slightly more than a decade. While we still have much to learn about how human psychology responds to this new context, evidence reviewed above paints social media as a sinkhole of negativity. Early theorizing explained this by pointing to how social media is a unique context (e.g., Crockett, 2017), with features such as anonymity and psychological distance that may facilitate negative social interactions. Some recent work has pushed back on this, showing that the negativity on social media is not a main effect across people (which would support the unique context account) but rather comes from a subset of individuals who are hostile on- and offline (Bor & Petersen, 2022; Kumar et al., 2023; Mukerjee et al., 2022). My results align more with effects being driven by persons, as it suggests that some individuals are responsible for at least promoting and amplifying interparty division on social media. My data cannot directly speak to whether frequent reactors would also behave similarly offline, but I observed that frequent reactors are more extreme; since extremists tend to be more politically active on- and offline (Birkhead & Hershey, 2019), they might look for and select into situations in which they can express their strongly held political beliefs.

Chapter 3’s finding that the patterns seen on Twitter are unrepresentative also has practical implications for the norms people infer. Researchers and journalists might think twice about using Twitter as a barometer of public opinion: Findings based on Twitter users may not generalize, even when the finding itself (i.e., the popularity of online negativity) has been shown to be highly robust. Crowdsourced participants’ feelings about political stimuli may better mirror the general population’s (Mullinix et al., 2015). Still, Twitter behaviors are worth studying in their own right (e.g., Warzel, 2020): Because politicians are prototypical group members, their
partisan followers might infer norms from their tweets, gleaning that dismissing is appropriate behavior. Even those citizens who do not use Twitter might still hear about social media on the news (McGregor, 2019), and so may infer their peers’ attitudes from reports about popular tweets. They may incorrectly assume that most of their allies approve of dismissing opponents’ views on Twitter. They might even internalize, or at least outwardly conform to, this perceived social pressure (Prentice & Miller, 1996). This idea formed the basis for Chapter 4, and Studies 7, 8, and 10 showed misperceptions consistent with this idea. That said, these studies showed only that misperceptions exist. They do not tell us whether these misperceptions come from (social) media or elsewhere—an open question that I return to later in this discussion.

5.2 Unanswered questions

This dissertation has helped to answer some questions but left others unanswered and unveiled further new questions. I consider these below.

5.2.1 How people can like those who engage yet frequently choose to dismiss

Given that people prefer allies who engage constructively with opponents and their views, why do people more often dismissively avoid those views (e.g., Frimer et al., 2017; Dorison et al., 2019; Iyengar & Hahn, 2009)? Such behavior is not only inconsistent with what they want others to do, but also their own tolerant, open-minded values (Brown, 2006; Fiske et al., 2006). Nonetheless, people might feel free to contravene their values for at least three reasons (see Guan et al., 2023). For one, they might not notice it happening: People might passively drift towards congenial ideas rather than actively averting their eyes from dissident ones (e.g., Motyl et al., 2014), with the unintentional effect that they fail to hear opposing views. For another, people may notice their close-minded behavior and its inconsistency with their values but justify it by blaming the communication breakdown on opponents (e.g., Yang et al.,
2016), citing that they are close-minded (Iyengar et al., 2019) and unwilling to listen (Yeomans et al., 2020), or that they already know what opponents would say. For yet another, even if people notice their behavior and do not blame opponents for initiating discussions, they could still feel opponents are immoral so dismissing them is the right thing to do (Cole Wright et al., 2008).

The explanations above deal with how people reconcile their democratic values with their reluctance to try to understand opponents, but another way of answering why people refrain from engaging with opposing views is to consider what drives people’s behavior more broadly, beyond their internal values. The theory of planned behavior (Ajzen, 1991) suggests that people plan to behave in ways that they endorse, but also in ways that believe they can control and that their peers approve of. Existing work has not examined whether people feel they can control their engaging behavior, but I speculate they do: At least, people can easily choose to engage impersonally by reading about opposing views online or listening to opponents’ recorded speeches (e.g., Minson et al., 2020), though they might feel less easily able to find and directly talk and listen to opponents.

Rather, evidence from Chapter 4 suggests that perceived peer support is a likely impediment to engaging, as people seem to routinely underestimate their peers’ approval of engaging. By suggesting that misperceptions of allies’ attitudes affect behavior, I break from recent efforts to study misperceptions of opponents (e.g., Lees & Cikara, 2020; Mernyk et al., 2021; Moore-Berg et al., 2020), and instead draw on theorizing that suggests ingroup attitudes shape intergroup behaviors (Crandall et al., 2002; Sherif & Sherif, 1953; Vial et al., 2019), as well as evidence in the political domain specifically that allies’ attitudes shape interparty contact (Moore et al., 2021; Wojcieszak et al., 2020). That said, I only observed misperceptions, not their
influence on behavior—future work should test whether correcting these misperceptions can encourage interparty contact, as those theories and findings suggest. This is practically important given contact could mitigate political polarization (Guan et al., forthcoming; Combs et al., 2023), which itself impedes progress on various other societal issues (Heltzel & Laurin, 2020).

This social explanation for why people fail to engage with opposing views contrasts existing purely intrapsychic explanations and joins others that emphasize external factors. Intrapsychic explanations suggest that a person might have a close-minded disposition (e.g., Webster & Kruglanski, 1994), or wish to avoid potential mental and emotional burden of hearing such views (Dorison et al., 2019; Frimer et al., 2017; Minson & Dorison, 2022). External explanations have typically emphasized the actor-opponent dyad. For example, they suggest a person may refrain from engaging with an opponents’ views because they want to prevent seemingly inevitable conflict with an opponent (e.g., Frimer et al., 2017), or because they are matching what they assume the opponent would do (Minson & Chen, 2022).

5.2.2 Why perceived polarization did not influence engaging behavior

In addition, there are also insights to be gleaned from perceived polarization failing to affect engaging behavior in Study 9. I predicted that perceived polarization would change this behavior by changing misperceptions, but existing theories offer additional mechanisms through which in particular the low polarization videos should have increased engaging (see Minson & Dorison, 2022). This makes it even more remarkable that it did not.

For one, classic research suggests that people engage with information when they are curious and motivated to learn more, usually because they think the information will be useful (Golman et al., 2017; Hart et al., 2009; Minson et al., 2020; Sears & Freedman, 1968). Since people already perceive high polarization (Pew Research Center, 2020b), the low polarization
video should have undermined their confidence in their knowledge of political divides and where each party stands, motivating them to learn more about everyone’s views but especially opponents’, which they are likely less familiar with. But it did not.

For another, cognitive dissonance theory suggests people refrain from engaging with opposing views because hearing valid arguments against one’s own stance on identity-relevant issues elicits negative feelings of dissonance, anxiety, and discomfort (Dorison et al., 2019; Festinger, 1957; Frimer et al., 2017). The low polarization video emphasized Democrats’ and Republicans’ surprisingly high agreement on many issues, so participants would presumably expect to find more agreement with opponents’ views. Again, this should disinhibit engaging, but it did not.

For yet another related reason, naïve realism theory suggests people perceive their own beliefs to be objectively true such that anyone who believes otherwise is factually misled or morally corrupt (Minson & Dorison, 2022). But the low polarization video addressed this too: This video led people to see opponents as less irrational and immoral. Despite this, they were no more willing to engage with those opponents’ views.

Taken together, the low polarization video had several features that presumably should have motivated people to engage with opposing views, even beyond correcting misperceptions. And yet, it did not. We can be confident in the foundational research programs reviewed above (e.g., on selective exposure and avoidance), so this suggests a need to consider other possible explanations for the null effect.

5.2.2.1 Failure to address active mechanisms.

Aside from measuring perceptions of opponents’ immorality and irrationality, I did not directly measure the other potential mechanisms mentioned above: people’s uncertainty of their
political knowledge or motivations to learn about other political views, or whether they expected to feel less upset upon hearing opposing views. Perhaps my video did not affect these theorized mechanisms; some prior work has precisely manipulated these mechanisms and observed higher rates of engaging (e.g., Dorison et al., 2019), and meta-analyses have supported this and other proposed mechanisms (Hart et al., 2009), so we can still feel confident in them.

5.2.2.2 Possible issues with manipulation or dependent measure

Methodological features could also contribute to this null result. For example, there may have been issues with the manipulation, such that its effects owed to demand characteristics: Perhaps participants guessed the proximal purpose of the video and responded accordingly to the check item, but not to the dependent measure (because it came later and was not so obviously related to the content of the video). Study 9’s between-subjects design should have helped disguise the manipulation, but participants likely already perceived high polarization (Pew Research Center, 2020b), and the low polarization video explicitly discredited this assumption by blaming it on the media. As a result, participants probably realized that the low polarization video aimed to change these perceptions and so responded accordingly. Alternatively, the manipulation might have had a real effect on engaging, but this effect may have been too small to affect this downstream dependent measure. Or perhaps the measure of engaging itself was to blame—there were conceptual advantages to this novel measure, but it showed only modest relationships with expected constructs, leaving open the possibility that it poorly approximated engaging behavior.

5.2.3 How could interventions increase engagement with opposing views?

In Chapter 4, I failed to support my hypothesis that reducing perceived polarization disinhibits engaging. I put this idea forth with hopes of designing a potential intervention. What
do the present results say about what a successful intervention might look like? Earlier, I suggested that a successful intervention might manipulate perceived intragroup, rather than intergroup, polarization, which is in line with some existing theory and evidence. Aside from this, I offer a few other possibilities below.

For one, researchers could directly correct misperceptions of engaging’s desirability and see if that influences behavior. For example, participants could report their preferences for engaging and estimate their peers’, then learn correct information about their peers’ preferences. Of course, if there was an external factor causing these misperceptions (e.g., social or news media), it might be more effective to intervene on that cause directly rather than addressing its downstream effects.

For another, pluralistic ignorance theorizing suggests that people assume others’ attitudes from their behaviors, so a potential intervention could emphasize that most people try to engage with opposing views. For example, I could tell participants that people try to seek a balanced viewpoint diet and support this by citing the results of Study 9, whereby people sought opposing views only slightly less often (about 45% of the time) than congenial ones (55%). I could supplement this by emphasizing that other intolerant behaviors are absolutely rare and support this by citing evidence that people overestimate the prevalence of canceling and violence (Dias et al., 2022; Mernyk et al., 2022), both of which imply intense opposition to hearing other views. Pluralistic ignorance theorizing suggests that by correcting perceptions of how prevalent these behaviors are, people will infer less peer support for them and conform more to these norms.

Another solution involves identifying and intervening on the cause(s) of the misperceptions documented in Studies 7, 8, and 10, but exploratory analyses in those studies have produced no clear leads. For instance, Study 10 revealed that perceived illegitimacy was
related to responses, but not differently for actual versus anticipated responses, which would be necessary to explain divergence between the two. In pilot data not presented here, I observed null relationships such that consuming more media (social and other formats) was unrelated to misperceptions. Nonetheless, future research might consider individual differences or general psychological processes (e.g., egocentric anchoring and adjustment) that could cause these misperceptions. Namely, it could experimentally test which of the possible causes is most responsible for misperceptions and develop interventions to address this cause.

5.3 Generalizability

5.3.1 Generalizability of these specific results

In considering what we learn from these results, it is important to consider whether they generalize to the populations we care about, telling us what the broader population truly prefers. On one hand, by primarily recruiting convenience samples from Prolific Academic, my results would appear to have questionable generalizability, especially given that Prolific workers are more likely to be democrats and women than the population (Prolific Team, 2022). But in all studies, I used screens to recruit approximately equal portions of Democrats, Republicans, and Independents or other-affiliates, which is within 5% of their true population proportions (Pew Research Center, 2019c). Although not perfectly representative, these samples are still likely to generalize to the population, given that samples from crowdsourcing platforms often respond similarly to representative samples (Mullinix et al., 2015). Likewise, if my samples underrepresented a specific type of participant whose opinions differed meaningfully, this would be an issue. However, the only meaningful individual differences I have observed—extremity and frequently reacting to politicians’ tweets—were represented at levels comparable to the population (in my samples, about 6-7% of participants are frequent reactors and 1/3 were
independents, which approximates the population prevalence, Pew Research Center, 2019c). In other words, these samples approximated the broader population on demographic factors known to influence the effects I studied.

It is also worth remarking on which broader population I have generalized to—contemporary Americans—and whether their psychological responses would generalize to people in other times and places. America provides a great case study of conflict between democratic and moral values because it is a democracy (albeit one in decline; EIU, 2016, 2021); countries with other sociopolitical systems might be less likely to encourage tolerance and rationality, so their citizens likely see less to like in engaging and may be more likely to resort to passive intolerance or active condemnation to handle morally infused political disagreement. America is hardly the only democracy, but it is more polarized than it has been in the past (for a review, see Heltzel & Laurin, 2020; Jost et al., 2022), and is perhaps more polarized than other countries (Boxell et al., 2022; Finkel et al., 2020; Fletcher et al., 2019), though some scholars disagree (Westwood et al., 2018; Gidron et al., 2019; Wagner, 2021).

If America is not uniquely polarized, people’s responses to engaging versus dismissing should generalize to other countries with roughly similar degrees of democratic values and polarization. I did not identify the specific cause of misperceptions but if they indeed come from external sources like the media, those patterns should generalize best to cultural contexts with similar media dynamics. If instead America is uniquely polarized, the present results might not generalize to other cultures and/or times, but they would still provide a theoretically informative case study of how Democracies fare amid record-high levels of polarization: Few times in history (e.g., the U.S. civil war; the red scare) have citizens of a democracy grappled with such an explicit tradeoff between their commitment to democratic values of political tolerance and
their moral opposition to other political views. Practically, regardless of whether U.S.
polarization is a special case or not, America is a global power and other countries pay attention
to its sociopolitical situation, so its dynamics could influence people elsewhere.

5.3.1 Generalizability of these broader dynamics

Given that democracies are non-universal sociopolitical systems and political polarization
varies greatly across cultures, do the present findings speak at all to more general human
psychological processes? I believe they speak to the basic tendency for (perceived) social
pressures to shape intergroup relations. Prior theorizing suggests individuals will engage with an
outgroup to the extent that their ingroup supports such engagement (Sherif & Sherif, 1953), but
that theorizing says little about what factors shape perceived ingroup support. One such factor is
the tendency to assume one’s ingroup values loyalty to and promotion of the ingroup over
outgroups, so people may generally feel pressure to not engage constructively with outgroups.
Two other factors come from each opposing pathway mechanism I proposed: Valuing tolerance
generally and being concerned with validating a specific outgroup. That is, when a person’s
ingroup prescribes tolerance (e.g., in democracies and other egalitarian social arrangements),
there will be more social pressure to engage with outgroups, and when their ingroup seems
concerned with validating an outgroup, there will be less pressure to engage. In this way, I have
proposed moderators that determine when social approval encourages vs. discourages people
from bridging intergroup divides—moderators that may operate in other intergroup divides.

In addition, there are unique insights to be gained from studying engaging across
moralized political divides, compared to other moralized group divides. For example, religious
groups might conflict over perceived moral differences, but religious teachings rarely if ever
provide a framework for how to peacefully coexist or compromise with followers of other
religions. Even in a democracy, religious groups are required to merely tolerate each other and peacefully coexist, but they are not compelled to work together or find grounds for compromise. Political groups can similarly be mired in moral conflict and in non-democratic countries, they might similarly lack a framework for handling their disagreements. But things change when political groups feud within democracies: Each political group separately agrees to superordinate values that help them to peacefully and cooperatively navigate intergroup conflict. This illustrates how democracies are a psychologically unique sociopolitical arrangement in that they can mitigate intergroup conflict—the source of much turmoil in human history. Democracies can continue to do so as long as citizens continue to champion democratic values, even in the face of moral divides; the present results suggest Americans have done precisely this, providing good news for fans of democracy.
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Appendix: Supplemental Material

A.1 Supplemental analyses for Studies 3 and 4

A.1.1 Robustness checks

I ran key analyses in additional ways, to ensure the robustness of my results. I ran models described in the main text with two different modifications. First, I ran models changing the DV to be raw rather than log-transformed Like and Retweet counts, varying the dummy codes to obtain all pairwise comparisons (see Table A1.1). Next, I ran models eliminating the 20 tweets that were present in both Studies 3 and 4, again varying the dummy codes to obtain all pairwise comparisons (see Table A1.2). In all cases results replicate what I report in the main text, though for the raw counts significance was sometimes marginal.

Table A1.1
Comparing raw positive feedback to Senators’ neither vs. engaging and neither vs. dismissing tweets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model Comparison</th>
<th>DV</th>
<th>Covariates</th>
<th>Study</th>
<th>b (SE)</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>d</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Engaging (1) vs. dismissing (0)</td>
<td>Likes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-1225.57 (505.38)</td>
<td>-2.43</td>
<td>.015</td>
<td>-0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-2666.44 (1303.14)</td>
<td>-2.05</td>
<td>.041</td>
<td>-0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-1138.80 (499.89)</td>
<td>-2.28</td>
<td>.023</td>
<td>-0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Retweets</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-2777.42 (1282.69)</td>
<td>-1.78</td>
<td>.076</td>
<td>-0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-351.41 (166.33)</td>
<td>-2.11</td>
<td>.035</td>
<td>-0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-693.59 (287.40)</td>
<td>-2.41</td>
<td>.016</td>
<td>-0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engaging (1) vs. neither (0)</td>
<td>Likes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>41.10 (270.81)</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>.879</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1036.59 (429.09)</td>
<td>2.42</td>
<td>.016</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Retweets</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-38.90 (88.50)</td>
<td>-0.44</td>
<td>.660</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-600.24 (241.27)</td>
<td>-2.49</td>
<td>.013</td>
<td>-0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dismissing (1) vs. neither (0)</td>
<td>Likes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1266.67 (432.76)</td>
<td>2.93</td>
<td>.003</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>324.68 (764.12)</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>.671</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Retweets</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>354.46 (142.42)</td>
<td>2.49</td>
<td>.013</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>28.55 (168.47)</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>.865</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table A1.2
Comparing positive feedback for Senators’ neither vs. engaging and neither vs. dismissing tweets, after removing overlapping tweets from each dataset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comparison</th>
<th>DV</th>
<th>Covariates</th>
<th>Study</th>
<th>$b$ (SE)</th>
<th>$t$</th>
<th>$p$</th>
<th>$d$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Engaging (1) vs. dismissing (0)</td>
<td>Likes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-0.79 (0.19)</td>
<td>-4.07</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td>-0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-0.81 (0.24)</td>
<td>-3.39</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td>-0.61</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retweets</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-0.65 (0.16)</td>
<td>-3.99</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td>-0.56</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-0.77 (0.23)</td>
<td>-3.30</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td>-0.59</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engaging (1) vs. neither (0)</td>
<td>Likes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-0.85 (0.16)</td>
<td>-1.14 (0.23)</td>
<td>-5.64</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-0.96 (0.17)</td>
<td>-5.64</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td>-0.78</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retweets</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-1.09 (0.23)</td>
<td>-4.72</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td>-0.84</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-1.09 (0.23)</td>
<td>-4.72</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td>-0.84</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dismissing (1) vs. neither (0)</td>
<td>Likes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-0.89 (0.17)</td>
<td>0.10 (0.10)</td>
<td>-2.58</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-0.66 (0.20)</td>
<td>-3.25</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>-0.49</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retweets</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-0.65 (0.16)</td>
<td>-3.23</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>-0.49</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.02 (0.09)</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>.861</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. With (and without) covariates, the models for Study 3 had 4976 (4995) df; those for Study 4 had 1121 (1130).

A.1.2 Test of mediation by linguistic features

Prior work has identified some linguistic markers of tweets that get a lot of positive feedback and that might naturally occur more (or less) in dismissive than engaging tweets. When tweeting their dismissal of opponents, Senators might naturally express more incivility, outrage, negative emotions, and certainty, as well as fewer positive emotions, all of which are linked with more Likes and Retweets (Brady et al., 2017; Evans et al., 2023; Frimer et al., 2022, Schöne et al., 2021). I considered whether any of these played a role in the popularity of Senators’
dismissive tweets, examining both whether these linguistic markers explain the popularity of dismissing tweets, and whether this popularity persists over and above linguistic markers.

We measured linguistic markers using the same dictionaries that have been used in prior work on Twitter reactions: incivility (i.e., toxicity scores from PerspectiveAPI; see Frimer et al., 2022) and positive, negative non-moral, and moral outrage (i.e., negative moral) emotional sentiments (from AFINN sentiment dictionaries; see Nielsen, 2011). For certainty, I used the LIWC certitude dictionary (Boyd et al., 2022). Since word count methods are imperfect, I also considered six alternative measures related to these constructs: LIWC’s dictionaries for politeness (inversely related to incivility), moralization, positive tone and negative tone (related to moral outrage, positive, and negative emotions, respectively, but without necessarily being emotional in nature), and all-or-none language (related to certainty).

We ran separate multilevel mediation models for each possible combination of DV (Likes or Retweets) and linguistic mediator (incivility and politeness, outrage, negative non-moral sentiments, negative tone and moralization, positive sentiments and positive tone, and certainty and all-or-none language), with dismissing (0) versus engaging (1) as the IV. Each model also included a random intercept for Senator. Table A1.3 reports for each model the a-link (do engaging and dismissing tweets differ on the linguistic marker?), the indirect effect (does the linguistic marker help explain why dismissing tweets receive more positive feedback), and the direct effect (do dismissing tweets receive more positive feedback even accounting for the linguistic marker?).

Table A1.3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mediator</th>
<th>Study</th>
<th>a-link</th>
<th>Indirect effect</th>
<th>Direct effect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DV</td>
<td>b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incivility</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-0.10</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.16</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td>Likes</td>
<td>-0.57</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The linguistic markers tended to differ between tweet types in line with my expectations: Compared to engaging tweets, dismissing tweets expressed more incivility and less politeness, more outrage, moralization, negative emotion, negative tone and certainty (in Study 3 only, and no more absolute language), and less positive emotion (Study 4 only) and positive tone.

However, these differences tended not to explain my findings: The only consistent indirect effects were through incivility, but politeness as an alternative marker of a similar conceptual construct did not replicate the pattern. Moreover, even accounting for incivility the direct effects
remained significant in all but one test. Incivility may thus contribute to dismissing tweets’
popularity, but dismissing tweets seem more popular for reasons beyond this and all other
linguistic differences I considered.

A.2 Supplemental Studies S1 and S2

Studies S1 and S2 both tested whether people’s preferences for engaging versus
dismissing shift depending on either the communicator’s role (Senator vs. citizen), or the
communication medium (tweet vs. offline). Each used a 2×2 design manipulating each of these
factors independently between subjects. Participants saw multiple instances of both engaging and
dismissing by a co-partisan, and in each case reported their feelings of warmth towards the
communicator. For theoretical precision, Study S1’s participants rated artificial (i.e.,
experimenter-generated) tweets or vignettes inspired by prior research; For realism, Study S2’s
participants rated a small set of real Senator tweets—or vignettes inspired by them—from Study
4.

Study S1 was preregistered at this link and Study S2 at this link; exclusions and analyses
reported below follow my preregistration unless otherwise indicated. The preregistration made
no explicit a priori hypotheses but given existing literature (summarized in the main text’s
introduction) and what would explain the discrepancy between Study 3 and 4’s results and prior
research, I might have expected worse reactions to engaging in the case of Twitter and/or
Senators.

A.2.1 Method

A.2.1.1 Participants

We recruited American participants from Prolific Academic who had registered for
Prolific before July 25, since reports indicated data quality had decreased due to an influx of
registrations after this date (Charalambides, 2021). I aimed for 1200 observations per study, before exclusions; in Study S1 (S2), each participant provided two (six) observations. I used Prolific screening to recruit approximately half self-identified Democrats and Republicans.

Table A2.1 reports demographics and exclusions. The survey automatically ejected any participants who failed an English comprehension check at the survey’s start; this check described multiple actors in a short story and required that participants identify the referent of a particular pronoun. I also excluded participants who self-reported providing low-quality data. Study S1’s sample had no ideological lean ($M = 3.24, SD = 1.67$, below the scale midpoint, $t(612) = -3.79, p < .001$), while Study S2 leaned liberal ($M = 3.35, SD = 1.57$, not different from the scale midpoint, $t(199) = -1.34, p = .183$).

Table A2.1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>N recruited</th>
<th>Low quality data</th>
<th>Final N</th>
<th>Observations</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>$M_{age}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>659</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>657</td>
<td>1027</td>
<td>42% men (1 trans), 56% women, 1% non-binary, 1% agender, gender-fluid, or gender-queer</td>
<td>39.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>961</td>
<td>42% male, 55% female, 1% non-binary, 1% queer, 0.5% agender</td>
<td>37.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>198</td>
<td>1967</td>
<td>40% men, 57% women, 1% non-binary, 0.5% agender</td>
<td>37.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S4</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>1998</td>
<td>48% men (1 trans), 47.5% women, 3.5% non-binary, 0.5% agender</td>
<td>37.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A.2.1.2.1 Stimuli: Study S1

Study S1 used carefully controlled, experimenter-generated stimuli to convey engaging and dismissing, thereby minimizing any extraneous confounds between the two. Each participant saw two instances of political communication, both randomly assigned from same cell in the 2 (Senator versus citizen) $\times$ 2 (tweet vs. offline) between-subjects matrix. Each participant saw, in randomized order, one communicator engaging constructively with and another dismissively dismissing opponents and their views, such that the design analyzed was a 2 (within subjects:...
engaging vs. dismissing) × 2 (between subjects: Senator vs. citizen) × 2 (between subjects: tweet vs. offline).

For generalizability I also manipulated the scenario in which the communication took place (a TV interview vs. a conversation about recent interactions) and the political issue (randomly drawn from the same six issues used in Study S2: climate change, efforts to address COVID-19, suppressing violent outgroup extremists, tax plans, COVID-19 vaccine distribution priorities, guns). I randomly assigned levels of these variables within subjects (with the stipulation that they be different for each of the two communications each participant saw). Also, communicators’ political beliefs always matched the participant’s, adding another between-subjects variable (Republican vs. Democrat) that was not randomly assigned. Thus, the full design was a 2 (within subjects: engaging vs. dismissing) × 2 (between subjects: Senator vs. citizen) × 2 (between subjects: tweet vs. offline) × 2 (within subjects: café versus news report) × 2 (between subjects: Democratic vs. Republican) × 6 (within subjects: issue), requiring 192 different stimuli.

Figure A1.1 displays real stimuli from the study selected to show all variables levels and close parallels in language across variations. The top left shows a Rep. citizen on Twitter dismissing gun rights opponents in a TV scenario; the middle left shows a Rep. citizen offline dismissing climate change opponents in a TV scenario; the bottom left shows a Rep. Senator offline engaging gun opponents in a recent interactions scenario; the top right shows a Rep. Senator dismissing climate change opponents in a TV scenario; the middle right shows a Rep. Senator offline engaging gun opponents in a TV scenario; the bottom right shows a Dem. Senator on Twitter dismissing climate opponents in a recent interactions scenario.
Figure A1.1 Examples of stimuli used in Study S1.

Note that Senators were portrayed as real Senators—Democrats Gary Peters (MI) or Jacky Rosen (NV); Republicans Mike Rounds (SD) or Marsha Blackburn (TN). Citizen communicators used the names and likenesses of the Senators to avoid any associated confounds, expecting that participants would not recognize them—we intentionally selected recently elected Senators with relatively low profiles, about whom participants would not have strong pre-existing opinions.

A.2.1.2.2 Stimuli: Study S2

We first selected six real tweets from Study 4 (three each to represent engaging and dismissing; see preregistered materials). My goal was to select tweets that were good exemplars of engaging and dismissing, that I could readily adapt into vignettes about citizens’ offline interactions, and that I could transpose into parallel versions such that I could always show
Democratic (Republican) participants stimuli about fellow Democrats (Republicans). For variety, I selected tweets that focused on the six different political issues mentioned in Study S1: gun regulations, climate change, tax plans, whom to prioritize in COVID-19 vaccine distribution, efforts to address COVID-19, and suppressing violent outgroup extremists. These six tweets (alongside parallel versions attributed to an opposing party Senator, described below) served as stimuli for one of the between-subjects cells in this design. I created the other three cells by modifying these tweets in three ways.

To create the citizen tweets, I replaced the Senator’s name and Twitter handle with an experimenter-generated name and handle, and the Senator’s profile picture with a plain picture (i.e., not their official Senate photo) of another Senator from the other party. When the original tweets mentioned other Senators in a way that citizens’ tweets would not (e.g., discussing policy with other Senators), I modified them accordingly (e.g., the citizen expressed the same sentiment as the Senator about the policy discussions).

To create both Senator and citizen offline vignettes, I stated the communicator’s name and partisan affiliation, their policy beliefs on the issue mentioned in the tweet stimulus, and described their engaging or dismissing behavior.

Finally, to ensure I had versions I could show both conservative and liberal participants, I created a parallel version of each stimulus that depicted a Senator with the opposing party affiliation and stance on the issue (Pre-testing revealed near unanimous support for addressing the pandemic so both Democrats and Republicans saw the same stance for this issue). In selecting tweets, I prioritized ones posted by lower profile Senators (e.g., who had not run for President), to reduce the chance that participants’ pre-existing feelings would influence their evaluations, and selected similarly low-profile Senators to be their counterparts in the parallel
opposing party versions. But I did ultimately include one tweet by Senator Ted Cruz, a prominent Republican figure at the time of this study; in creating the parallel Democratic version, I portrayed the communicator as Senator Bernie Sanders, a figure likely to be similarly well-known among Democrats. Figure A1.2 displays real stimuli selected to show all variables levels and close parallels in language across variations. Tweets on the left (middle / right) are real tweets from the Study 4 dataset (are citizen variations of the real tweet shown on the left / are versions of the real tweet altered to depict the opposing party and associated stance), and the offline version of each tweet is shown below it.

Figure A1.2. Example Stimuli, Study S2

A.2.1.3 Procedure

Studies S1 and S2 had nearly identical procedures, with the exception of the number of communicators participants rated. After completing the English comprehension check,
participants reported their demographics, including their ideological orientation using a scale with no midpoint: “In general, to what extent do you consider yourself to be liberal, moderate, or conservative?” (1 = Very liberal, 6 = Very conservative).

To summarize, participants in Study S1 (S2) read about two (six) communicators. In both studies, I randomly assigned the communications to take the form of tweets or vignettes, and to be by Senators or regular citizens. For each participant, half of the communicators that they saw engaged and the other half dismissed, in randomized order; all participants always saw communicators endorsing the issue stance typical of their own ideology (for example, a participant who selected a point on the conservative half of the scale would see only communicators who supported gun rights, or opposed violent left-wing extremists).

Beneath each communication, participants reported their feelings of warmth toward the communicator, using the same measure described in Study 1 in the main text.

Participants then reported their position on each of the six issues in the set (even in Study S1, where they would only have seen communicators mention two of the issues). For instance, to report their position on guns they responded to the following prompt:

This issue concerns the government's role in regulating the manufacture, sale, transfer, possession, modification, or use of firearms by civilians. Those who favor increasing government regulation are described as supporting gun control, while those who favor less government regulation are described as supporting gun rights.

In a significant minority of cases (Study S1: 287 of 1314 observations, or 22%; Study S2: 233 of 1194 observations, or 20%), their stance on an assigned issue was atypical of their self-reported ideology (e.g., some participants identified as liberal but supported gun rights). I excluded such observations, so that I could test people’s attitudes toward co-partisans who engaged with or dismissed shared opponents’ views. Finally, participants self-reported whether they provided quality data.
A.2.2 Results

A.2.2.1 Preferences for engaging versus dismissing: Are they different for Senators / on Twitter?

In each study, a multilevel model predicted feelings toward the Senator from action (dismissing = 0, engaging = 1), communication medium (offline = -1, Twitter = 1), communicator role (citizen = -1, Senator = 1), the interactions among them, and a random intercept for participant. As preregistered, I focused on interactions involving the communicator’s behavior, to test whether Senators or Twitter elicited stronger preferences for dismissing. Three of the four relevant two-way interactions were significant or marginally so, but in the opposite direction from what prior literature would suggest; see Table A2.2 and Figure A2.3: Participants’ relative preference for engaging over dismissing was stronger on Twitter versus offline, and for Senators versus regular citizens (Study S1 only). In neither study did participants report feeling more warmly toward Senators who tweeted about dismissing (versus engaging with) opponents. Nonetheless, one difference between the studies stood out: In S1, participants preferred engaging Senators who allegedly authored experimenter-generated tweets; in S2 they had no preference for engaging or dismissing Senators who authored real tweets drawn from Study 4. I return to this discrepancy later in this document.

Table A2.2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Effect</th>
<th>b</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>Action</td>
<td>11.27</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>8.77, 13.78</td>
<td>8.84</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Medium x Action interaction</td>
<td>2.26</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>-0.25, 4.76</td>
<td>1.77</td>
<td>.077</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tweet simple slope</td>
<td>13.53</td>
<td>1.79</td>
<td>10.01, 17.05</td>
<td>7.55</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Offline simple slope</td>
<td>9.02</td>
<td>1.82</td>
<td>5.45, 12.58</td>
<td>4.97</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Role x Action interaction</td>
<td>2.20</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>-0.30, 4.71</td>
<td>1.73</td>
<td>.085</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Senator simple slope</td>
<td>13.48</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>10.05, 16.90</td>
<td>7.72</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Citizen simple slope</td>
<td>9.07</td>
<td>1.86</td>
<td>5.42, 12.73</td>
<td>4.88</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Medium × Role x Action interaction</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>-1.57, 3.44</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>.464</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Senator tweet simple slope</td>
<td>16.67</td>
<td>2.47</td>
<td>11.82, 21.52</td>
<td>6.74</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Senator offline simple slope</td>
<td>10.29</td>
<td>2.47</td>
<td>5.45, 15.13</td>
<td>4.17</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Citizen tweet simple slope</td>
<td>10.39</td>
<td>2.60</td>
<td>5.30, 15.49</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### A.2.2.2 Preferences for engaging versus dismissing: Do they differ among extremists vs. moderates?

Exploratory models tested whether political extremists find dismissing more appealing than political moderates. Multilevel models predicted attitudes from action (dismissing = 0, engaging = 1), as well as ideological orientation (midpoint-centered), ideological extremity (squared value of participant’s midpoint-centered partisan affiliation), and their interactions with action; separately for each study (see Table A2.3). In Study S1 and S2, I found the same pattern of moderation by extremity reported in Study 5 in the main text.
Table A2.3
Preferences for Senators’ engaging vs. dismissing tweets as a function of extremity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Extremity measure</th>
<th>Effect</th>
<th>$b$</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>$t$</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>$p$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Study S1</td>
<td>Interaction with Action</td>
<td>-1.13</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>-2.00</td>
<td>1019</td>
<td>.046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Most moderate simple slope</td>
<td>14.60</td>
<td>1.98</td>
<td>7.37</td>
<td>830</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Most extreme simple slope</td>
<td>7.78</td>
<td>2.27</td>
<td>3.43</td>
<td>839</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study S2</td>
<td>Interaction with Action</td>
<td>-5.25</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>-9.51</td>
<td>953</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Most moderate simple slope</td>
<td>13.30</td>
<td>1.83</td>
<td>7.29</td>
<td>803</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Most extreme simple slope</td>
<td>-18.20</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>-7.81</td>
<td>773</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Positive coefficients indicate a relative preference for Senators’ engaging tweets over their dismissing tweets.

A.3  Supplemental Study S3 and S4

Both Study S3 and S4 were preregistered ([Study S3](#study-s3): [Study S4](#study-s4)). I ran Study S3 to test if crowdsourced participants feel more warmly toward co-partisan Senators when their real tweets engaged with or dismissed opponents. I ran Study S4 to as a confirmatory test of the moderating role of political extremity, which I reported for Studies S1 and S2 above and also found in Study S3. In both studies, I also assessed the frequency with which participants reacted to Senators’ tweets, and exploratory analyses with this variable yielded the same results I report for Study 5 in the main text (but with only the feelings DV as that is all I measured).

A.3.1 Method

A.3.1.1 Participants

Table A2.1 (see Studies S1-S2) shows sample characteristics. I used Prolific Academic to recruit equal numbers of American participants who self-identified as Democrat, Republican, and Independents or other. In both studies, participants leaned Democrat (below implied scale midpoint of 3.5; S1: $M = 3.26$, $SD = 1.66$, $t(196) = -2.04$, $p = .043$; S2: $M = 3.12$, $SD = 1.69$, $t(199) = -3.13$, $p = .002$). A small minority of participants ($n_{S3} = 11$, $n_{S4} = 16$) reported frequently reacting to Senators’ tweets; the remainder reported having done so once or twice ($n_{S3} = 78$, $n_{S4} = 61$), or never ($n_{S3} = 108$, $n_{S4} = 123$).

A.3.1.2 Procedure
Participants followed the same procedure as Study 5, with two exceptions. First, all participants reported their feelings of warmth toward the Senator who authored each tweet; I used no other measure of preferences. Second, participants did not report the three individual difference variables (endorsement of compromise, affective polarization, desire for party status); in Study S3, participants also did not report their ideological orientation (though they did report affiliation).

A.3.2 Results

A.3.2.1 Do participants prefer engaging or dismissing overall?

This was the analysis I preregistered for Study S3: a multilevel model predicted attitudes from tweet type (dismissing = 0, engaging = 1) with random intercepts for participant and tweet. Neither sample showed an overall preference: As in Study S2, participants overall felt equally warm toward Senators who posted engaging versus dismissing tweets (Study S3: $b = -1.00$, $SE = 1.28$, $t(1962) = -0.79$, $p = .434$; Study S4: $b = -0.75$, $SE = 1.40$, $t(1993) = -0.53$, $p = .594$).

A.3.2.2 Do frequent reactors respond differently than everyone else to engaging vs. dismissing, and is this related to their partisan extremity?

Because Studies S3 and S4 had so few frequent reactors, I collapsed across studies for these analyses; everything I report here also emerged in within-sample analyses. For analyses reported in this section, only those testing the moderating role of extremity were preregistered, and only for Study S4. All analyses, however, follow the strategy preregistered for Study 5 in the main text, without standardizing preferences because all participants completed the same measure (feelings toward the Senators).

Multilevel models predicted feelings of warmth from tweet type (dismissing = 0, engaging = 1), participant group (frequent reactors = 0, everyone else = 1), their interaction, and
random intercepts for tweet, participant, and study; see Figure A3.1. The same key interaction emerged as in Study 5, $b = 13.86$, $SE = 3.52$, $t(3957) = 3.94$, $p < .001$: Frequent reactors felt more warmly toward dismissing Senators compared to engaging Senators, $b = -14.25$, $SE = 3.59$, $t(3957) = 3.97$, $p < .001$, everyone else showed no preference, $b = -0.39$, $SE = 1.11$, $t(3957) = -0.35$, $p = .726$.

![Figure A3.1. Participants' attitudes towards engaging and dismissing as a function of participant group.](image)

We then tested whether extremists’ preferences matched frequent reactors’; this was the analysis I preregistered for Study S2. A multilevel model predicted feelings from party affiliation (midpoint-centered), party extremity (squared value of participant’s midpoint-centered partisan affiliation), and their interactions with tweet type (dismissing = 0, engaging = 1), and including random intercepts for tweet, participant, and study. The key party extremity × tweet type interaction was significant, $b = -2.97$, $SE = 0.22$, $t(3956) = -13.29$, $p < .001$: The most extreme participants felt more warmly toward co-partisan Senators whose tweets dismissed, rather than engaged, with opponents, $b = -10.60$, $SE = 1.33$, $t(368) = -7.97$, $p < .001$; the most moderate participants showed the opposite preference, $b = 7.16$, $SE = 1.26$, $t(210) = 5.70$, $p < .001$.

We did not measure the variables that in Study 5 played the role of second mediators in the serial mediation. Instead, I tested a model using participant group as the IV (frequent reactors = 0, everyone else = 1), preference for engaging (average feelings toward engaging Senators
minus average attitude toward dismissing Senators) as the DV, and party extremity as the mediator; see Figure A3.2. Similar to Study 5, frequent reactors’ greater partisan extremity helped account for their preference for dismissing tweets, but only partially; a significant direct effect suggested that even controlling for extremity, frequent reactors’ preferences still differed from other participants’.

![Figure A3.2. Extremity’s role in explaining why frequent reactors preferred Senators’ dismissing tweets.](image)

**A.4 Supplemental analyses for Study 5**

**A.4.1 Extremity results, moderated by response type**

Additional preregistered analyses tested whether extremity moderated preferences for engaging versus dismissing tweets consistently across response measures. The model was identical to the extremity model reported in the main text with the addition of response measure (dummy coded with approval of the tweet as the reference group) and all its interactions (see Table A3.1). As mentioned in the text, the key tweet type \times party extremity interaction was significant for both direct preference measures (approval: $b = -0.10, SE = 0.02, t(4538) = -5.63, p < .001$; $b = -0.12, SE = 0.02, t(4538) = -6.78, p < .001$), but not for intentions to Like and Retweet, $b = -0.02, SE = 0.01, t(4538) = -1.50, p = 0.133$.

**Table A3.1**

*Interactions and simple slopes for tweet type by extremity by measure, Study 5*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Effect</th>
<th>$b$</th>
<th>$SE$</th>
<th>$t$</th>
<th>$p$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>-0.38</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>-3.50</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tweet type</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>4.48</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Party affiliation</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>-1.87</td>
<td>.061</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Feeling toward Senator (vs. approval of tweet)  
-0.12  0.15  -0.82  .411  
Intent to Like and Retweet (vs. approval of tweet)  
0.15  0.15  1.01  .312  
Extremity  
0.10  0.02  4.20  < .001  
Tweet type × party affiliation  
-0.01  0.02  -0.32  .747  
Tweet type × feeling toward Senator (vs. approval of tweet)  
-0.11  0.11  -1.00  .316  
Tweet type × intent to Like and Retweet (vs. approval of tweet)  
-0.44  0.10  -4.51  < .001  
Party affiliation × feeling toward Senator (vs. approval of tweet)  
0.03  0.05  0.65  .515  
Party affiliation × intent to Like and Retweet (vs. approval of tweet)  
0.02  0.05  0.36  .716  
Tweet type × extremity  
-0.10  0.02  -5.63  < .001  
Tweet type × feeling toward Senator (vs. approval of tweet)  
0.07  0.04  1.97  .049  
Tweet type × intent to Like and Retweet (vs. approval of tweet)  
-0.03  0.03  -0.90  .369  
Party affiliation × feeling toward Senator (vs. approval of tweet)  
-0.01  0.03  -0.30  .764  
Party affiliation × intent to Like and Retweet (vs. approval of tweet)  
0.03  0.03  1.14  .253  
Extremity × feeling toward Senator (vs. approval of tweet)  
-0.03  0.03  -1.05  .292  
Extremity × intent to Like and Retweet (vs. approval of tweet)  
0.08  0.02  3.57  < .001  

Note. The model had 4538 df. Positive simple slope coefficients reflect more favorable responses.

A.4.2 Robustness checks on the moderation by extremity

To test the robustness of the finding that extremists prefer dismissing tweets, I ran the same analyses described in the main text but using alternative operationalizations of extremity. First, I considered absolute (rather than squared) distance from midpoint, recoding participants’ responses to the party affiliation variable so that strongly partisans received a 3, somewhat affiliated partisans received a 2, and leaning partisans received a 1. Second, I considered ideological extremity in place of affiliation extremity, squaring the distance from the midpoint of a 7-point scale (1 = Extremely Conservative, 4 = Moderate, 7 = Extremely Liberal). Table A3.2 reports the results; in all cases replicating what I observed in the main text.

Table A3.2
Preferences for Senators’ engaging vs. dismissing tweets as a function of extremity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Extremity measure</th>
<th>Effect</th>
<th>b</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Absolute distance from midpoint</td>
<td>Interaction with Tweet type</td>
<td>-0.23</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>-7.97</td>
<td>4550</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Most moderate simple slope</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>3.43</td>
<td>3916</td>
<td>= .001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Most extreme simple slope</td>
<td>-0.30</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>-8.83</td>
<td>3322</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ideological extremity</td>
<td>Interaction with Tweet type</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>-10.08</td>
<td>4512</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Most moderate simple slope</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>5.04</td>
<td>3823</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Most extreme simple slope</td>
<td>-0.39</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>-10.48</td>
<td>3538</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Positive coefficients indicate a relative preference for Senators’ engaging tweets over their dismissing tweets.
A.4.3 Analyses including only participants from pre-amendment sample

For transparency, I report results for all preregistered confirmatory tests using only the original sample recruited for Study 5, prior to the amendment I submitted when I realized that my smaller sample of frequent reactors had not rated all the tweets that everyone else had.

In the first model (across response measures), the key interaction was significant, \( b = 0.21, SE = 0.06, t(3221) = 3.62, p < .001 \): Frequent reactors responded more positively to dismissing tweets, \( b = -0.22, SE = 0.05, t(3221) = -4.39, p < .001 \), whereas infrequent reactors responded similarly to both types of tweet, \( b = -0.00, SE = 0.04, t(3221) = -0.19, p = .847 \).

In the second model (including moderations by response measure; see Table A3.3), only one of the three-way interactions was significant. Nonetheless, as in the main text, the key participant group \( \times \) tweet type interaction was significant for approval \( (b = 0.40, SE = 0.11, t(3213) = 3.55, p < .001) \) and marginal for feelings \( (b = 0.19, SE = 0.11, t(3213) = 1.70, p = .089) \); in both cases the direction of the interaction suggested frequent reactors had a stronger relative preference for dismissing than everyone else. The interaction was not significant for intentions to Like or Retweet \( (b = 0.11, SE = 0.08, t(3213) = 1.32, p = .186) \).

### Table A3.3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Effect</th>
<th>( b )</th>
<th>( SE )</th>
<th>( t )</th>
<th>( p )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>.330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tweet type</td>
<td>-0.12</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>-1.32</td>
<td>.188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participant group</td>
<td>-0.37</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>-2.50</td>
<td>.012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feeling toward Senator (vs. approval of tweet)</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>.456</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intent to Like and Retweet (vs. approval of tweet)</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>.170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tweet type ( \times ) participant group</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>3.55</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tweet type ( \times ) feeling toward Senator (vs. approval of tweet)</td>
<td>-0.16</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>-1.19</td>
<td>.234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tweet type ( \times ) intent to Like and Retweet (vs. approval of tweet)</td>
<td>-0.10</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>-0.90</td>
<td>.367</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participant group ( \times ) feeling toward Senator (vs. approval of tweet)</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>.942</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participant group ( \times ) intent to Like and Retweet (vs. approval of tweet)</td>
<td>-0.32</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>-1.57</td>
<td>.116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-way interaction (feeling vs. approval)</td>
<td>-0.21</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>-1.30</td>
<td>.194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-way interaction (intent vs. approval)</td>
<td>-0.29</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>-2.10</td>
<td>.036</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note.** The model had 3213 df. Positive simple slope coefficients reflect a preference for engagers in that condition.
In the third model (examining partisan extremity in place of participant group, across response measures), an interaction emerged between tweet type and partisan extremity, $b = -0.08$, $SE = 0.01$, $t(3219) = -7.47$, $p < .001$. Extremists preferred dismissing, $b = -0.33$, $SE = 0.04$, $t(2645) = -7.25$, $p < .001$, whereas moderates preferred engaging, $b = 0.16$, $SE = 0.04$, $t(2562) = 3.68$, $p < .001$. Moreover, being more extreme predicted better responses to dismissing tweets, $b = 0.09$, $SE = 0.02$, $t(3219) = 5.67$, $p < .001$, but not engaging ones, $b = 0.01$, $SE = 0.02$, $t(3219) = 0.67$, $p = .503$. As in the main text, there was no interaction between tweet type and partisanship, $b = -0.02$, $SE = 0.01$, $t(3219) = -0.81$, $p = .421$.

In the fourth model (adding response measure as a variable to the third model), I again find results similar to what I report for the full sample: The key participant group × tweet type interaction was significant for approval ($b = -0.07$, $SE = 0.02$, $t(3207) = -3.29$, $p < .001$) and feelings ($b = -0.16$, $SE = 0.02$, $t(3207) = -7.61$, $p < .001$); however it was also significant (but smaller) for intentions to Like or Retweet ($b = -0.04$, $SE = 0.02$, $t(3207) = -2.86$, $p = .004$). In all cases, the direction of the interaction suggested frequent reactors showed more relative preference for dismissing than everyone else; see Table A3.4.

**Table A3.4**  
*Interactions and simple slopes for tweet type by extremity by measure, Study 5*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Effect</th>
<th>$b$</th>
<th>$SE$</th>
<th>$t$</th>
<th>$p$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>-0.41</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>-3.56</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tweet type</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>4.29</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Party affiliation</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>-0.91</td>
<td>.363</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feeling toward Senator (vs. approval of tweet)</td>
<td>-0.15</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>-0.93</td>
<td>.351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intent to Like and Retweet (vs. approval of tweet)</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>1.31</td>
<td>.191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extremity</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>3.06</td>
<td>.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tweet type × party affiliation</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>.812</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tweet type × feeling toward Senator</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>-0.20</td>
<td>.843</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tweet type × intent to Like and Retweet</td>
<td>-0.38</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>-3.65</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Party affiliation × feeling toward Senator</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>.991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Party affiliation × intent to Like and Retweet</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>.423</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tweet type × extremity</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>-3.29</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tweet type × feeling toward Senator</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>2.32</td>
<td>.020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tweet type × intent to Like and Retweet</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>-1.47</td>
<td>.143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Party affiliation × approval of tweet vs. feeling toward Senator</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>-1.00</td>
<td>.318</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Party affiliation × approval of tweet vs. intent to Like and Retweet</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>-0.52</td>
<td>.605</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Extremity × approval of tweet vs. feeling toward Senator  
-0.09  0.03  -3.07  .002
Extremity × approval of tweet vs. intent to Like and Retweet  
0.03  0.03  0.95  .343

*Note.* The model had 3207 df. Positive simple slope coefficients reflect more favorable responses.

A.4.4 What mediates extremists’ preference for engaging tweets?

Additional exploratory models examined why extremists liked not only (their own Senators’) dismissing tweets but also (their own Senators’) engaging tweets more than moderates did, albeit to a lesser degree. I tested mediation models using extremity as the IV, affective polarization, desires for party status, and endorsing compromise as simultaneous mediators, and responses to either engaging or dismissing as the DV (in separate models); see Figure A4.1 (numbers before the slash reflect responses to engaging, after the slash reflect responses to dismissing). Each mediator showed its a unique pattern; in particular I highlight here affective polarization: Extremists’ greater preference for their own party over opponents accounted for their preference for dismissing tweets, but *also* explained (marginally; indirect effect *p* = .096) their preference for engaging tweets: This suggests they like (their own Senators’) engaging tweets more than do moderates (or no less, in Studies S3 and S4) out of ingroup favoritism.

![Figure A4.1 Explaining why extremists responded better to Senators’ dismissing tweets.](image)

A.5 Supplemental analyses for Study 6

Prior work suggests that most people should feel warmer toward Senators whose tweets engage with opponents; Study S1 replicated this prior pattern using artificial tweets. But in Study 5 and Studies S2-S4, which all used Senators’ real tweets, most people felt similarly warm
toward Senators whose tweets dismissed versus engaged with opposing views (though Study 5 participants representing the majority did approve more of the engaging tweets themselves). This suggests that the tweets I created differed in some critical way from Senators’ tweets I found in the wild. Thus, I collected additional data, measuring how Senators came across in the artificial tweets, to compare with my data from Study 6 (measuring how Senators came across in their real tweets).

A.5.1 Method

We recruited 81 participants from Prolific Academic such that roughly equal parts reported identifying as part of the Democratic or Republican parties or as Independents / other-affiliated. Following the same criteria as in Study 6, five participants who failed an English comprehension check were ejected from the study and I excluded one who self-reported providing low-quality data, leaving 74 (age $M = 40.1$; 49% women, 49% men, 2% nonbinary or trans).

As in Study 6, participants reported their party affiliation as part of a demographics form, which determined whether they would see tweets written by Democratic or Republican Senators. Each participant then saw and rated two of the 23 tweets I created for Study S1, one engaging and one dismissing. These participants rated only two tweets (compared to Study 6’s ten) because the artificial tweets were made up of variations on a smaller set (e.g., similar language describing different issues or coming from the opposite side of the same issue).

Beneath each tweet, participants rated the Senator who wrote the tweet on the same five attributes, and using the same scale, as in Study 6. After this, participants reported whether I should use their data.

A.5.2 Results
We compared granular perceptions of Senators’ real tweets to the artificial ones I generated, allowing me to identify similarities between them as well as differences that might explain the somewhat different results they produced. I tested five multilevel models, each predicting one of the five attributes from tweet type (dismissing = 0; engaging = 1), tweet source (artificial = 0, real = 1), their interaction, and random intercepts for participant and tweet. For key results, see Table A5.1 and Figure A5.1. As expected, in both tweet sources, engaging (compared to dismissing) tweets made the Senator who posted them seem more tolerant, cooperative and rational, but also more legitimizing of opponents’ views and willing to change their mind. Thus, the two types of tweets I generated and the two types of tweets I coded differed along the same broad dimensions.

Table A5.1
Differences in attribute perceptions, engaging vs. dismissing / real vs. artificial tweets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Effect</th>
<th>subset</th>
<th>b (SE)</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tolerant</td>
<td>Type × source</td>
<td>All tweets</td>
<td>-0.78 (0.14)</td>
<td>-5.47</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Engaging vs. dismissing</td>
<td>Real</td>
<td>1.26 (0.04)</td>
<td>28.48</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Artificial</td>
<td>2.04 (0.13)</td>
<td>15.12</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Real vs. Artificial</td>
<td>Engaging</td>
<td>-0.21 (0.18)</td>
<td>-1.17</td>
<td>.241</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dismissing</td>
<td>0.57 (0.17)</td>
<td>3.27</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperative</td>
<td>Type × source</td>
<td>All tweets</td>
<td>-0.56 (0.14)</td>
<td>-4.02</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Engaging vs. dismissing</td>
<td>Real</td>
<td>1.28 (0.04)</td>
<td>30.21</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Artificial</td>
<td>1.84 (0.13)</td>
<td>13.82</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Real vs. Artificial</td>
<td>Engaging</td>
<td>0.02 (0.17)</td>
<td>.11</td>
<td>.910</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dismissing</td>
<td>0.58 (0.17)</td>
<td>3.51</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rational</td>
<td>Type × source</td>
<td>All tweets</td>
<td>-0.86 (0.14)</td>
<td>-6.24</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Engaging vs. dismissing</td>
<td>Real</td>
<td>0.50 (0.04)</td>
<td>11.90</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Artificial</td>
<td>1.36 (0.13)</td>
<td>10.38</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Real vs. Artificial</td>
<td>Engaging</td>
<td>-0.09 (0.17)</td>
<td>-0.50</td>
<td>.620</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dismissing</td>
<td>0.78 (0.17)</td>
<td>4.54</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legitimizing</td>
<td>Type × source</td>
<td>All tweets</td>
<td>0.12 (0.15)</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>.418</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Engaging vs. dismissing</td>
<td>Real</td>
<td>1.58 (0.05)</td>
<td>33.59</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Artificial</td>
<td>1.46 (0.14)</td>
<td>10.56</td>
<td>2614 &lt; .001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Real vs. Artificial</td>
<td>Engaging</td>
<td>0.16 (0.19)</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>.383</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dismissing</td>
<td>0.04 (0.18)</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>.814</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open to</td>
<td>Type × source</td>
<td>All tweets</td>
<td>-0.33 (0.17)</td>
<td>-2.02</td>
<td>.043</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>changing</td>
<td>Engaging vs. dismissing</td>
<td>Real</td>
<td>1.00 (0.06)</td>
<td>17.44</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Artificial</td>
<td>1.34 (0.15)</td>
<td>8.64</td>
<td>2616 &lt; .001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Real vs. Artificial</td>
<td>Engaging</td>
<td>-0.03 (0.23)</td>
<td>-0.12</td>
<td>.901</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dismissing</td>
<td>0.31 (0.23)</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>.182</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
At the same time, there were some important differences: On all attributes except legitimizing, the difference between engaging and dismissing tweets was larger for artificial than real tweets. This was because, whereas the two kinds of engaging tweets were largely similar, the real dismissing tweets made Senators seem more attractive—that is, more rational, cooperative, and tolerant—compared to artificial tweets. As I found in Study 6, most people quite like others who are rational, cooperative and tolerant (e.g., Fiske et al., 2007; Heltzel & Laurin, 2021). This may help explain why, in my studies that used real tweets, most people felt just as warmly toward dismissing Senators as engaging ones, despite preferring engaging in Study S1 and in prior work (and despite approving more of engaging tweets themselves than dismissing ones in Study 5).

**A.6 Supplemental analyses for Study 8**

Following my preregistration, I first replicated the same key analysis from Study 7, setting aside data from the control condition. The predicted interaction was again significant (see Table A6.1 for simple slopes). Again replicating Chapter 2, participants themselves preferred the actor who engaged constructively with, rather than dismissed, opposing political perspectives. Consistent with misperceptions, participants assumed their allies would prefer dismissing. This
pattern is somewhat different from Study 7 (where participants had simply assumed allies would have no preference), but the overall presence and direction of the misperception was the same.

Table A6.1

*Results of simple slopes tests, Study 8 supplemental tests.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Simple slope effect</th>
<th>$b$ ($SE$)</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
<th>$t$</th>
<th>$p$</th>
<th>$d$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interaction, engaging vs. dismissing</td>
<td>14.60 (4.13)</td>
<td>3.54</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Own response to engaging vs. dismissing</td>
<td>7.28 (3.03)</td>
<td>1.32, 13.23</td>
<td>2.40</td>
<td>.017</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived ally response to engaging vs. dismissing</td>
<td>-7.32 (2.80)</td>
<td>-11.24, 4.63</td>
<td>-2.62</td>
<td>.009</td>
<td>-0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Own vs. perceived ally response to engaging</td>
<td>13.20 (3.05)</td>
<td>7.22, 19.19</td>
<td>4.33</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Own vs. perceived ally response to dismissing</td>
<td>-1.39 (2.78)</td>
<td>-6.86, 4.07</td>
<td>-0.50</td>
<td>.617</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note.* $b$ refers to the beta for the difference between the two targets. $SE$ represents standard error. There were 432 df.